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PREFACE
This investigation was conducted under the auspices of the Oregon
Student Public Interest Research Group (OSPIRG).

This author 'was

employed by OSPIRG during the,summer t 1973, as an Intern.
period of employment the
~onducted,

prima~y

During this

field research for this report was

with this author fully responsible for the design and

execution of this investigation t and this report 'p'resenting the find
ing~

of the investigation.
'Since this report is serving the purpose of

pub1icallypre~enting

the findings of this OSPIR,G investigation, "the te,rm OSPIRG appears
frequently in the text as the source primarily responsible for the
. report.
However, for the purposes of meeting the research requirement
, I

for the',Master of Social Work degree, it should be fully understood
that this author was entirely

res~onsible

for this investigation and

report.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study was to identify the mental health services
available to the elderly residents of Oregon, and to assess the effective
ness of these services in providing mental he81th treatment to elderly
persons.
In order to reasonably narrow the scope of this study, the investi
gation of mental health services we,s limited primarily to those agencies
which are publidly:

funded and controlled by ,state or l?cal bodies.

In

addition, Multnomah County was selected as a case study area in order to
f~h~r

narrow the scope ot the study.

Multnomah County was selected

because of the convenience of its geographical location for this researcher
and OSPIRG personnel, but more importantly, beca.use Multnomah County is
one of the

most:~

urbanized areas of the staye, wi th a large number of

mental health services geographically accessible to its elderly residents..
'\

Additionally, this'county contains

approxi~tely

31j of all elderly

residents in Oregon.
This study began with two basic hypotheses, each of which was
operationally defined so that measurable indices

s~porting

dieting the hypotheses could be collected during the course

or contraof,th~

investigation.
~e

first hypothesis was that there is a social obligation to pro

vide mental health care which is SUitable, available, and accessible to
those in need of this care.

In order to operationally define this hypothe

sis a number of factors needed to be considered.
This issue of a 'social obligation to provide mental health carel
was investigated'in relation to explicit laws, policies, and institutions
,""

,....

'2
t·

which pertain to mental health care generally, and mental health care for
the elderly in particular, in order to determine whether there was, in
fact, a sO,cial commitment to provide mental health services to needing
individuals, ,including the elderly.

Subsumed within

thi~

hypothesis was

the assumption that both financially and technically these services could
be provided ,if there were a social and professional commitment to do so.
The tsuitabilityt of mental health care was determined in relation
to the ability of the elderly to

b~nefit

from

differ~nt

types of mental

r.

health care, where the·,·types of mental health care which have been shown
to be the most effective in

treatJng~:
!
•

mental. illnesses among the elderly

wele considered to be the most suitable.

Suitability was also measured

in terms 6£ the level of care provided, where it was determined that the
restrictiveness of the setting and the frequency and intensity of the
treatment should be comparable with the scope, frequency, intensity, a.nd
d:urat.ion of the mental. or emotional d1ffibultiy experienced by the elderly
.

~-

individual.
to iess

Therefol'~,

freqw~t,

a contin:p:ntQf mental health care, moving 1'rom more

restrictive, and inGense would be considered maximally

. suitable.
The

terms availability and accessibility to treatment were determined

by the geographical'proximity of
lation within
con~idering

Multno~

me~tal

health services to the elderly popu

County, and their ability to utilize these 'services

such problema as lack of mobil1ty or the cul:tural biases among

. this group which predicat~ .against the use of mental health services
located within publica.lly identified Umental health clinics. n
Finally, the meaning of t tho~e in need of mental heaJ.th care 1 haa
had to be determined.
'mentaJ..1y ill,'
health care:

This required operationally def'ini;ng the term

since the mentaJ.ly ill person is most in .need ot mental

3

I·

The second hypothesis was that there is a lack of mental hea.lth ser
\

vices designed for, and available and accessible to, the (ielderly residente
of Mtiltnomah County.

Included within this hypothesis was the assumption

that the aged, like any other population of people, would and could utilize
such services for their own care and treatment if such sertices were
suitable, acceSSible, a.n.d availa.ble.

T.te concept of. services being dee'

signed for a. popula.tion required that service delivery systems be considered
as well as the issues

~

suitabili;,y and accessibi.llty of treatment services.

In order to determine whether there was a laCk of mental hallth
services, the number of elderly

needi~

me.ntal health services and the

number being provided with mental heaJ..th services each had to be deter
mined and then compared.

In ordeto to estimate the need for

m~ntaJ.

ex~ple,

services measurable social indices were utilized (for

health

the incid

ence of suicide among the aged, the prevalence of poverty, or the preval
ence of alcoholism among this age group).
dat~

...

In order to supplement the

ebtained from these social indices, other

stud~es

which estimated the

mental health needs of elderly persons were used, interpolating the

con~

clusions of these studies for the elderly populations of Oregon and .
Multnomah County.

Field research was conducted in order to determine

the' number· of elderly persons receiving mental health care in both public
anti. private mental. health agencies within Multnomah Cpunty, and in additj"on,

_. ~e level of ~are (a.s preViously defined) was considered in rela'tion to
the lack of, or adequacy of, available mental health

se~ces.

This study utilized a number of different types of research methods.
First,

~

field survey was conducted which included person&.l interviews with)

significant mental health professionals and personnel responsible tor admin
istering or provid.ing mental health, or related, services.

In order to

'.

4

1·
<,.

supplemen:t the pei"sonal ,interview, three questic.¢l.taires were developed and
administered, in written form, to relevent agencies and personnel.

(See·

Appendix A for copies of these questionaires.)
Relev$nt documents and statistics were solicited tr.om numerous state
and county agencies, including the State Mental Health lliv1sion, Multnomah
County Mental Health Section, 'the University of Oregon Medical School, the
State.Public Welfare llivision, the Institute on Aging, the University of
Oregon Gerontological

C~nter,

the, State Program on Aging, the State Health'

Division, and numerous private agencies.
A review of federal and state la.ws related tQ the status of' mental

ae&ltb care, both nationally and wi thin Oregon,

WaB

Finally, a partial review of the li~~atuI1!

undertaken.

w~s

undertaken in rela

tion to the ability of the elderly to benefit from different types of
mental ma.lth care, the viability of the use of organiC brain syndrome

as a diagnostic category,

and in X'elation to the relative

suc~esses'

of

dif'terant f0rmB ot mentU health delivery systems in providng se'rvices
to the elderly.
By working'pnder the auspices'of the Oregon Student Public Interest
Research Group, many documents, a.nd the time of some agency'p perqonnel
, were made available to!:..:me which probably would not have oca.y.rred had I
not been preparing a document tor a public agency tor publication.

Some

or this information was released as the result or recent legislation
pertai~

to lithe public I s right to known disclosure laws.

t·

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation was to identify and evaluate
the mental health services which are currently being offered to elderly
residents of the state of Oregon.
A. major difficulty in analyzing mental health services is that
the concept of mental health is ambiguous. Some professionals
view mental health services largely as those programs which treat
and rehabilitate the mentally ill patient. Others view services
largely in terms 'of helping individuals and families cope ade
quately with the pressures of everyday living. The variant
points of view have developed depending upon whether illness or
health is stressed. Health implies early intervention and en
hancing individuals' coping abilities, given a range of degrees
of stress and/or disability. We are not dealing with either/or
states, but with a health conti~ (Stephanie Freedman, Multno
mah County Mental Health Planner) (1)

Dr. Gerald

Cap~an,

in Principles

£!

Preventive Psychiatry, (1)

proposed a model of therapeutic intervention at three distinctive levels
of intervention:

primary, secondary, and tertiary.

The basic. premise of primary prevention is that there are normal
stresses in
munity.

~iying

which occur in the lives of all people in the com

Such stresses would include marriage, the birth of a child,

illness, a change in residence, or entry into the job market.
have differing abilities to handle these stressful situations.
iog from the public health model, primary

prevent~on

People·
Borrow

addresses itself

to identifying these stresses and theconditiona which strengthen or

-weaken the people e:K]?osed to them.

By this strategy, programs can be

"designed to lower the incidence of mental
or harmful pressure, and
lems.

~ncrease

i~lness,

reduce the intensity

poeple's capacity to handle

futur~ p~ob.

In pril11.ary prevention tlie emphasis is. on designing programs which

reach large numbers of individuals in the community, not on individual
casework.

/'~

6

i,

Secondary prevention addresses 'itself to lowering the rate of
. prevalence of disorder in the community;

prevalence being the rate of

established cases in the total population which is vulnerable to the
disorder

0

This reduction can be accomplished by either lowering the

rate of neW cases by altering factors leading to the disorder, or by
lowering the rate of old cases by shortening the duration of care needed.
Tertiary prevention is aimed at those individuals suffering fram
mental disorder, and its goal is to restore,their capacity to contribute
to the occupational and social life of the community.

Tertiary care

~

1

1t
\
J

i

i

I

often requires reconstruction of much of an individual's habits and
beliefs; i.e. normalization--assisting'the person in establishing the
pattern of a normal life--is the goal of tertiary prevention.
Primary prevention of mental disorders among the elderly would

l

La,

consist of programe', either aimed at reducing harmful pressures exerted
on this group,. or increasing elderly individuals' capacities to handle

moving us from a youth worship bias to valuing each age group for the

~

unique contribution which it has to make, or maintaining meaningful

:~

this pressure in the future.
tional programs aimed at

Examples of such programs would be educa

alt~ring

0ur culture's age-related biases,

avenues for social contribution by the retired individual, or a program
might focus on pre-retirement planning so that
buffer

~he

retir1ng~ ind!ViduaJ.s~;:eoU1d

shock of this major life transition.

This report focuses
of prevention.

primari~y

upon the secondar,y and tertiary levels

Secondary prevention includes most of the cammunity-

based mental health services.

The clients seryed by these agencies are

not generally soct311y disruptive nor dysfunctional, but they are suffer\

ing

from~roblems

in living with

v~ying

degrees of

Se~~~1t~~

r~

~
I
.t

t

I
~

}l

~

~

,

.
7

1·
~

Another form of secondary prevention would consist of attempting
to lower the rate of new cases by addressing the factors leading to dis
order.

In the case of elderly Oregonians this would consist of providing

mOre adequate public transportation systems to increase their mobility,
increasing the availability of homemaker services, increasing the availa
bility of low-cost housing, increasing their minimum allowable payment
under Old Age Assistance in order to reduce the prevalence of proverty
among thj.s gro.up, and increa.sing

t~e

availability of a variety of meptal

health services. All of these changes would help to alleviate common
sourc~s

.01' stress for this population•.

However, these types of secondary level interventions are not
generally occurring at this time.

Rather, intervention'generally occurs,

it at all, at 'the tertiary level, meaning either hospitalization 9r . " .
instit~tionaliz~t1qn~
,

Normalization, aSSisting the

.

ing the rhythm of a normal life, is

..

usual~Y

p~son

in establish

'

the goal of tertiary
~,

.::I

pr~vention.

case.

However, in relation to the elderly this is often not the.

"

An identified emotionally andlor mentally di~turbed elderly

Oregonian may be channeled into a custodially-oriented institution
(a nursing home or 'home for the aged) rather 'than back to the community
to lead a I 'normal If life.

t

'I

In the following pages the mental health services being provided

to the elde;rly in Oregon will be considered.

Using Multnomah County

as a case study area, OSPIRO investigated the community-based,mental
health services which are available to the elderly 'Within the county.
Since Multnomah County is one of the most urbanized counties in" ' the
state, with a large number of mental health. services geographically
I

accessibl,e to members of the elderly,population, and additionally

,.

,. ,

8
containing approximately 3l~ ~f the el~erly residents of the state, OSPIRG
believes
/

t~t

this area optimally reflects the level of

~entai

health

care availab:e within the community to any elderly population throughout
the state.
"This .investigati9n

'WaS

also: :.narrowed ~o include· on:l~ p:Ublic:13" ,

funded state controlled agencie's, for ,the most part, since it is thea.
agenciea

wh~ch

have received a public mandate to

the ,mental health

mee~

requirements of Oregonians.
At the secondary level of prevention the Multnomah County Commupity
Mental Health Program. is the primary concern. The

Un~ver~ity

of Oregon'

v

Medical School and a number of privately administered 'coUnseling centers
are ,peripherally considered.
I

,

Project ABLE (A ,Be,iter Life for the
.

.1
1

.~

1

I

'

i

Elderly), s'federally-?ounty funded pilot ~roject, is also cpnsidered
since tbj.s program.,
on $.restricted ba::;is, attempts to modify.
some
.
.
spec,iiie causal factcrs contributing to mental breakdown among the. eiderly,
I

•

and'also.demonstrates

.

,.

~n alte~~tive

'

"

type of service

deli~;~" ~ystem.

On a tertiary level of preventi9n' OSPIRG fo~used on both the ser~
vices

p~ovided

by the state mental

hospitals~

including

pr~-hospitaliza-·

~

tion screening and post-hospitalization placement and follow-up, and
the services provided by nursing homes and homes for the ,aged as they
relate to caring for mentally ill elderly

Or~gonians •

•
"

~

-'\

, f·
J,

CBAPJ:'ER

11

)

I

"

BACKG:ROUND INFORW\TION'
'\.

'This

~irst chap~er

provides background

i~formation

which will be

hel.pful in later consider:tn.g the mental hea~th serv.ices being provid.ed'
_to the elderly 'Wi thin Oregon'.

This -chapter includes the presentation

of a cultural perspective with which to view the elderly and qld age;
basic

demogra~hic

data regarding the

curre~t

elderly p0p,ulationj

~sti

mations of the incidence of mental illness among ~~e ~~derly Oregoni~n
population based

or the

~pon

data

ga~hered

trom community studies lin

o~he~

areas-

country and from state indicators; an exploration of the issue of \

whether e.lderly persons can benefit from. mental health services, partic
'ularly when they have been aiagrtosed,Ss having
-"

an~

organic brain

~ynr~e;

and, ~lnally, includes a discussion of the legal status of mental health
care and treatment, both nationally ana within Oregon.
~l\S~CTIVE

A CULTijRAL

ON GRO:w:rNG OLD

'There is a fairly close relationship between chronological age
and functio!)al' capacity. SDme degJ:'ee of mental and phy.sical
d,ecline has taken place i·n all persons by the age of 65 and tends
to increase thereafter. For this reaspn the 65th year is gener
·ally accepted as -the beginning of' old age. From the funct"ional
view many' pers~'ms are relatively' "youngu at 65' years of age '!
Nevertheless, the a~ost universal-decline after p5 makes this age
a useful reference point for discussing the mental health needs
ot ~he elderly. (2)
I

Qerontologists have described the process. of growing old as ,a
i

wasting disease.
turn sray.
•

The skin begins to

dr~

_out and the hail." starts to

The lenses of the eye thieken at;ld become ,slowly opaque.
1-

'nle

.....

,I
,I

•..'111","",:,4¥"'''~!'-~~

t,

10

t~

earing mechan:i:sm\ loses some of-its s~nsit1vity,.

Fat accumulates at the "

\

~~dsection. l1U8Cle~ shrink 'and joints become atiff and ~ometimes swollen. ,

~iS

ipexorable

~eterioration

goes on deep

~thin

body.~s

the

well as

~he

\

.

\

he~~t 'pumps blood 'With s,teadily diminishing efficiency and ,the blood
\.

\ .
v:,es~ell?
"

become less lim"Qer.

"

The lungs take in less oxygen! kidney :func

.tionlis reduced by half, and the bladder's capacity is'

\

flow ,of hormones from. the ovaries, testes,
dw:Lndl~.

ad~enals,

d1minish~d~

The

and pit¥itary

The brain shr1nk;s as 100,000 of its cells die. ea,ch day.. The

body 'becomes ~ncreas:i:ngly vulnerable to infections and such "de&enerative~r,
.J

diseases as cancer, arteriosc'lerosis~'and diabetes.
prove fatal, death finally comes from

th~t

Snquld none Qf. these

cumulative mix'of' afflictions.

known simply as old ~ge. (1;5")
)

" ,The circumstances of

ma~y

old

~ersons'

latent or ·new functional disorders'.

lives tend to step up

Elderly people

.!

by waning strength or :hearing or sight.
di~ta:nt fut.~e

maar

feel ·frustrated

7hey may worry about' the not

when they ar'e likely to be feebler ald poorer.

They may'

"be alone and isolated", :wi thollt fr.iend q or relatives to break in on their

I
:1

lo.nS) empty days and solitary brooding. "They may fear deatb, not as a .
-young person might, b'l\ct because it is

reall~

immiDent •. With or without

good reason they may feel rejected by their childpen.

they, 'may develop a

funct1onal"~~ntal illne~s

"- severe as if the cause were organic.

with

UEfuotionally torn,

s~toms

Their thinking

I

etten as

distorted~

they may

"turn agai-nst the very persons ,whq care most .for them." "( 3)
Essentially, uin old age there are more anxiety":e1loking situations,
. such ap lonliness,
}

f

, " ..'

ill~health~

reducing opportunities"

and

~etirement,

.

a,formula~that

and there are fewer anxiety
.

accounts f3r senility or

'\

~motional

"

I
I
I
I

I

~ _ _~<_'-.--.:~. .,.. ... .- _ _~ ... ~ ...... _._ ( P " F f '

~-"t"'r • • ~'9'i<

{_

....

'0\,<
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f,

breakdown i1') tlie aged. II (4)

ct

I:~~...

Dr. Walter Klopfer, PH.D., Clinical Psychologist and

~ofessor

of

Psychology at Portland State University points out that "older people
~

are supposed tp just adjust to retirement and- old a8e--and they dontt.
)

Being old, per se, is the source ofnany of-their emotional problems. tI
Dr. Kl9pfe,r continued by adding,

I

-I -

"Many older individuals are faced with the same problems as
any other'age group~ marital-family problems, self-esteem
problems, or problems with lonliness and depression, along
with :problems of retirement. Retirement is· often ,the time
when marital problems arise~ People are '~pending, a lot of
time together all of a sudden and so they start asl5.1ng "Do
I want to spend the rest of my life with your" or "laJho are
you, anyway? rr The aged are also dealing w·ith problems of
physical weakness, dis~as~, loss, and death. Old people ~re
also not granted humanity in the area of sexuality~ They
~e often reluctant to seek help if they are sexually dls
:func~ion~l or if they are having problems with their marital
relationship as a result of sexual decline. Older women in
particular have :prol?lems since 'most older women are widows."
Dr. Roqert Davis, PH.D., Director of the Cla.ekamas County Mental

',Health Clinic offered another interesting perspective on the problems of
being old by drawing a comparison between the 'elderly and adolescel1;ts:
Iifeither:..1:8 the gen~:t'ation in power and both hav~ an ax to grind"':~
they feel ~esentful,', tOl-lard that generation (in :power).
~oth feel useless, and are, in'terms of sociai ethics.
Adolesc~
ents are wanted and sought after, but in an exploitative sense,
and this w:i,ll happen to the aged, too, if' it isciiscoverd that
they have buying power.
·Both have the same interpersonal needs--the averag~ high school
and the average nursing Home are the sa~e in terms of the inter
personal isolation which comes fran putting people out, the same',
types of cliques with the result;i.ng "ins" and "outs tt •
.,
They ,bot~bave the same physiqlogical/psychological,needs--the
needs for affection and a sen~e of usefulness aDd importance,
the need for emotional and sexual expression, (the aged and
adol.escents both need much more sexual express'100. than is
social1.y p~rmitted)--the don't touch eyhic is very strong
among the aged and they have to get sick to ~et touched.

,,I
.:\
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The ne€d

for something useful and of value to
and recreation, is great.

enter~ent

do, inC""l.u~ing

Some of· the more subtle difficUlties associated with old age were
illustrated by Muriel Oberloder, PH.D., who is a .nationa1ly

poig~antly

noted Clinical Psychologist who has

speciali~ed

in working with the elderly.

We also tend to overlook the dangerous implications of what
appear to be ve~y common and ordinary situations •. For instance,
when an old person loses his teeth and must face people and eat
without his dentures, we do not realize how inteti:$i!I!!il.y traumatic
that is fQr him, perhaps even to the point of bringing on
senility almost overnight. Instant senility might occur when a .
person is advised to wear a hearing aid. Any of the harbingers·
of old age can cause a radical breakd,own in same people, partic
ularly those who have pr.ided themselves on being intact and
healthy. (5)
•
'Most of all, however, it must be remembered that the elderly are
#

going to be most profoundly influenced by our
aging.

cult~al

attitudes towards

"The psychodynamics of atti tu·d~.s:· ·toward the aged are complex.

()ld j;>eopl~ h0l-d a mirror,··to£'u& al~. ~ The:~' 1s:' a ll'1,X:of"ound dista~te for
aging,. disease, and disability_
social influence.

Ther~~

There are fears of lost virility and

is a dread of dying and death.

Our .own iin.:p'.p- ".

ol).

i;ence ,is a

stake.'~

(6)

The senile elderly individual may simply be re

flecting the popular image of the aged:

nHelpleqs, living in the.past,

forgetful, cranky, 'longy1ind~d, childish, self-centered., some old folks
unconsciously meet such dismal expectations.

In effect they are made

depelldent 'and maladjusted by this stereotype. n (3)
Given all of these factors contributing to emotional disturbances
and mental breakdown. among the elderly, it is remarkable that so many
are, 'contel\ted and' high :fimctioning individuals. "In our too-quick
assumption that old age is a re1€ n tless

downhill

c~urse

we ignore the

life-time gathered potential of the el derly for strength as well as for

a richer

emotional~

......

I
-:1

,
!

spiritual, and even intellectual and social life than

1
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may be possible for the yotmg.

Youth must concentrate on the

accumulation of ,personality and experience.

~ce-by-piece

Old age, in its,best sense,

can mean enjoyment of the finished proouct--a completed'hu.m.an being." (7)

DEMOORAPHIC DATA

In order to provide a perspective with which to analyze the mental
health needs of the elderly, a brief overview of the elderly Oregonian
population follows.

This data is based upon 1970 census information.

The elderly population in 9regon has Srown steadily, both in
absolute number,S and in proportion to the rest of the popula.tiqn, with
each census count since 190'0.

In 190b the elderty conrprised 3.9% of the

population, in 1930 7.06'{o, , and in 1970 10.84% of the population.

This

trend is expected to continue.(8)
In 1970 there were 226,799 persons over 65 in Oregon, representing
almost one out of every nine residents.

Multnomah County, our case

study area, has a total of 70,515 of these ,elderly residents, representing
31.1% o~ t~e elderly population of the state, and 12.7%' of the resident
po~~ation

In

of, the county.

o~der

to

plan~

evaluate services

it is also necessary to know the
-' sex.

br~akdown

ne~ded

by

elderly Oregonians,

of this papulation by age and,

The age of elderly individuals olviously contributes to their esti

mated life expectancy, and influences the
needed for this p.opulation.

numbe~

and the kind of services

The sex of the individual is important

because women live longer than men, and women also
lower retirement benefits thap men.

~n€ral1y

receive

Taking into consideration the

J
I
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survival rates for men and women within each five year age group of persons
now residing in the state, and an

est~mated

net migration into the state

that is consistent with the increase in the last decade, yields a mid
point projected estimate of 285,000 elderly Oregonians by 1985, ant:
increase of over 59,000 since 1970. (8)
Oregon's proportion of elaer1y residents is higher than the national
average of 9.9%, due in part to the large numbers of persons who migrated
to Oregon in past

~ars

and are nowiattaining the age of 65 or more.

- ·Statistics shov, however, that by far the

1arge~portion

of the elderly

living in Oregon·today are pers,?ns who;haye been living in Oregon a long
time; rather than those who have come here to retire.

For example, a

statewide survey showed that over 20% of the elderly have
all of thefr lives, and an additi6nal

of

t~e

.

persons who became 65 were

.

in Oregon

53% have resided in the state for

20 years, or more to almost all their lives.
94.6~

live~

"In fact during the last decade

~

th~ res~lt

of simply 'living'

and growing old here~in Oregon.:.While the remaining
population ~as the result of net in-migration.

5.4% of the· increased

HOvlever, this 5.4% is less

than the n.et, in-migration. of the total population, 'Which was 1.910 for the
last decade." (8)
This is an important factor to.:remember when considering the· tyPes

-..:

I

I

of services which the people of Oregon are going to provide for their
e~derly;
~heir

most of these people resided here and provided funds during

working lives for the well-being of the entire state, rather than

being recent iriunigrants who are placing an unwarranted burden on the
taxpayers of Oregon.

J

/'
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ESTIMATES OF THE PREVALENCE OF MENTAL ILLNESS AMONG -Tl:IE ELDERLY OREGONIAN

roPULATION ..

Before discussing the incidence of mental illness among elderly
. Oregonians, it is necessary to define what we mean by ffmental illness. If
The World Health Organization has defined health as fla state of complete
physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of
-disease or infirmity. n (7) Using this perspective, OSPIRG has defined
the term tlmentally ill" in this report to refer to any individual who, .
as a result of mental impairment, is unable to adequately perform his.
significant life functions; such as housekeeping

tasks~.

control of

financial matters, sustaining significant interpersonal relationships,
maintaining meaningful social 1nvolvements, or pe~farming basic intellec
tual processes.

This definition of mental illness is in line with

the state Mentai Health Division which def:L~es' (ORS liI26l005) the; .
mentally ill person as' someone "who, because of mental dif30rder is
either (a) dangerous to himself (t~~f.cr~Ji,s:~::to·provide for his
basiC persohal needs and''is not receiving such care is

n~cessary

for

his health or safety.tI
The causes of mental illness are generally c1Bssified·as being
either functional, (caused by intrapersonal, interpersonal, or social'
s..tresseeV, or organic. (caused by trauma

or

damage t3 the tissues of the

brain or nervous syste~.
Since

~he

overall quality of an indivdual's living situation will

affect his level of mental hec.lth . functioning, the })ersdn~Vj -!;ota;L liv~ng
situation must'be

In

e~fect,

corls~de~ed

when assessing his mental health status.

the more stress

a person

experienees in his daily life

'I

\

i,
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due to isolation, poor interpersonal relationships, lack.

o~

money, or

Whatever, the more likely he is to experience mental or -emotional
breakdown at some time, although there are obvious variations 'in individ
uals'abilities to successfully withstand different types of stress.
Therefore, in estimating the incidence of mental illness among the
elderly Oregonian population, the mental health status of the elderly
peeds to be assessed within a broad framework, using a holistic approach
,

;

which includes consideration of the effects of social stresses, as

w~ll

as consideration of the effects of medical problems', possible organic
brain. damage, and purely psychologically-based problems as they affect
the level of mental health among the elderly.
Mentally ill elderly Oregonians are, for the most part, an unidenti
fied population.

There

a~e

no available statistics giving estimates of the

incidence., of mental illness among this, population, nor have any research
studies. been conducted related to this topic in

Oreg~n.'

National studies, and corm;nunity studies cop.ducted in other parts of
the country, provide

~ orne

basic data from

wh~ch

we drall ,some loose, and

admittedly inconclusive, inferences regarding'the incidence of mental
illness among elderly Oregonians.

In addition, osP!RG has made some

esitmates,of the incidence of mental illness among elderly Oregonians
based upon some commonly

~ed

social indicators; including the incidence

'of suicide, esitmated prevalence of alcoholism, and the incidence of
'poverty among elderly

Or~gonians.

OSPIRG has also considered the availability of necessary social
conditions, such as adequate transportation and housing, since it is
apparent tbat

peo~le

denied access to adeqpate

t~afi$poration

or housing

,

~

.
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experience increased pressures in their daily lives and are', therefore,
more likely to suffer from emotional disturbance or mental

i~~n.ess.

Before 'We discuss the information obtained from studies conducted
in other areas of the county, it is important to note that, according to
the cNational Institute of Mental Health
:The great majority of men and women 65 and over, especially
those not bedevilled by poverty, are mentally competent.
There is increasing ovidence for this cqnclusian althoug~ no
precise measure exists for the extent of mental and emotional
dis'orders among the aging. That only 3% are under care in any
kind of institution and on.ly 1% are in mental hospitals 'are
'merely rough indicatio~s.' (3)
However, while the grea~ majori~y ~~ elderly persons,may be
mentally

heal~hy,

in relation to other age groups in the population

studies show that the incidence of mental illness or emotional distnr
.bance :la, much <g'r~ater amons the, elderly than among any
~e

y~unger

aer= groups ~

'\

Baltimore Study of C~ronic Disorders, (9) a study sponsored
,

jointly· by the American Medical

'II>

Associat~on,. :~e,Americari

Hospital

Assoc~-'

stion, the ~merican Public Health Associat~on, and t~e American Public
Welfare Association,

't.J'as

conducted

i.~

1957 within

~he

cicty of Baltimore.

This study found that the rate of psychosis increasE;s w.ith age.

The

following table illustrates the findings of this study:
RATE OF PSYCHOSIS BY AGE
Age 'Grou;E
Under 15
15 through

Rate per 1000

34

35 through 64

65 and older

o~04

3·5

+3.0

40'.0

On the other hand, the prevalence ,of psychoneurosis in Baltimore per
1,000 individuals was uniformly distr:Lbuted at
groups,'lS' to 65 and older.

68..0 to 70.8 for all age

I

·1
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If these rates were acceptable for approximation to the elderly
. population of' Oregon, we would find that (based on

th~

1970 census) there

'would be about 9,072 elderly Oregonians sUffering from psycho~es, and
about 15,875

w~thISychoneuros.es"

or

a total of 24,947 mentally or emotion,

ally disturbed elderly Oregonians.
In another metropolitan communit.y survey, 11.5% of persons.
aged 65 or over were found to be mentally ill. Almos~
be .suffering from psychofe.£, and about
Appro~imating

7'/0

3i w~re

said to

from psychoneuro,ses. (2)

!

,

their data to the elderly Oregonian PQPulation we would

expect to fi,nd 26,082 mentally ill Oregonians.
In a household survey of persons 65 years of age·and older it was
'found that 6.3%

~ere

so disordered mentally that they met the clinical

criteria for involuntary mental hospital

admissio~.

These people showed

a rising proportion of mental illness wi~h age, starting at 3. 2 %·in the

65-69 age 'group,. and increas.ing to, 9.. 5% ·in the 80-:84 age group. More than
.30% qf those over 85 years who. were interviewed were found to meet the

criteria for involuntary certification to mental hospitals.

These

esitmates may be low since a number of persons who vere believed to be
confused were kept from the survey interviewers by relatives (2). '
If these figures were approximated to the

e~derly

population in

Oregon, we would arrive at a figUre of 14,284 elderly Oregonians who
'are so disordered that they would meet the clini'cal criteria for involun
'tary commitment.
A questionnai're on the

ext~nt

of "confused and'disoriented ff patients

in Sectarian homes for the aged was sent to administrators of such insti
'tut:i:ons· in- widely scatterea urban a·:teas in the Unlted States.
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The replies indicated t~t Hconfused and disC?I'iented tr patients who '\-lere
management pr~blems made up from
homes~

40% to 50%. of the population in some

(2) ,
Nationally, Americans aged 65 and over make up only 9.7% of the

population but account for 25% of the annual admissions to mental
hospitals. ( 6 )
In a study conducted by the National Institute of Mental Health
(reported by the World Health Organization) (6) the ,following incidence
of new cases of psychopathology of all ty:pes was found:
NEW CASES OF PSYCHOPATHOL,CGY

,Age Ranse

New Cases :eer
100,000 population

Under 15

25-34

~5-54
,z·
6}

over' 5

2·3

76.3

93.0
236.1

Since the aged do not exist in a vacuum independent of family and
community attachments, we must also remember that the aged pose an
indirect as well as a direct pshychiatr+c .problem:
The experience of /social and health agencies .supports the vie"l that
there is probably a high incidence of l t minor'u mental disorder in '.
the aged who have dist~beQ family relationships. Although their
effect upon families and the general community has not been, eval
uated, clinical evidence indicates that the families of aged per
sons themselves often requi~e psychiatric help. (2)
The local indicators which OSPRG considered were the rate of ,
. ,suicide, prevalence of alcoholism, the incidence of poverty, and ,inade
quaoies in

mob~lity

and low-cost }rousing.

Suicide
The incidence of suicide among elderly persons in Oregon for the
, past ten yea~s has remained const 8,tently lligher than. their relative

,,20
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proportion of the population would indicate:

The elderly comprise

10.8~

l

,of the State's population but have oq the ~vera5el accounted for 19.6%
of the State's annuai suicides.

ObYiouslYJ a

significan~

larger portion

of the elderly population feels desperate and alienated enough to choose
death as preferrable to an unacceptable life. (See' Appendix B for additional
inf orma ti on ) •
Alcoholism
According to estimates derived from the E. M. Je llinck Formula J
based :upon a three year (1969-71) mean number, of cirrhosis deaths in
Oregon, ttere are an es~imated 67,942'alcoholics in the ·st~te.' (10)
Of those who died from cirrhosis of the liver in this three_year period,
\

24.8i were 65 and over. (11) This yields an estimated 16,850 aged Oregoni~ns

30~

Since approximately

who-have, or have had, alcoholic problems.

of the elderly in Oregon reside in Mllltnomah County, OSPIRG,estimates

tha~there

are about 5,055 elderly alcoholics within our case study area •

.

Or, using an alternata measure, the State of ,Q+e&on

Comp~~hensive

Alcohol Problems ~ (10) ~stimates that the rate nf alaoholism within
MultJ?ornah County for persons aged 20 and older is 96.3 per 1,000.

Based

upon this rate OSPIRG calculates t!~t there are 6,789 aged alcoholics
'With~n our case study arc:;a •. (See Appendix C for additional information).

·Poverty
It

ha~

long been recognized that the

~resence

of poverty is posi

tively associated with higher incidences of mental illness.

The incidence

of poverty among elde+ly persons in Or-egon is about twice as great as it
is among the general OregQn population.
t

,'.

,

'J

I·
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According to 1970 census data 11.5% of all persons in Oregon live
below federaa.:ly established poverty ;I.,evels • HOWever, 'about 23 .6% of all
elderly Oregonians live below the poverty'~evel, and about 22.3% of all
,

elderly residents of

MUltnoma~'

>

C?unty live below the poverty level.

Table I illustrates the standards upon which the determination
of poverty level is based.

This poverty standard assumes that ;people

'!lsed 65 and over l;'equire about 9. 0%a year less to live on, and that
single women and households headed by women require less than their
male c o:unterparts •
,In terms of dollar amounts, a~p~oximately 50% of all elderly
Oregonian households have annual incomes of less than $3,090.00; and
about one-half of this

gro~p

have incomes of less than $2,000.00

(Portland Action Committees Together).
Mobility
A study of the transporation needs of the elderly and the physically
I

handicapped inthe City of

P~rtlan6

was

sponso~ed

by the Portland City

/

Council and conducted under the auspicies of the Office of Commissioner
Lloyd Anderson, with the direction of Transporation Coordinator
William S. Dirker, in the summer of 1972.

The study is known as Project

Mobility: "Access to the City. II
Essentially, a reduction in mobility increases the level of stress
experienced by the individual as a result of isolation, boredom,. f'xu'stra
ti.on and depression and this is going to increase the likeliho.od of
mental or emotional disturbances.

TABLE

%

Weighted Average Thresholds at the Poverty Level' in 1969, by Size of Fam
by Farm and Nonfarm Residence, United States.
. Nonfarm
Male'
head

,

Size

.of

Family

Total
Total

All unrelated individuals ....
Under 65 years .•.•.........•
65 y~ars and over •.........
All families ..................
2 persons ....................
Head under 65 years .....
Head 65 years and o\/er ..
:5 persons .....................
4 persons ........••........
5 p'ers<;>ns .....••••.........
6 persons .....• _••.. _.' .....
7 or more persons ..........

$1,834
1,888
1,749
3,388
. 2,364
2,441
2,194
2,905
3,,72J
4,386
4,921
6,034'

I

$1,.,840
1,;893

$1,923
1,974'
1,773
3,451
2,394
2,473 .
. 2,217
2,937
3,745
'4',418
4,962
6,116 .

1.~7.s7

3 ' ..410
2,383
2,,4~S

2,,2lS
2,~24

..

I Female
head

3,743
4,415
4,9'58
6,101

$1~792

..

....... ........ -~-

SOURCE:' 1970 Census of Populat1on.

$1,569.
1,641
1,498
2,954

. 1,826
1,751
3,082
2,320
2,373
2,202
2,830
3,72"5
4,377
4,917
5,952

- _ . _ " _._ _ _ _.-

--- -

Total

.........

..........

...

2,01~

2,093
1,882
2,480
3,195
3,769
4,244
5,182
~

----

..........

...

..:..
. _ .. ,

~._

.......~:,,_ ... _ _ _ ••"""'_ ...... ......". ..._ ' - - - - - . . . . -..,l;.. .. ,_ .. _:.",,, ..

,,.,,_,¥ __ ..

~

.... __.......
~.

_~

......._.....""-_..,...... __..... ........, ....... ',..._..... _-__.. .,____ ,,....-__._

g3

It,

"Any limitation of mobility restricts a person's access to
existing opportunities such as employment" education, recreation,. and
even the social and medical programs designed to assist them.tf·Puther
more, lack of mobilitJl "imposes a very large cost on the impaired
individual and on society as a result of reduced productivity and parti
'.cipation of the individual in society. "(':12)
~omplete

(See Appendix D for

8,.

more

summary of the findings of this report).

This study found that the total studY" population (Iriade' tip -'of both
physically handicapped and aged individuals) uis measurably less mobile
than tpe general population.

The extent of immobility of the study

population 1's indicated by two basic conclusions: 'One,
~

~

study popula

makes ~ average of 40% fewer trips ~ the .non-limited population •

. seconcn;, ~ study population pa~s approximately .35% !!!?!.!:. per. trip
than
..
the non-limited population per

t~ip

(12).

Low-Cost Housing
Before discussing the problems of low-cost hoUSing, i~ the' Portland
area it 'Would be.informative to consider the follmving table which

Sh01-JS'

the dispersion of elderly Oregonians in terms, of the types of housing
whieh they currently occupy (based ~pon information p~ovided by Portland.
·Action Committees Together):
ELDERLY HOUSEHOLD COMPARATIVE S'lIJDY
'. STATEWIDE

Single
Head of Household
Wife of Head
Rel~~ive with family
Non-relative

(Percentages)

MULTNOMAH COUNTY
(Percentages)

·28.3

33·3

35.0

21.0

7.6
1.6

Group Quart'ers

6.4.
"'

31'.0

18.0

8.1
'1·9

6.7

,
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ELDERLY HOPSEHOLD CO~k\RATlVE muDY (COm'.)
MOLTNOMAH COUNTY
(Percentages)

STMEWIDE
(percentages)
,(Institutions: 5.5)
including nur.sing homes,
homes for the aged, hospitals,
special care facilities)
(Non-Institution: .9)
including boarding homes,
rooming houses)
'Unknown
Total:
It is important to note that

28.3~

wide (64,184) and 33.3% of tne elderly in
alone.

(5.8)

( .9)
1.0
1:00.0

.1
100.00

of all

el~ly

individuals state

Multnom~h ~ounty

(23,481) live

According to data' provided by Portland Acti~n Committees Together,

a recent st.atewide survey, of 16,653 elderly Oregoni:am.s ascertained that
single individuals. have a high probability: of need $:fince they have only
one source of income and no companion to call

upon~

Since- we tend to think of elderly individuals Iiying in
al'settings, it is probably quite surprising that

o~r

institu~ion

93% are living in

privateresidences, and it is this 93% of all elder~ Oregoniansvlho
might at some time be eligible for, ,and be in need

,~'

low-cost housing.

The Housing Author1.ty of Portland. '(HAP) is' a ].ocally administered
program .under the
, ,Development.

jurisdict~on

of the Department of Rousing and Vrban

The Federal Government provided funds to construct low-cost

housing· units throughout the country -a number of :y:earse.go.)
The maximum allowable income levels range fiGm approximately $4,200.00
~or

an individual, to $7,200.qO for a family of te~ and the ,maximum

payment level is fixed at 2510 of the :rncome, acco:rffiing to Mrs. Drury of

HAP.

,
~.
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Approximately' one year ago the federal govenment placed..a
mor1torium on the payment of subsidies to

lo~-co6t

housing projects,

making it necessary for them to become self-supporting.

This moratorium

will remain in effect until at least July, 1974.
HAP has determined that it costs them, on the average, $50.00 per
unit per month to meet their operating expense's, and since they admitted
too many very low-income people before the moratorium they are not now
able to a~mit many people who cannot pay at least.$50.00 per month.
According to Mrs. Drury/of HAP their local policy is such that
I

indiv~duals,

usually, must make at least $200.00 a month to qualify

~~low ... cost housing~

For elderly individuals on fixed incomes this dten. times becomes
an impossibility.

The state of Oregon Department of Public Welfare has

fixed a standard maximum allowable income for individuals who have
"normal eJC]?enses" of $153.30 per month for elderly individuals receiving
,Old Age.Assistance, and $220.86 for a couple receiving Old Age Assistance
(including the cost but not the value of food stamps).

Obviously, an

individual who has a supplemented to.tal income of $153.30 per' month "
cannot, at

tpi~

time, qualify for

low~cost

'purchase housing on the open market.
able to

a~ford

private

~ousing

housing. and must, therefore,

The elderly people who are least

are forced to spend

B

disproportionately

.. high portion of their income. to purchase this hous.ing or they are forced
to live in poor quality ine~ensive hOUSing (if any can be fnund).
The need' for lOvl-cost hOUSing among the elderly becomes most
evident when it is realized that there is .currently a two-year waitillg

-list for the low-cost housing units provi<I'ed for the elderly in the
,

i

T

,1
!

. I·
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Portland

I

~etropolitan ~rea.

!

l
~

I

Elderly people who are forced to spend a disproportionately large
'"

.

I

I

.

portion of their income·for housing have to curtail expenditures in other

~

areas· (such as transpo~tion,clothing, recreation, ~nd possibly in their
fobdpurchases).

As a result, obviously, lack of money and its ~ub~equent

ij

-i

increases the stresses experienced by the individual.

r.estrictions

II

Increased stresses also increase the likelihood of mental or emotional
breakdown.
ConclUsions
How many

ment~lly

ill elderly are there in Oregon?

How many in

Multnomah County?
If suicide is an indicator of

~xtreme

happiness, then we must assume that., a
, under a disproportionate

a~ount

larg~

stress and personal un

~

P'IJl1ll?e:t." ·.ot:' "the elderly are

of stress since, the incidence of suicide
i'

among the aged is disproportionately high.
F,.

,. If alcoholism is an

in~icator

of mental illness, then it must be

remembered that OSPIRG hases'timated there are 16,880 elderly Oregonians
whbhave, or have had, alcoholic problems and

th~t

there are between

5,055 ~nd 6,789 ~lderly alcoholics within M~tnomah County.
. We have determined that statewide there are approximately 53,400
elderly individuals living below'the·U.S. poverty level (a level
which assUmes tr~t the elderly require about

9% less

a year to live on).

Within Multnomcili County there are approximately 15,725 impoverished aged.
The poorest of these elderly individuals cannot, at tbis time, take
advantage .of, public low-cost, housing because they' do nat .make enough
.money to pay the minimum required to meet the qperating costs of the

1

t

!i'
j'
t
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housing unit.
tighter

E.S

Therefore, the'ir already tight budgets are squeezed

they 'are forced to use a

their. income

disproportiona~ely

large portion of

.. for housing.

The elderly within Portland have extremely limited mobility:

they

make 40% fewer trips and they pay 35% more per trip than the general
population.

The mobility restrictions placed upon the elderly living
".

III

in more rural parts of the state are probably greater, since public
transporta.tion is generally less ac-:cessible.

Reduced mobility implies.

less access to recreation and socializat,ion for people who are more
likely to live alone and who also

gen:ral~Y
,

have more time available

:.

for such activities.

Statewide, 64,184 elderly individuals live alone, and within
Multnomah County approxima~ely 32,481 elderly persons live alone.
)

.

These inqividuals are parttcularily nat risk" in terms
be~oming

mentally ill since they have

onl~

of~patentially

one income ,Source, and have
".

t.

no' companion to call upon for pveryday

em~tional

contact.

Considering the pervasiveness of'the limitatiOQs under which many
of the elderly in this state live, it is small 1-londer that national
studies have estimated the incidence of mental illness to be so high
among elderly populations.

When these figures ,\-lere approximated to the

elderly populatLon of Oregon we found that the estimated incidence of men
tal illness ranged from

24,947 to 26,082 mentally ill

el~erly Oregonians,

witb l4~284 elderly Oregonians disoriented enough to qualify for
involuntary mental hospital commitment.

Within the group of ins,titution

alized elderly persons 'We might expect from

40 to

.~

to be "confused

and disQriented.P

:"

;-

-"

~

1
~

~

,1
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,AlL of

t:r.e~

data,

adm~ttedly

loosely d,eveloped estimations and

approximations, add up to a conclusion that a substantial number of
elderly Orego~ians
aTe emotionally-and/or mentallydisturbed, and are in
..
need of some type of mental health care or treatment.

I

.J
I

1

j
j

CAN THE 'ELDERLY BENEFIT FROM TRADITIONAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES?

Another issue that must be

consi~

before we analyze the mental

health services that are currently being provided to the elderly is the
·issue of whether or not the elderly can benefit from traditional, mental
he~lth

services.

OSP!RG

resea~ched

this question

bY reviewing the 11t'

j
;,

I
1
1

Ii
t

erature related to mental

~ealth

care of the elderly, and OSPIRG also

sought'the opinions'of many local profeslonal mental health workers in
re.l.fl,t:i:on to this que.st:Lon.
Elderly mentally ill persons are generally placed into one of two
groups of mental disturbances which emerge as significant in old age:
(1) .those who have

functiona~

disorders of

affec~

or content in the ab::e!l.ne·"

of brain damage -, and '(2) those who' have orga"riic di~oraers_ as ,ref.lected
J)JT the':-;presence of brain syndromes,;

The terms senile dementia and s,enility

are diagnostic equivalents to organic brain syndromes.
The elderly can suffer from any type of functIonal mental illness
,.

found in younger age groups:
~nd psychose~.

treat those
person.

depressions, neuroses, character disorders" '

Generally, it is agreed that the ability to diagnose and.

fO~S

of mental illness are not influenced by the age of the

However, there is one categqry of mental illness--organic brain

syndromes--which belongs almost exclusively to older middle-aged and
elder,ly persom.

f

I
!
~l

,
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According to the Natioh&l !nstitute ,of M~ntal Health, an organic
brain syndrome is defined as'

l

t ..

disorder caused by or associated with

impairment of brain tis$ue function.

It may be manifested by disorien

tation, loss of memory, and impairment of the ability to learn, ,compre
hend,

calcu1a~e,

and

exe~cise

jUdgement., It may be

psyc~otic

or non

ps.yChotic, mild, moderate, or severe.."
AQditionally, the organic brain syndrome may

'be

acute or chronic:

an acute organic bra1111syndrorre .is. one in which "the brain damage is
temporar,y and the brain pathology and its accompanYing organic brain
syndrorre is reversible; tI a ,chronic brain syndrome is one in which "the
brain damage is permanent and its accompanying brain syndrome: is not
reversible .•

If

(13) Acute ',and chronic organic brain syndromes can only

be differentiated from

ea~h

other by the time test"i.e. if the person

recovers then the organi c bra.in syndrone was acute) if the :pers on does
, not recover then it must be chronic.
Based upon 1964 data, the incidence

o~

psychiatric disorders re

quiring psychiatric hospitalization was fl941 per '100,000 among the elderly
populationj- a rate three times higher than the rate of .284 per 100,00Q
for those under 65."(14)

The diagnosis made most C'OmInonly in these

elderly patient.s was organic brain syndromes; tlamong the geriatric
re~idents

admitted' 'for the first time 77.710 were given this diagnosis. II (it)

Distinguishing between functional and 'organic disorders, particular
ily chronic brain s'yndromes, is obviously important in terms of the
treatment program 'indicated by the diagnosis.
The diagnosis and treatment program prescribed by the clinician
is going to reflect his theoret1calframework regarding what he·believes

" and' . healthy, as opposed t'o abn~mal and unhealthy,
constitut'es normal
......

'1 .

t

l

I

1

I
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behavior among the elderly.
The disengagement theory of aging explains the tendency to~ard
~i~hdrawal

and disorientation

amo~g

the elderly in positive terms:
\

If an old person seems uninterested in any kind of activity,
or indeed, even in his close relatives, he may not necessarily
be in poor mental health. Nor is it unusual for aging men
and wQmen in their 70's to detatch themselves from some of
the usual rules and obligations of their earlier lives •••
Some people ~ho have passed 60 make an excellent emotional
adjustment by almost completely Qetaching themselves from earlier
plr·suits, concerns, and personal involvements. Thej.r
healthy se~f-centeredness is not equivalent to mental
stagnation, but reflects a positive, satisfying, constructive
philosophical concentration on the meaning of their own
li'ves ana life in general. (3)
Implicitly, when clinicians, ppysicians, or anyone else responds
to

b~havior,

~hich

among

a~y

other age group would be considered unusual,

,.lith the statement "he' s just getting old n they are adopting this
dr~~ng~~~~eFt?th~ory.

In contrast to this theory, most clinical gerontologists have
viewed

withd~a~al

mental illness.

and disorientation among the elderly as signs of
"The most

import~nt stex~ype

regarding the, elderly

is that a certain amount of emotional instability, forgetfulness,
depression and withdrawal is normal and, therefore, does not warrant
medical

int~rvention,

n

states Dr. Eric Pfeiffer, a Duke

·~ychiatrist.

"On the contrary, early treatment might prevent deterioration,
institutionalization, or both."
Dr·.

~obert

Davis, Ph.D., Director of the Claakamas County Mental

Health Clinic., pointed out that tpere are three false assumptions which
are generally accepted by the elderly

themselve~and

by a large number

of mental health professionals: (1) if a person is senile then this

iii
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. is a permanent condition, (2) if a person is behaving unusually and
he is old, then he is senile, and (3) that

ag~hg'

creates changes in

the brain resulting in senility. 'Dr. Davis pointed out that "if
these assumptions are accepted then old age can only be considered
synon'!Cllous with senility and craziness.
~e~ieal

He went on to say that "no

research into the area of aging has established that there

is any connection between brain changes

wit~

age and the actual

changes in the capacity of the individual to ,maintain his psychological
i'unctionip.g."
MS. Ruth Hudson, Director df the 'Protective Services Unit, Mult

,nomah County Mental Health Section,

cont~nued

with this same line of

reasoning when she stated, "When older people exhibit symptoms they are
classified as senile and ~:written, off as
ca~es

b~i~

and syt",)ptoms, may':be-'the same as those

hopeless. ,But the
exhibit~d

by a younger

.person' who would' then be given treatment for them. II
This

c~ntroversy

sUrro·lnding ,the diagnosis and treatment of

organic brain syndromes is crucial in terms of the mental health
treatment the elderly receive in Oregon.

Organic brain syndromes

are assumed to be caused by deterioration of brain tissues, and
by definition, chronic brain syndroms are
untreatabl~.

irrever~ible

and therefore,

•

However, the 'integrity of this diagnostic distinction can be

questio~ed, based upon several issues; (1) according to the National
Institute of Me'ntal Health, "even a skilled geriatric psychiatrist •••
cannot always positively state whether an old person's mental state is
functional or' organic. n (3); (~n numerous research studieS! indicate

, t·
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that there is
func~ion

n~

relationship

bet~een

actual, visible brain changes and

in elderly ,people; and (3) controlled studies have sh3wn that when

elderly mentally ill individuals, including ihcse 1iagnosed as having organiC
brain syndromes, are given appropriate psychiatric treatment their recovery
rate is as good as among any other age group.
;--""

Numerous studies,
~hile

usi~

post mortum examinations, have shown that,'

demonstration of the primary characteristics' of organic brain s1o

dromes and physical deterioration of the brain do tend to parallel one
anoth~r,

there 'were' "functional cases

~ith

marked cerebral

some patients diagnosed dwing life a.s suff'ering frOOl

change~

~gan1 c

drome, but showing only slight macroscopic and microscopic

and

brain syn

~ascular

or

parenchynal abnormalities' in the brain," according to Dr.• Felix Post, MD,
a noted British psychiatrist. (16)
Physical and psychological

te~ts

have been developed to assess the

extent and degree of organic impatrment.

However, according to Dr. Post,

"there is not a single test of cognitive impairment \lhlch will in all
circumstances differentiate, without en overlapping area .of scores, groups
of patients diagnosed as brain damage.d subjects, frOOl healthy ones. If

We must also' remember that
falls

belo~

~'even

'.

when a patient's score is so low that it

the area of overlap, the impairment may not, after all, be due

to pathological proeesses within the brain." (16)
These tests, essentially, evaluate "the individual's performance or
behavio~, ~h~ch

depends .not only

upo~

the brain but upon many other factors,

such as motivation, attention, anxiety, and the individual's psychological
reaction to~ard the testing. 1f

(16)

(See Appendix E for an example of a

"mental status questi·ollJ:Ji.re II used to .d:i:agnps~organic, brain syndromes.• )
\

1
~
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In terms of the relationship between the' status of the brain and.
clinical manifestations of org~nic brain. 'syndromes, many variables other
than age (for example, sex, race', socio-economic background, and educa
tion}. can affect the cognitive function andI its assessment.

Investiga-o

tions have demonstrated that "deterioratedjold peDple in community 'and
demented patients in hospitals belong to tpe lower socio-economic groups,
have never married, or have been widowed, to a. significantly greater

ex~

tent than their contemporaries n and it has., therefore, been suggested

tp.~t

"lack of social contacts and of opportunities to keep up interests and sldJ:ls
may hasten Qr eve.n pT'~iJ>i tate senile dementia" (i.e. otganic brain

syndromes).

(16)

However,

despi~e

the limitations 'of physiological and psychological

testing, and the uncert?,i:nty of clinical assessments as a result of inter
viewing, "when all of the primary charactefisticsof organic 'brain syndrome
are·present, this is the diagnosis usually. made regardless of. the presence
of other behavior disturbances or psychotic Symptoms. u

(14)

Dr. Muriel Oberleder, Ph.D ." Chief Psychologist, Geriatric Servit!es,
.Bronx Hospital, New, York City, believes that anxiety associated with aging
underlies and causes all senile symptoms.

r1We pay lip service to possible

emotional and social stresses and environmental factors, but we rarely .
consider the possibility that elderly people who have had breakdowns can
recover, tt Dr. Oberleder said. (5) "We usually thin.k'tJf aen11i ty as 1nvol
ving memory loss, disorientati3n, confusion, aggressive and

agitate~

behavior,' senseless rambling, phobias, hallucinations, delusions, and
infantile

regre~sive

behavior.

But how different are these symptoms from

ones. of any seriously regressed patient of any age?
the. symptoms of psychosis,

rro~

I think that they are

necessarily seniiity. The only

dif~erence

34
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is that when a patient shows these symptoma after 60 he is labeled senile. 1t (5)
Ifl-le have been brain washed into thihking that there are very erudite
and definite explanations of senility, n Dr. Oberleder continued.

"We speak.

freely of arteriosclerosis of the brain and chronic brain syndromes.

We

are told that we lose millions of neurons every day from o~ brain cells,
so that our brain shrinks in measurable pDoportion to our years, ana for
that reason alone we must expect irreversible changes· in old age.

These

ideas are so fixed that even when dramatic studies indicate that there

.

.

r~lationshi:p

1s'no

between actual, visible brain changes and function in

elderly people, we tend to Ctverlook tho,Se results'." (5)
•

,

According
to the National Institute of Menta1 Health, "even a skilled
'

geriatric psychiatrist ••• cannot always positively state whether an old'
person's mental

s;tat~

!i.·s functional or organic." (3) Abnormalities of

cognitive functioning may be the result of
pqrenic disturbances, or acute

manic-d~essive

or schizo

d~pression~
",

Even though

evei.~y

written ,source which OSPIRG investigators consulted

'on this subj'ect agreed that the abili,ty to accurate:l;J" diagnose organic
brain syndromes has repeatedly shown tc be

unsucc~ul"

,('iit .tE:£rms, ..·

of actually diagnosing the presence of organic brain.damage.} thd.s. cpntinues
tq be the most· prevalent diagnosis made, for indivi_Is over. the age of

65, both nationally and with Oregon.
This', controversy surrounding the diagnosis ami trea.tment

ot orgal?ic

brain syndromes is crucial in terms of the mental b::alth treatment being
provide,d to the elderly in O~egon.

According to data prepar.ed by the (:~

Oregon State Mental_Health Division, for the years 1968-69 through 1970-71,

60.9% of, those people over the age of 65 a~rnitted
ment~l

i:$

one of Oregon's state

hospitals;. were diagnosed by the hospital staft' &s havipg some type

"':.
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of organic brain syndrome,
tion rose to 83.3%.

~nd

for

thos~

oyer the age of

7~

this propor

(See Table. VIII for more detailed information .. )

The significance. of this diagnostic ambiguity becomes apparent when.
it is realized that most clinicians believe that "psychiatric disorders
of later life have a particularily poor prognosis when evidence of brain
impairment is present," and so therefore, naIl too frequently~ aggressive
~herapeutic

approaches are reserved for patients with disorders of a

functi anal type

If

(

3) •

Controlled studies have shewn that when. elderly mentally-ill ,indivi
duals, including those diagnosed as having organic bre.il?- .syndranes, are
given approptiate ~sychiatric treatment, their ~ecovery rate is as good
as among any other age group.
A report issued by the
that "response to

treatmen~

as for other age groups.
psychologic~l

Na~ional

Institute of Mental Health states

by patients 65 and over is virtually the same

Regardless of the type ot severity of the

problems, a:bout a third 'can be expected to recover, another

third to vastly improve, and the rest to show little or no change, or
grow 'Worse

tt

(3).

'"
A.J. Goldfarb,
a pioneer in the treatment of the e2detly,
; a s:pecial psychotherapeutic technique with

geriatr~c

d~veloped

:patients Which repDr

tedly was ineffective with psycho-tic disorders,
but quite-effeCtive with
.
,

"-' psychoneurotic disorders and patients suffering from acu.te and chronic
brain syndromes (17) _ .
Group psychotherapy has also been shown to be effective with elqerly
patients suffering from chronic brain syndormes
sclerosis. or senility_
of psychotherapy,

40%

ass~iated

with arterio

Of the 110 elderly patients treated by this form
showed ~mprovement and were released from

t·
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hospitalization (17).
Dr~

Muriel Oberleuer has stated,

I have had some good results with traditional PSychotherapy with '.
elderly patients. However, I have had no opportunity to follow
them up, and I d0 not knovT how long our cures last, if (fOU want
,to call them cures ••• ~llien such patients do recover ~e cannot e~
pect them to continue to function well for long- if they go bac~
to the 'very same situations that drove them crazy in the first
place. Family therapy should be used with the elderly pe ople r s
family as with those of younger 'patients. The famili~s have many
attitude~ to be changed, and many guilts to be worked with, and
they must be involved in plans for the patient. Of course, gen~
erally speaking, the .situations that cause breakdown in old age
~re part of our society, and we do not have an atmosphere con~u
cive to emotional well-being for the aged. (5)
F~nally,

a relatively new treatment program, Reality Orientatmon Therapy,

has been developed for use with severely mentally impaired elderly indivi
duals.

The program is based on the assumption that even with the most

severely'impaired or mentally ill individual there is the capability of
improvement when he is exposed to a consistent program of: reality orien,
tat1on, in the most literal meaning of that phrase.
According to data

~repared

by the Veteran9 Administration Hospital,

Tus'caioosa, Alabal11..a, Ha total of 22'"( patient have been placed into (Real
ity Orientation) classes, with 50 ,graduating and receiving diplomas,
and 47

"

(20%) of those who 'attended classes are now discharged or on trial

visit at their homes, with their families, or in

c~munity facilitrees~,

This recovery rate is remarkable when we realize that· these
-a1s were seriously impaired, and their condit.ions were

tho~t

(18)

individ~

to be

ir

reversible.

Dr. Del Kole, M.D., Region I Director of the State Mental Health Div
,ision, responsed to a query regarding the feasibility of providing mental
healtli ca!e to the eld~rly by- saying, upeople havf? generally "witten the
elderly off.

The apparent senility as a result of arteriosclerosiS, or

I

'

f.
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whatever, turns out to be just plain depression." He .continued by saying,
"the issue, is quality Of life for. the elderly. A holistic view must be
taken;

if a-minimal quality Qf,life is maintained then the mental health'

of the individual will be maximized."
Finally, Dr • Walter Klopfer, Ph .D.• , a Professor qf Psychology and in
,st~uctor

in the Institute on Aging, Portland State Uni'Versity, stat'ed that "

in relation to the

feasib~11ty

of elderly individuals benefitting fram

mental health counseling, "taking two people "Who are basically equaL in
ego

st!en~h,

~ikely

the one who is older is going to vork

h~~der

and is more

to benefit from psychotherapy, since he knows he has a limited

amount of time left."
Essentially, then, all of these data

8uppor~;

the notion that

people diagnosed as having' organiC brain syndromes, as well

as

~lderly

functional

disorders, can benefit from mental health treatment.
In addition" t:l:ffse data seriously question., the validJ.ty of the d;i.ag
nostic clas~ification of organic brain syndromes, Dased on the inability
to accurately diagnose the p,resence of an organic brain' syndrome.
is especially significat because this

~:i:agnosis

This

implies that no·,jmental

health treatment would be beneficial, although the ability to

succ~ssfu1ly

treat individuals diagnosed as having an organic brain syndrome has been
delD:;:>nstrned.
~

r

,

,,,,
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MEN'ML HEALTH CARE AND THE LAW

The final area which should be

e~lored

before we look at the

mental health services beirig provided to the elderly in Oregon is the
legal status of mental health care, both nationally and with.in the state,
of Oregon.
,
j

I

Federal La"W's

I

.J

One primary

cons~deration

related to the legal

st~tus

of'

m~ntal

.j

l

II

health care is the issue of whether or not individuals haye a constitu

1

tional right to mental health treatmento

1

Until recently, ."no definitive

i
i

court rUlings had been made, leaving this question, essentially, to

~

individual states to decideo
Within the past
have been

seve~al

handed down"

4

years

i~ortant,

but conflicting, rulings

in United States District Courts. These

rulings pertained to the rights of people involuntarily committed ,to
state mental institutions to

r~ceive

adequate mental health treatment.

One of the most- noted rulings, affirming the constiitutional right

i1,
f

t

to treatment for committed indivduals,-was the case of Wyatt! Stick...l1ey',

(1971).

In this case, Judge CoJ. Johnson ruled that

patients at Bryce Hospital, for the most part, were involuntarily
committed through non-criminal procedures and without the consti
iutional protections that are af'f'orded defend~nts in ~rim1nal .
proceedings. When patients ~e so committea for tresttflent purposes
they have a constitutional right to. receive such treatment a~ will
give each of them a realistiC opportuni~y to be cured or to improve
his or her mental ,condition" .... a~d (the) pur:pose of involunt~ry 
·,hos'y-ita.li2(a:tion .for treatment purposeb is treatment and not mere
custodial care or punishment
This .is 'the only Justification,
from 8: constitutional standpoint} that aUows ciy!l commitments 1
to mental institutions.

t

~

'Q

g
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Judge Johnson went on to 'say that adequate and effective treatment

1

is constitutionally required because, absent treatment, the hospital is
"transformed into a penitentiary w:Qere one could be ,held
for no convicted offenae."

ind~finitely

In defihing what was meant by adequate and

effective treatment, the court stated
there seem to be three fundamental conditions for adequate and
effective tre&tment programs in public mental institutions.
These three fundamental conditions are: (1) a humane psycho
logical and physical environment, (2) qualified staff in numbers
sufficient to administer adequate treatment, and (3) individu
alized tre~tment plans.
The court pubsequently qperationally defined the meanings of these three
fund~ment~

conditions for the treatment program at Bryce state Hospitalo

In addition to this case, other courts have recognized the right
to treatment:
Frison

State! Bargy

no means

r~cognized,

clearly

Health of the State of' Georgi~

!4

however, that the rigbt to treatment is

€s~ablished;

In Burnahm ! Department of Public

(1972), &nother Fec1.eral'District Court

ruled that there is no constitutional right to -treatment,.

In -explaining

his ruling, Judge Sidney O. Smith stated
the plaintiffs' complaint in the instant case is predtcated
squarely upon the proposition that the "adequacy" of the diag
nosis, care, and treatment of patients in Georgia's mental
institutions is not merely a matter of state laY, but is a
federal co~stitut1onal issue.
Although Judge Smith
mental

i~sti tutions

J..

'

-(1970)} ,and"U.So ex rel. Schuster! Herold· (1969). '
It should be

by

.

(1970), Maatallah! warden, Nevada State

reG~gnized

that persons committed to

Geo~gials

might have a moral 'right 'to treatment, he disagreed

with plaintiffs that Georgia was under a legal oblisation to provide
effective treatment.
With the exception of a recent Alabama decipion discussed
hereinbelow, the courts have not gone beyond recognizing a

~
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statuato~y right to treatment in those jurisdictions where such
a right exists •••This court takes hotice of Chief Judge Johnson's
rulings in the Middle Distr.fct of' Alabaina •••This court respect...
£Ully disagrees with the conclusions reached by that court in
finding an affinnative federal rigbt to trea~ment absent a sta
tute so requiring'.

These two conflicting District Court rulings were both/handed
down within the jurisdiction of the Fifth ·united States Circuit Court of
Appeals.

Both cases were jointly appealed, and the appeals were argued

in December, 1972. However, at this time, this CoUrt of Appeals had not
handed down a decision.

Therefore, for all

puXposes~

'there has, as yet,

been no- determinization as to whether there is a federal constitutional
\

'

right to receive adequate mental health treatment within-public mental.
institutions.
In a separate legal

are~,

the legal right to community facilities

as'>/an<~'alterna:ti ve to" hcj~n~~~tl.z.att'bii'$l1a.$",_ ul?~~c.l·1n

11il!?

in a decisi:on by

the United states Court of Appeals, Chief Judge David L. Bazelonpresld
.lng.

In~!

Cameron, a patient who had been previously committed to

St. Elizabeths Hospital in Washingt.on, D.C. was found not to need the
many psychiatric services offered, nor to require total deprivation of
her liberty.

The patient, however, did not have the financial resources;'

·to 'find alternative community care.

Judge Bazelon

~ote

deprivations of liberty solely because of dangers to the ill
persons themselves should not go beyond what is neeessary for
their protection. The court r ~ duty to explorealternat1ves in
such a case is related also to the obligation of the state to
bear the burde~ of exploration of possible alternatives an indi
gent cannot bear.
EssestiaIly, this ruling·affirmed the right of 'the individual to
be placed in

I

~

mi·niItJ.a.lly restrictive setting commens-wrate with the

I
s
'1

• 11
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t,
\

severity of his mentaJ.. disorder.

It also affirmed the obligation of the

!

state to assume the costs of exploring treatment alternatives which an

i

indigent cannot bear.

1

In addition, the treatment provided to elderly OregonianS is:81so
partially determined by Title XIX federal guidelines.

1

In order for the

State Mental Health Division to receive reimbursement for the costs of
providing care and treatment within state mental institutions t9,elderly
persons who would qualify for welfare assistance were they living in the
community, the state
~e

~s req~red

to meet federal Medicaid guidelineso

State Public Welfare Division, via their hospital

~ison

workers,

I

is responsible fOr supervising the ,care and

treatmen~

provided to elderly

persons in state men.tal hospitals to insure that Medicaid requirements
~

are being met for those whq qualify for welfare assistance.
These. "Medicaid guidelines specify that an individualizet1·.treatment
plan must be recorded in the hospital record for every case eligible to
receive public assistance while receiving treatment in a state mental
hosp1talo

In addition, within 30, days

of'~dmission,

'the chospitalrecord

must contain
, A.; A written report of medical evaluation which includes diagnOSiS,

summary of present medical findings" medi~al hist.ory, mental
and physical functional capacity, prognosis, and explicit recom
, menda.tions by the Physic1@,n with respect to admission to or
continued care in a mental hospital.
B.Recorded psychiatric and social evaluations.
C.A plan of care to includ~ order.s fer medications, treatments,
re~t'orative services, diet, specia.l procedures ,for the health
and safety of 'the patiel?-t, activities, 'and ·plans for ',continuing
care and discharge. (19
A quarterly review of all hospital

reco~ds

is also required to insure

that the treatment plan, as recorded, is being carried out, or that
necessary revisions in the treatment plan are made.
.. ..

I

~-.:~-f.
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The Public Welfare
develop plans for

D~vision

is also responsible for helping to

po~t-hospitalization

placement in the community, or

placement in the community as an alternative to bospitalizationo

To

encourage alternative placement, the Public Welfare Devision is to pro
vide information to a court "considering commitment to a mental hospital
for possible community care and (to) participate in arranging for such
care when require"a. for any person eligible for pu.blic assistance. tr

In

addition, the Public Welfare Devis::'on is to rt partleipate in developing,
community care resources for mentally ill persons

m their home counties"

for the purposes of neducation,_ training, ,and socia1l.ization of mentally
ill. ,people." (19)
Oregon State

~

Within Oregon there are no state statutes wh!cm pertain,

specifi~

cally, to the mental'he~lth services to ~~ providei to elderly persons.
.

~

~.

Elderly Oregonians have no legal

protec~ion

to

ins~

that they will be

!

provitled with appropriate and adequate mental healtm care to meet their
mental and emotional

need~,

either through community mental

he~th

pro

grams or within the state mental hospitals.
The Oregon State Mental Health Division as ~ted under ORS 430.021
"':,: "sha..ll·direct J promot~J corre~ate, anq c~orq.inate.,&lJ, .the activities,
duties.. and cl'irect" services in the' fields of meIli:al illness, mental
retardation, alcoholic education and. rehabilita1"Ji.on and mental :
health; and direct, promote, correlate, and coo~nate the mental
health activities of all governmental organizat~s throughout
t~e state in which there is any direct contact with mental health
prQgrams .' .
Services.. to 'elderly persons are included-' 'Within iHais mandate, with
'xhis authoriazation subsumed under'the cause~of·the>1llhess rath~ than

being.~.st1pulated

by

the age of the client.

Therefol'er- the elderly are

,..
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included within the appropriate jurisdiction of the state Mental
Health
'
/

Division.

s~ecifically,

However, elderly Oregonians,

are not

the provision of any form of specialized treatment programs.
are the

sn~y

gua~nteed

Ch;tldren

age group which bas specifically mandated treatment programs.

The state Mental Health Divison has also not adopted any policies which
reflect a strong commitment to serve the

elderly, as a high risk popula

tion, although the Division has adopted similar policies stressing the
provision of mental health services to the me~tally disabled arid:rstarded,
those with alcohol'problems, and those with drug problems.
Tw~

important bills were passed in

t~e

1973 session of the State L.egis

lature which reflect the current concerns and priorities of the State Mental
Health Division.
Senate Bill

448 amended Oregonls community mental health clinic sta

tutes ,(DRS 430.6io through 630.670), shifting the ~linics'from an out
patient" clinic orientation to a comprehensive, catchment-area-based mental
health program.' The defined population to

~e

served was expanded to inqlude

services to the mentally or emotionally disturbed, developmentally disabled,
and drup-dependent persons as vlell as the mentally retarded and the alqo
holic.
The basic services to be provided by the· community mental health pro
'grams (as renam~d) were expanded to i~clude "outpatient services for persons

.'with mental or" emoti onal disturbances, mental retardation and developmental
disabIlities, and alcohol and drug problems," and also was expanded to in
clude aftercare for persons within the defined population who have been
released from a state hospital for the mentally ill or retarded.
Another important expansion of the community

~ental

health programs

was the added commitment to provide alternatives to state hospitalization
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within the community, subject to the funds available, for the defined pop
ulation.

Such alternative services are to include emergency services on

a 24-hour basis (such as telephone consultation, crisis intervention, or
prehospital s~reening), care and treatment for a portion of the day or
night (which may include day treatment centers, work activity centers, and
preschool programs), residential care and treatment facilities such as
~altway

h?uses, detoxification centers and other community living facili

ties, independent treatment in community hospitals, and 'basic continuity
of care.
This bill represents an important expansion of community-based mental
health services.
/I

However,

~lthough

services to elderly persons might be

included under services to the mentally ill, drug-dependent, or other
defined target groups, it is important to note that other "high risk rt pop
ulations are

specific~lly

mentioned while the elderly, as a group, are

not con$idered to be a high priority

a~

receiviers

o~

treatment, although

they currently represent a significant proportion of the state's mental
hospital population. Also, as a group, it is estimated that there is a
high incidence of mental illness or emotional disturbance among the elderly
re'siding in the community as well.
Senate Bill 510 modified the PNvisions
~ommitment

of mentally ill persons.

relat~d

Me~tally

to the involuntary

ill persons are now

~om

mitted 'to the State Mental Health Division rather than t? a specific state
hospital.

In addition, this legislation altered the pre-bearing process,

the' hearing process itself, the length of cOmmitme.nt, and petitioning
cedures for committed patients.

:pro~

Related to the elderly as a group, two

aspects of this legislation were particularlY:" signi.ficant.
First, by committing elaerly persons to the state Mental Health Division
-,

,
/
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rather than to a specific facility, it is nOv.1 possible for elderly persons
to be placed directly 'into a
treatment in a state

menta~

s~eltered

setting without first receiving

hospital.

Secondly, this legislation

'~ontained

a "bill 0"1 rights" for all commit

ted persons which included, among other things, the right to a written
treatment plan, and the right to exercise all civil rights in the same
manner as non-committed persons, including the right to

d~spose

of pro

perty, make purchases, enter into 'uontuactual relataonships, and vote,
unle'ss ajudicated :tncanpetent.
One other recent Oregon

le~islatiye

action is

particu1ar~ff

" pertin~n~

to the mental health services which may, in the fUtUre, be provided to
elderly Oregonians. As a result of legislation passed in the ,last emer
gency session of the State Legislature Title XIX

~ds

have now been

to cover outpatient mental health services as well as state

extend~d

mental hospital

car~

for all people who

~

q~Jif¥

fGrpublic assistance.

In the past, the State had'''' to' assume all of the ~.osts of .providing
mental health care services to ,\.,elfa,re recipients, w;i thout reimbursement
.from Public Welfare.

Novl,

the State Public l·lelfare Divisllon vlill also

pay the costs of outpatient mental health care (as tfuey paid for most
medical care in the past) for persons eligible to r,eeeive public
tance.

assis~

This will represent a substantial savings Dm the state since

Public Welfare will qualify, through Title XIX, for federal matching funds
which will contribute substantially to the state's

~sts

in providing

these services.
~is

~ity

legislation stipulates that services

must~

provided by commu

mental health programs, but these services douot necessarily have

tQ be provided within a community mental health

pr~am

facility.

Therefore,
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this legislation would provide

reimb~sement

for all individual or group

therapy, as well as medi,cation adjustments, provided by community mental
health programs to 'elderly persons residing within sheltered settings
who also qualify for public assistance.
This legislation thereby makes it financ'ially feasible to provide

mental health treatment to an important population of

elder~

persons,

those who are residing in sheltered settings<;--_and who are menta.lly'ill
or impaired, but who are now not receiving 'any mental health care

~hat~

soever, in most cases.
A~though

this legislation becomes effective July 1, 1974, according

to Glenn Drtitgger, "lhose responsibility it is to sU:Pervise the implementa
tion of Title XIX regulation for the State Mental Health DiviSion, the
Division has not yet begun the process of deveLoping guidelines for
utilizing these funds to provide mental health services to needing
elderly persons in sheltered settings. Mr. Drugger stated, frunfortu
nate1y, the elderly still receive the lowest priority" lbn the provision
of mental health services.
Summar~

Both federal and state laws create a fragmented, and at times contra
dietory, system for the provision of mental health'services.

This is not

surprising considering the relative youth of the mental health field, the
\

progressing evolution of treatment techniques and

theoret±c~l

orientations

, related to treatment, and the high degree of skepticism related to mental
health treatment of any type by much of the American public.
However, the danger in this fragmentation is that a poor level of
mental health care is often provided. While state mental hospitals are

~
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no longer "warehouses fI for the mentally ill, residents of state mental
hospi"tals, like all 'Oregonians, have not yet been guaranteed a legal
rightl to receive adequate mental health treatment. Ferhaps as signifi
cantly, recent Oregon legislation may make it
settings to assume
tals--as

~he

~rt{8.rehouses t_,

possib~e

role formerly filled by the

for sheltered

~ate

mental hospi

for large numbers of mentally :Ill elderly Oregonians.

f"

"

,.
,
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CHAPTER II

COMMUNITY..BASED MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
INTRODUCTION
'Using Multnomah County as a case study area, OSPIRG investigated
the community-based mental health services which are available to the
eld:erly within

~he

county.

Since MtJ.tnomah County

i~

one of the most

Urbanized areas of the state, with a 'large number of social sery-ices
.
.
.geographicallY acq,essible to 'members
t~e population, a.D:d in addition,

0:

contains approximately 3li of the elderly residents of the sta.te, OSPIRG
felt' that this area would optimally reflecttnhe level 'of
services available to the elderly
Men~al
• •

~hroughout

health

the state.

health treatment agencies contacted included the Multnomah
'

•

County Mental Health Section; the

'II>

Universi~y

of Oregon Medical School

Crisis CliniC, the Psychiatric 'Outpatient CliniC,
Unit,

menta~

~ ~he

Social Services

and a number of privately administered agencies providing personal

counseling.

In addition, OSPIRG peripherally considered the services

. provided by Project ABLE (A Better Life for the Elderly), sin~e this
. program attempts to modify some of the specific causal factors contri
buting to mental breakdown among the elderly.
OSPIRG considered the'following aspects of community mental health
treatment to be particularily important:

(1) the nmmber of elderly

individuals being served, (2) the types of treatment which they are
receiving (the modalities used and length of treatmeJHt), (3) the types

,ot specialized treatment programs established for the elderly which are
being offered, or being planned for impiementation, ~ the agen~ (e~g.

..
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a home visiting counseling program, or specialized socialization groups),
(4) the

num~ers

of professionals employed by the agency who have had

training in gerontology! and the types of in-service training programs
offered by the agency regarding mental health problems of the elderly,
and (5) the types of consultative services which they provide to inter
ested parties, particularily nursing hom.es or homes for the aged within
Mt9-tnoma.h County.
In addition, OSPIRG solicited the opinions of protessionals working
within these agencies, regarding the current mental health services avail
able to the elderly, any

possib~e

changes :or. additional services whiCh they

would recommend, and their'viewpoints regarding the problems involved with
pt" o~ding

mental health care to the elderly.

Information from private psychotherapists, physicians, private hospi
tals or medical groups, minist'ers, and other neighborhood :resources was
~

not generally solicit-ed •. Investigation of
available to the elderly was also

onq.tt~d.

'rec·~."'!i.tiopal

organizations

Recreation' provides an

invaluable source of s.timulation, surport, and a sense of· 'group' involve
ment for elderly individuals.

However, this OSPiRG investigation was

more directly concerned w;iith those elderly individuals who are in need
of in-depth mental

he~tth

treatment.

The services offered by the Multnomah County Mental Health Section

will be considered in detail in relation to the five variables mentioned
previously.

Then phe Uni versity of Oregon Medical School un!ts, privately

administered counseling agencies, and Project ABLE will each be looked at
briefly.

Finally, an assessment of these services and specific recommen

dations tallow.

..

~
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, rOMAH COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH, SECTION

The

~tnomahlcounty Ment~

Health Section has

fo~

area clinics:

the Downtown branch, a unit at the Albina Multi-Service Center; a unit
at PACT (Portland\Action Committees Together) in southea~t Portland,
and a unit in the I northeast portion of the ·county.

This section also

operates a SchoollMental Health Project which serves east county schools, '
and Project ABLE
duals over the

Services Unit, which serves only those indivi

~rotective

'ag,

of 60 who are threatened

wi~h

tion were these services not provided to them.

likelt institutionaliza
Due to the ,eligibility

,restrictions of tlb.e Protective Services Unit, these services will be
distinguished fro$ those provided by the mental health clinics.
Pr.ovj.d.ed,With,M~nt~.Health"Serv;ices

According to Ihe Multnomah County Mental He8J.th Section, cumulative
da.ta. from their'U dmission Face Sheets ll for the period January 1, 1973
i

\

,

through June 30, :t.973, indicq,te thc:.t the clinics admitted a total of 104
individuals aged &5 or older during this six month period as new clients,
only 6.2:,'10 of the ~,~e clients admitted (see Table

n1.

Data, regarding

,

,

the number.of clients served, as opposed to admitted, was unavailable
since they compile only i~ormation on new admissions.
The Protective Services
elderly clients.
clinics

admit~ed

U~t

admitted a total of 81 ot these

Therefore,~exclud1ng

these clients,

the~ental

health

a total of only 23 elderly 'clients during this six

month period., only

1.4~

of their total admissions.

Obviously, the Multnomah County Mental. Health Section is serving a
dispropor~ionately
'-

small number of elderly clients. Since the

eld~ly

.
iii

TABLE II
MULTNOMAH COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SEarION
DATA FOR 1ilEW ADMISSIONS; JAN. 1, 1973-J1JNE 30','

AGE GROUP

CLINIC I
(DOWNTO't-JN )

CLINIC III
(SOUTHEAST
P.A.C.T)

CLINIC II
(MULTI- .
SERVICE
CENTER)

-

1973

CLINIC IV

SCHOOL·

'PRO

(mrn -122nd,
and Glisan

M.R.P.

ABL

PRO

lV

-

SER

-------

5

27

8

80

),9-24

26

52

- 44

110

25-34

73

92

90

192

35-44

41

33

35

92

4.5-54

19

33

22

45

155-64

1'r

10

15

13

3

~5 +

5

7:

4

7

8

~nknown

0

1

1·

b-1B

-

-----

---

10

.
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~,

account for

12.7~

of the population within the county, on the basis of

sheer numbers we would expect to see a much larger
being serVed.

n~ber

of elderly clients

In additiop, the studies cited previously (see Chapter I)

have indicated that the elderlY are a particularily

h~gh

risk population

wiltij a much higher rate of psychopathology than other age groups wi thin
the population, truggesting that a rate much higher than

'12.7%

(

of the client

j

population would be the most reasonable.

I
I

When Dr. King, M.D., Director of' tl:le Downtown branch of the MentaJ. HeaJ.th
Section, was asked why so few elderly were' seen by the cliniCS, he responded

1

that "the cliiucs will serve older people just like a.ny~ne else, but the
,

~

j

,

person has to make hj:·s own appoiLntment. n

He then went on to say that they

:will sometimes make exceptions to this policy" as in the case of referraJ..s
from Community Health Nurses.

b,.

Dr. King added that he thought that "older

people are getting attention from private phYSicians and the University
, of Oregon Medical School, n implying that they were being adequately
served by other community resources.

This OSPIRG investigation ,does

not bear but th~s assumption--there appears to be a dirth Of elderly
•

clients at all mental health treatment agencies within the county,

);>~

~,

,.'111

with few exceptions.
In fact, Community Mental Health Clinics throughout the state serve
cODlpara.bly few elderly individuals.

Da.ta. contained in the AnnUM Report

Communitl Mental. Health Clinics, prepa.red by the State Mental Health
Division, for the years 1969-70 through 1971~72 indicates that in 1969-70
the total ni.unber of elderly individual.s admitted was 111 (0.% of the
,total of 12,245 admissions), in 1970-71 the number was 139 (1.1% of

12,.892 admitted), and in 1.971,;'72 ..the. total number was 99 (only 0.7'1> ot

52
. of 13,802 ad~itted).

With the elderly representing only about 1.0% of

I
~
~

the annual admissions, to Community Mental Health Clinics, this

gro~p

is

~

1

obviously not receiving a proportionate amount of mental health care from
the states' community mental health programS.
Nationally" the aged have not received mueh attention from, most
community mental health centers. A recent survey of federally
assisted centers found that people over sixty-fiv~ years old make
up 12% of the catchment area populations but less than 6% of the
centers I populations.
In fact, only one center in ten SeeEks,!?,.
many aged as would be expected just on the basis of their numbers
in the catchment areas •••The small amount of service giv~n to
the aged is occurring in the presen~e of indictions that mala
daption and mental illness are veryfrequent among them. (21)
However, on

th~

whole, Oregon's Mental Health Clinics do not even

begin -to meet the rather poor national average of treating about
elderly persons.

6%

Oregon has shown national leadership in many areas, in-

eluding the assurances of

h~n

rights.

It is only reasonable that the

same quality and leaderShip be expected in the area of mental health
'treatment, particularly regarding

,theelde~ly

•

As a ,minor digression;; one other mental health treatment source
will be momentarily considered.
Alcoholism was mentioned as one indicator of mental illness.

It

1-1aS

~-

'estimated that there 1-1ere over 5,000 alcoholics among the -elderlYlDPula
-tion in Multnomah County.

OSPIRG solicited informatioo. from the State

Drug and Alcohol Section regarding the number of eldeJ;"ly individuals
treat~d

in their programs.

However, they do not compile statistical data

on the basis of the age of their clients, and so data
of elderly treated is not available.

r~garding

the number

Dr. Del Kole, Region I Director of

the State Division of Mental Health, did state that wIthin the Drug and
Alcohol Section there are few elderly people being served because "alcohol
ics and drug users tend to have shortened life spans--they tend to burn

i

I

'I
II
1

Ij
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I,

out or die 'before they reach old age'." HOvlever, Mr. Laverne Jones,
Director of Edgefield Manor, the county operated ,rl.Ursing fume/nome
for the

~ged,

stated that about 60% of their patients have had alcohol

problems sometime in their lives.

Although this may reflect a heavy

influence from the Burnside population, it appears that elderly persons
with alcohol, problems tend to be institutionalized rather than receiving
treatment on an out-patient basis through services such as those provided
by the
The

~rug

T~e

of

and Alcohol Section. o
Tr~atment

Services the Elderly are Receiving

,Unfortunately, the computerized record-keeping sys,tem used by the
county has not been capable of cross-correlating varia.bles.

Therefore,

we know how many individuals of different age groups have been admitted,
their ethnic identities, their income levels, and their levels of educa
tion, but we can say nothing about the relationships ;.between these vari
abIes • .A notable ommission in this collection of data has been informa
tion regarding the modality of treatment provided

(i.e~

individual

counseling; group counseling, or medication) or the length of treatment.
Neither Multnomah CoUnty, nor the State Mental Health,Division, has any
statistical information related to either modality nr length of treat
ment.
The State Mental Health Division is now in the process of adopting
a new computer system vlhich will allow for qross-car.relatton of data,
and so this

bas~c

problem will soon be al]ev,iated. However, the new

forms being used to report each countr's data to the state

st~ll conta~n

, no information pertaining to the modality of treatment or the length of '
treatment provided to an individual.

I
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Without this information assessment of the effectiveness of programs
seems virtually impossible.
According to Glenn Hitchcock, a computer programmer for the state
Mental Health Divison, Biometrics Section, this new computer program can
easily be altered to include this information.

OSPIRG recommends that

theee forms be altered to include this information immediately.
,
How can programs be appropriately evaluated without such
information?
Although OSPIRG was unable to obtain statistical data which would
indic~te

the modalities or the length of treatment provided to elderly

individuals, we can draw some inferences based upon
professionals within the clinic system.

com~ents

made by

Dr'. King, Director of the

Downtown Branch, stated that when they do treat elderly

individ~ls

his branch office they "tend to hav!2! a medical emphasis: It

at

9010 are seen,

by Dr. King and 'they have medical pr?blems as well as psychological
problems." Dr. King continued, "We- don't do any therapy, nor do the qlder
people need it.

We sometimes supplYIEychotropic medications aod try to

arrange transportation and other supportive services through Cowmunity
Health Nurses, and then the Nurses have the responsibility for establish
iilg

ongoing'relationships between the old'er person and the Clinic."

Dr. King went on to say that

l1 0

lder people don't need much counseling.

They need medical treatment and supportive services and sometimes
medication •••Older people are independent and resista.nt to treatment. n
The studies and opinions of other mental health professionals' cited
previously have refuted Dr. King's opinions, which

a~pear

to be

age-~e.

lated biases used to support his reluctance to engage in treatment with
the eldei"l:y, rather than factually based truths regarding· treatment of

;iiI!I

I
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I

If Dr. King's attitudes reflect the views of most

elderly individuals.

profepsionals within the Section it is doubtful that any in-depth

I

I

treatment is being offered the few elderly individuals who do seek help
there.
Additional support will be given to the notion that there is a real
lack of commitment to serve the elderly

withi~

the MUltnomah County

M~ntal

Health Clinic System when the specialized programs and training received by .
consi~ered.

the mental helath professionals within the clinic system are
The

Pro~ective

Services Unit as a specialized program with the

plus a secretary.

They serve people 60 and over who are

unable to care for themselves and are in danger of being institutionalized
if they were not to receive this care.

agency.

~ e.dvoca~y.,.

We attempt to aompensate" for lacks in the individualts lite."

In handling cases they try to splicit help

from relative~

and members of

the commUnity, but their cases are not time-limited, so that they can
maintain contact tQ
needed.

I.l

Ms. Ruth Hudson, the director of

this unit, explained that Protective Services "functions as

t

I

Multnomah County Mental Health Clinic System, has a staff equivalent of
3.5;~ounselors

I
I
I

,."w~tch

for crisis periods vlhen tihle.ir intervention is

They do not do a lot of in-depth counseling, but rather, they

provide supportive counseling.

The emphasis is on

~viding

environmental

supports
for the individual, such as planning for alternative housing,
,

'"

I
I
~

arranging for needed medical attention, getting pe~ involved in
community activities or 'providing an arena for

disc~ing

personal feel

ings or difficulties.
Between June, 1972 and August, 1973 the Unit

~dled

249 cases.

Among these cases the following list of services \:\tas provided.

However,

these figures' are not mutualJfexclusive, and one person may be represented

I
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. in more than one treatment category. '
'26 were prescribed psychotropic medipations
21 were seen by a psychiatrist (-either as an out
· patient or as a resident of a psychiatric ward)
16 were hospitalized for psychiatric reasons
57 were given some psychological counseling by the
Protective Services staff (some of wnich involved
consultation with a psychiatrist)
1 received counseiing from a mental health worker at
the Clinic on a weekly basis.

\

The Protective Services Unit has provided aspectrum of mental
health services to a portion of their clients.

However, it is

disconcer~-

/

'ing to note that only one
from

a'~ental

i~dividual

received on-going weekly counseling

health wOFker at the Clinic, especially when we consider

that, due to eligibility restrictions, all elderly

~ople

seen by this

Unit have severely impaired. functioning and are facing possible institu
tionalization.
The Specialized Treatment Programs Provided to, or Being Planned for, the
Elderly.
.
I

Other than the Protective Services Unit, which is located in the
East County Clinic, there are no specializeq programs

fo~

·the elderly

provided by the Clinics J ~ccording to Robert H. Goodman, Ph.D. J Assistant
Coordinator, Multnomah County Mental Health
, Section.
The services provided by the clinics are exclusively office-based;
/

that is, the elderly individual must go to one of the clinics in order
to receive mental health treatment.
receiving
county.

se~ice.by

This precludes the possibility of

a large nUmper of elderly individuals within :the

The recently completed Project Mobility study (12) shovled that

as a result of both physical and financial limitations in the ability to
,utilize available transportation systems, the elderly within Portland, as
a group, have v.ery restricted mobility.

(For add~tional information see

,l
I

f·

/
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Appendix DY•

It is precisely this type of restriction ,1n mobility , which makes
the eiderly more vulnerable to mental breakdown.

However, the Multnomah

County Mental Health Section has, not compensated for mobility restrictions
among the elderly by creating a delivery system which would make their
services more accessible.
Another obvious group ot neglected elderly individuals are those
-

residing in, nursing homes or homes for the

~ged.

Institutionalized

elderly persons are not usually in a.position to manage visits to the
-Menta-l"Health Clinic"office •. The lack of 'available -mental health services,
and the need for services to these people is d,ocumented 1n detail in a
later section of this report.

(See Chapter IV).

Providing servi,ces in neighborhood recreational facilities, churches,
j}hysciaD:a,~

offices,

maki~g

home Visits, or offering mentallealth services

within sheltered settings are a few obvious alternatives.
'V1hen Dr. King 'was asked why the, Clinic System had no other special
ized programs for the elder:y, he responded that 65% of their clients are
between 19 and 25 years' of age, and 80% have incomes below $3,Oa~.00 per
year.

So, usually their clients are young and poor.

clinics try to design services

fo~

He exPlained that 'the

the population which is actually being

served, so most of their programs are oriented toward providing adult
,psychiatric care.
OSPIRG would like to suggest that the nature of the clinic's de
livery system attracts primarily young individuals, an age group which
is also heavily

repr~sented

in client, populations at private counseling

centers and services provided through the University of Oregon Medical
School.

Young peop.e are more likely to initiate contact with a mental
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health clinic since they have been raised in an atmosphere which encourages
attention to mental health neeas.

In contra'st, elderly pers ons, for

cultural reasons, are ashamed of being identified as "mentally ill" by
seeking help at a mental health clinic, according to Mrs. Ada vlilson,
Assistant

Professor of Social Work, and the Director of the Aging Program

at the School of Social Work, Portland State,University.
The Kinds of Elderly-Related Mental Health Training which Staff Members of
The Multnomah County Mental Health Section Have Reqeived.
According to data provided by Robert Goodman, Ph.D., Assistant Coor
dinator of the Multnomah County Mental Health Section, there are 36 staff
member~

employed by the Section (30 full-time professionals, 1 part-time

professional, and 5 full-time paraprofessionals).

Of these 36 staff members

only those placed in the Protective Services Unit (3.5 staff members) have
had any training related to mental health work with the elderly.

The

Protective Services' staff have had graduate school training and addition
a1 on-the-job training pertaining to working with the elderly.
As

,\Ii'e

have already discussed in a 'previous section of this report

(see Chapter I, A Cultural Perspective on Groy7ing Old), old age requires.
spe~ial

adaptations on the part of the individual.

Old age, in many ways,

can be likened to adolescence in relation to the turmoil and degree of
change required of the individual. Adolescent developmental problems have
long been a popplar area of study among mental health professionals, and
indeed, Dr. Goodman reported that numerous members of their staff have
..

received pract~ trainirig, in-service, training, and training in graduate
schools related to work with adolescents.
Admittedly, professional attention to the speeial problems of the
~lderly

is a much more recent phenomenon.

However,

Oregon is fortunate

'\

.i
l

i
1·

l
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to have two research centers devoted exclusively to the study of problems
among the elderly; the Gerontological Center· at the University of Oregon
and the Institute on Aging located at Portland state University.

The

1
£

f

Institute on Aging offers a number of excellent graduate courses related

. The fact that most professionals

I
~

to mental health work with the elderly.

~

~mplored

by the Mental Health

Section have failed to avail themselves of any of this information, andin addition, the Section has failed to utilize

th~.se

t

i
~

available resources

for use in in-service training programs for members af the staff, further
indicates a lack of interest and commitment on the part of the Mental
Health Section to providing adequate mental 'health servic'es to the elderly

~

-

,The Consulwt1"e Servicea, 'P,ro.vided' to Nursing Homes, Homes for the Aged,

or other Groups 1.Jorking Wi ttl. the Elderly
OSPIRG questioned the administrations of 16 homes for the aged and
nursing bomes in Multtiomah County.

One of the -questions which 'We asked

'Was "Tho do they contact wherL they have an e,lderly re'sident 'Whom, they' think
is in need of psychiatric care. 'Of the

sixt~en

hornes contacted, only

four mentioned Multnomah County Mental Health as a poSsible source of
referral.

Most of these homes utilized their personal "house physicians"

to deal with, their distqrbed
or disturbing patients.
,
,

Mr. Laverne Jones, Director of Edgetield Manor, stated that he had
utilized the services of the Multnomah County Mental Health Clinic on
one

]
'1

of Multnomah County.
I

~

~ccas1on.·

However, it was necessary for'him to drive his patient to

the clinic since they do not make visits to sheltered settings •
. The.Multnomah County Mental Health Section has even sho'Wn a
reluctance to provide an in-service training workshop to Northwest Pilot

1,
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Project • Northwest Pilot Project requested consultative services over a
.year ago, but this workshop has not yet been arranged.
offers recreational programs,

~ransportation

This agency

services, and also offers

mental health treatment to elderly individuals residing in northwest
Portland.

During the first fiscal quarter of 1973 they provided services

to approximately 725 elderly Portlanders.
. /'

Obviously, their breadth of

services 'Would -warrant consideration for consultative services in the
area of mental health treatment for the elderly •
. The fact that Multnomah County Mental Health Section provides very
little consultative service to sheltered settings or other organizations
serving elderly individuals further implies their lack of interest (or
perhaps experttse) in promoting quality mental health care for the
elderly.

This is

especial~y

surprising since provision.s of this type of

consultation was by law 'ORS 430.630

an explicit

~iority

of community

mental health clinics.
, ',CRISIS cttNlC,.. PSYCHIATRIC OlJTPATIENT, ClLINIC,
AND SOCIAL SERVI CES mITT

THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON MEDICAL SCHnOL
The Number of Elderly Clients Being Served
Unfortunately, OSPIRG again found that their records were not corre
t

lated or compiledby age~ so no concrete statistical jata was available to
indicate the number of elderly clients being seen by each of these service
units at the Medical School.

Mr. Les Hunter, Director of Social Services at the University of'
Oregon Medical School

a~d

Teaching Hospital, together with several of the

'soci'sl Workers. from his staff, did provide some estimates, regarding the
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number of elderly being served.
Approximate'ly one-third of the Social'Servic,es client load (or
about 400 cases) is comprised of elder~y clients.

In addition,

Mr. Hunter estimates that the Multnomah General Hospital serves an addi
tional 120 to 150 elderly clients per month with social services.
fore.,

There

approximately 525 to 550 elderly patients per month are provided

with social services (which are not necessarily mental health

service~)

within the hospital setting.

Mr. Hunter also stated that the psychiatrists and sOGial workers
generally have contact with elderly clients through in-hospital consul
tations rather than through the Crisis Unit or the Esychiatric Out
~tient

Clinic, which are e'xplicitly mental health treatment units.

A 40cial w:orker emp19yed in the Psychiatric Outpatient Clinic agreed

with Mr. Hunter's assessment.

She explained that the clinic does serve

some elderly clients, but since their primary concern is with ,providing
their student psychiatrists with tlgood teaching cases ll they do not take
many elderly cases, nor many people generally for medication management
only.

She explained that they do have a psychiatric cay treatment pro

gram which offers people daily psychiatric care in one of three groups.
The number of pe'ople participating ih these groups usually ranges fron
15

~o

25, but of these she estimated that

thr~e

or less were over 65

years of age.
This social worker explained the lack of elderly' clients ,by saying
trthey usually'have phYSical problems as well as me~tal problems so the
Psychiatric Outpatient Clinic concentrates on pbysical ,treatment plus
, environmental support, and sometimes medication treatment also, rather
9

than mental health counseling."

•

She went on to add, Hthe' best therapy

1

1

,

I
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'

I

1

for an elderly person is commUnity and social 'invol1?'ement."

Ii

I

The Modalities of Treatment Provided

Mr. Hunter stated that patients hospitalized for medical reasons
often have psychiatric problems

~s

well.

Physicians will then request

psychiatric consultations for these psychiatric problems.

The social

services staff provides basic preparation rdr the psychiatr1st,or will
,~

often provide counseling intervention directly. Patients are often given
psychotropic medications for management purposes, as the prinmry'mode of
treatment., From the rather sketchy information that was available it
appearq that most of the elderly clients provided with psychiatric care
'receive this care while they are .hospitalized for medical problems.

This

care may consist of individual counseling and, perhaps, psychotropic
medication while they are in the hospital.
Follow-up social services are not provided by the Medical School
staff.

Public Welfare service workers are

contact~d

if the individual

is either receiving, or appears to qualify for public assistance.

Other

elderly persons in need of additional mental health care might be referr
ed to the Outpatient Clinic, MultnornaJi County

~lental

Health Section,' O!'

·a private counselipg agency.
However, it appears to' be unlikely that many of these elderly
persons are actually receiving follow-up care.

Data indicates that few

. elderly individuals are served by these agencies.

The Psychiatric Out

patient Clinic, which is the only clinic at the Medical School which
provides long-term mental health

~rea.tment,

provides mental health treat

ment to very few elderly clients, according to a ,ocial '~rker employed
by the Clinic.

As we have already documented, Multn~h County Mental

I
,.

I
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Health also sees very few elderly persons.

Information

regarding the

I

private agencies is documented in a following section of this chapter,

I

II
i

but basically a relatively few number of elderly persons are seen at

I
I

private agencies, also.

I
I
I
I

Those who move .from the hospital setting to a nursing home or home
for the aged are also not likely to receive any attention to their mental
health needs.

The data which OSP!RG received' from a sample of

homes and homes for the age<l within Mulnomah County
!

indicate~:

n~sing

II
I

that these

.

homes neither employ, nor do they generally utilize, mental health pro

•fessionals

I

~

in the care of

th~ir

distrubed or disturbing patients •.

,!

(See

;Chapter IV).
It appears that elderly individuals identified as in need of some
type of mental health treatment while they are hospitalized for medical
reasons are lost from the service system once they l;l1"e discharged fran
the hospital. Approximately

5~5

elderly patients receive some type of
,

social service each

mO•.Lth

while:they are hospitalized.

If only a small
~

,

portion of these patients are needing

.s~rvices

specifically oriented

toward mental health treatment this still represents a large number of
elderly individuals in need of treatment who are being ignored once they
are released from the hospital.
. Speeialized Elderly Programs
,

No specialized mental health treatment programs designed specifically
for the elderly are being offered, nor are any being planned at this time,
by the Medical School Social Services Unit, Crisis
Outpatient

~linic.

~inic,

or Psychiatric
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I,

In summary, the University of Oregon 'Crisis Clinic and Psychiatric
Outpatient Clinic, in particular, do not appear to be'providing services
of any substance or degree to eldeny

p~rsons.

Although they justify this

lack of service under the guise of being a "teaching facility" the mental
health needs of elderly Oregonians are,

nev~rtheless,

what is, basically, a publically funded

a~ency austensib~ p~oviding

being ignored by

mental health services to a wide spectrum of the community, as well as
training future mental health professionals.
Indeed, the quality of education provided to thes.e students might
well be enhanced by some added exposure to what is, by all measure~~ a
population group experiencing a high rate of mental disorder and particu
~arily

in need of mental health care.
PRIVATELY ADMINISTERED COUNSELING CENeERS

The Number of
, Elderly Persons Served
Table III summarizes ·i.,he data which was obtained from private counsel
ing centers within Multnomah County.

Again" record-keeping practices, and

a lack of available funds for computerization, prevented most agencies from
providing detailed infonnation regarding the numbers of elderly clients
which they are seeing.

However, most agency administrators agreed that

their agencies were seeing comparatively few elderly clients.

Notable

exceptions to this case are Jewish Family and Child Services, Family
Counseiins'Service of Portland, and Northwest Pilot lToject, an organize
tion devoted to working exclusively with elderly persons residing in
(

Northwest Portland.
We requested the number of elderly 'clients having been served .during

TABLE III
DATA FROM ,PRIVATELY ADMINISTERED MENTAL HEALTH AGENCIES IN MULTNOMAR

NUMBER OF STAFF
PARA
WITH

N O. eLI E N T S
GrAN THRU MARCH ;73)

PROFESSIONAL

. PROFESSIONAL

I

7

2

0

11

5

1

TOTAL

NUMBER

NUMBER

OF AGED

TREATMENT
PROVIDED TO
ELDERLY CLIENTS

500

unknown
, (very few)

unknown

1,580

0

GERONTOLCGY
TRAINING

approx.

' ....

Public Health
Nurse

coUNT

Individual
counseling
(150 people)
Family Counseling

170

SPE

FOR
OR

P

(20)

3,

10

7

725

People

725

eg~~:d. (160)

Group
Couns.

"

Unk:nown

2

. Unknown

Unknown

179

Intervention·
co~.be£alf~f
len s

(Families
for year

familie~ lndivid
g (61
¥al.1run,elin
a.mJ. es

1971)

-,

4

1

1

m{

962

Pilot
Project

Unknown
Est. few

1

0

3

1
1

150

I

.

~

@

e
c
to
h

Indirfe~}useling

1

GrouP(fgt}~seling

Familr co~seling
few

2

( 15)

G
a
w

358

55
3

Unknown,.

1

w
eld
Individual .
Counseling
(t~lephone)

·
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the first fiscal quarter (January th~ough March) of 1973.

Those agencies

r-

from which we wer,e able to obtain information (with the exception. of
Family Counseling Service) indicated that they had served approximately
985 elderly individuals. in some way during that three month period, with
abo~t

345 receiving some type of.menta1 health counseling. ,In audition,

Family Counseling Service proviaed data for the year 1971.

During this

'year 179 families with at least one individual over the age of 60 were
Of the 115 cases closed during this year, 61 of the families

served.

received individual counseli~g (pertaining to family and individual
relationships, or environmental or situational difficultie's) and

54

families received intervention on behalf of the client •.
The Modali.ty of Treatment
The data OSPIRG rece;i.ved indicate. that'most of.. these agencies,
provide individual counse1ing, and to a lesser degree group counseling and
f~ily

counseling.

Data regarding the

None mentioned the use of psychotropic medications.
~eng1;h

of treatment vet!e not available.

The Specialized Treatment Programs Offered or Being Planned for
Implementation

Northwest Pilot

P~oject, whic~

serves the largest number of elderly

clients of any agency} is deyoted exclusively to pr3Viding services to
this age group.

They offer group services such as art and drama work

-shops, weekend campouts, and community decision-making projects.
~ddition,

they offer a transporation service, and they coordinate

volunteer erforts to provide friendly viSitors, and
services to elderly persons.
"J

In

which provide these

tYP~:B0f

~olunteer.homemaker

There are other agencies within the county
recreational or

supp~rtive

services to the

.elderly, but Northwest Pilot Project also offers iniHvid1:lal and group

1,

I
'I
I
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counseling. A psychiatrist provides consultative services on a half-day
per week basis.

...

Norttl.?i.¢.Fi:t Pilot

also coordinates the effor.ts

Proj~ct

of some of the outreach workers trom Project

A~,

1
I

I

allowing them the

resources of individuals paid to identify and coordinate the referral, of
elderly individuals identified as in need of various social services,

I

,including mental health care.

I
I

Jewish Family and Child Servi'ces restricts its eligibilty to Jewish
'individuals residing within the County.
ed to

~ork

I

I

They have one caseworker assign-

I
I

specifically with elderly clients and he provides counseling

I

services to these individuals.

I

Finally, Family Counseling Service has a professional social.worker
and a paraprofessional assistant assigned to work exclusively with elderly
clients.

A combination of' counseling' and supportive services

c':r§

offered.

Ms. Lydia Strnad, MS'I}", whose caseload is made up entirely of elderly

individuals, stated that she does counseling with older people regarding
their psychological problems and combines this with the provision of
concrete supportive servfces, such as providing rides or arranging
appointments with physicians.
many of her

intervie~s

She also explained that

sh~

conducts

in the homes of her clients since it ·is often

very difficult for older

peopl~

added services result in a

to come into the

sub~tantially

o~fice.

However, these

greater expenditure of time per

(

ca se on the part of the iherapist.
None of the agencies from which 'We received information :::.1g: planning
to implement additional pr?grams oriented

t~w~rd

serving the elderly at

this time.

It is significant to note that those· agencies ,roviding services to

iIIIIi
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.

a significant number of elderly persons all have staff members assigned'
specifically to :work with this population.

This tends to confirm the

necessity, at this time, of having

'or persons

p~ograms

speci~ically

oriented toward providing mental health services to the elderly if this
population is to be adequately served.

The

Number of Professionals Employed ~~o Have Had Training in Gerontology
and In-Service Training ~ograms Related to the Elderly
Every private agency from which we received information, with the
exception of one, had at least one employee with training in gerontology;
the origin» of this training was not generally given, but it does appear
that Northwest Pilot Project has been"instrumental in providing training
and experience to individuals who later went to work for other counseling
agencies or Uhotlines. ff
Pilot Project also appears to be the only agency to offer

No~thwest

in-service training programs to the
It is not surprising

~hat,thi~

staf~~regarding

.

agency would have this ty'pe of training

since they work exclusively with

eld~rly

people. However, it is disappoint

ing that the staffs of the other agencies do
to organize some

in-servic~

work with the elderly.

~

no~

training programs.

cmlfidentially told an OSPIRG investigator

have the time or interest

A mental health v70rker

t~atJ

although their agency has

a person assigned to work with elderly persons there is not much overall
agency support for this work.
The most significant factor related to the services provided by
these private agencies is

that,~as

a whole,' private agencies

sisnificantly4~

elderly persons

~

~ ~

publicalll-funded mental

health agencies within Multnomah County.
~ ~:".

r

,."'*,;

;\

".: ..

serviAS

.

,

.,.

"

~

,

I,
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This

pri~r~lly

is due to the fact that three privately administered

agencies have personnel specifically designated to provide mental health
care to elderly persons.
PROJECT ABLE, AN EXAMPLE OF A SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM

I

Project ABLE (A Better Life for the Elderly), is a federally and

j

county funded pilot project, which has been operating within Multnomah
~County

.J

since May 1, 1972. This project is operated under the auspices of

j

the City-County Commission on Aging, with Ms. Caroline Sullivan, as

I

I

Coordinator of the project.
'The purpose of the Project ABLE is to provide community services
to elderly persons who would

~ikely ~~ce

:

institutionalization were these
<

\...

services not provided.

~

Therefore, the services of ABLE are not availab+e
;1

to all elderly persons within the county, but rather, are restricted to

an . elderly population identified as

being "at risk" in facing possible

institutionalization.

i
i

Project ABLE i.s made up of seven distinctive componants:

counsel-'

~iil
~

ing and referral,. protective services, transporation, homemaker service's,

~

t

~

nutrition services, legal services, and an evaluation component.

All

services are provided to ABLE clients free of charge •
.

Projec~

~

ABLE is significant. for the'.pun?oses .of' this report for

three reasons:
the purpose

I

o~

(1) it provides ·an o~treach service delivery model, (2)

this project is to prevent institutionalization of elderly

._persons, where institutionalization often has profound effects 'on the
'quality of mental health experienced by the institutionalized person, and

(3) because this system addresses some of the social stresses which can

~

r

lead to mental or emotional breakdown, thereby making it a secondary

\

I

7

(

i,
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·level of prevention, in Capl~n's framework

(1).

The counseling and referral component is organized around an out
reach concept, where field counselors are placed :tnto a number of agencies
throughout the county.

These field counselors often initiate contacts

wi th elde'rly pers ons who are referred to them by other s ol'!l'ces •

Their

functions are to assess the level of functioning and areas of need of
these elderly individuals, and to make referrals to the other components
of the project if the person needs and qualifies for services, to provide
non-professional counseling and support, and to mai'ntain contact with the
elderly persons and follow-up on the provision of services.

If an identi

fied elderly person does not qualify for the ABLE program, they may be
referred to other community agencies.

This outreach ·:component is the

mos!t cllstinctive aspect of 'PrOject ABLE" ~nd significantly) these out
reach counselors are non-professional.
The
Men~al

~rotective ~ervices

Health Section, and is

Section.

The

counselors.

~rotective

'Unit is attached to the Multnomah County
loca~ed

in the northeast office of the

Services'Unit is staffed by an equivalent of 3.5

Clients served by this unit are considerd to be in need of

more intensive mental health care than that provided by the outreach
'Workers, as has been explored in an earlier section of this chapter.
Th~

Protective'Services Unit and outreach

~ounselors

negotiate for each

case individually regarding which component is to be primarily'responsi
'ble for the provision of services and follow·up on the

clients~

to ensure

that only appropriate referrals are made to this unit.
,

, 

The transporation component is made up of two full-time drivers, and
a dispatcher.

Elderly persons are responsible for caling ahead and

arranging far a ride to their 'destination, then this component attempts

..

I·
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to' organize its scheduling so that a maximum number of elderly persons
can be served.

Transporation may be to a physician, the bank, to a

grocery store or any other necessary location.
The

homemaker services are contracted to a private family services

agency within Multnomah County since this agency also has homemaker service
.of its own.

Homemaker services are, again, provided on the basis of

client need, and incluce·housework chores and, at times, basic meal prep
'aration.
a

wee~y

in need

Most often, an elderly person will receive homemaker services on
or bi-weekly basis, for a
o~

~ew

hovrs each visit.

If a person is

only short-term homemaker services then serviGes are also

provided on this basis.
The nutrition·services are provided by a separate, non-profit
orga~ization,

and have been contributed to Project ABLE free of charge.

Therefore, the nutrition component is not officially, but is functionally,

part of the ABLE· system. Essentially, ABLE clients are being referred to
. a pre-existing social seFvice which is
persons in the community.

~'also

available to all other elderly

Hot lunches are available within community

centers throughout the county, on a tri-vleekly or more

'fr~quent

basis,"

and a small fee is charged, although the fee structure is based on a
"pay as you can" concept.

In' addition, for persons

~m:o

c8'nnot come to a

community center far their meals, hot meals are delivered to them in their
home on this same schedule.

The purposes of this cOl!J.ponent are to

maintain the nutritional quality of elderly persons' diets, and also to
provide a source of social contacts within the community centers.
·is the only opportunity for many elderly persons to
people on a regular basis.

,~ther

This.

with other

"<I

,/
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Legal services are provided by a full,-time attorney who is available
for consultation regarding the variety of legal matters which maybe of
concern to elderly persons in the camnunity.

This attorney also acts as

an advocate for the personal rights of elderly persons, individually and
collectively.
'The evaluation component is administred through the Institute on
Aging, Portland State University, and monitors the effectiveness of the
program.

This component, has also been resp.onsible for gathering and

processing data regarding the numbers of elderly persons provided with
I

different types

~f

services, the quality of the care provided to these

persons, and other related issues.
During the first year of operation (fiscal year 1972-73) approxi
mately 3;000 clients were p;rovided with services through Project ABLE.
,

,

However, in assessing the quality of services of provided, it was
mine~

deter~

that the Project was over-extended, and realistically only about half

of these clients received consistently/good quality service. ,Therefore:,
during the second year of operation the eligibility requirements '\-lere
more rigidly defined to additionally limit the client population, and
i~t

,is estimated that approximately 1,000 elderly persons 'Hill receive ABLE

services during 1973-74 (as of March 31, 1974, 984 elderly clients had been
served).

During anyone month of this past year approximately 500 to

600 elderly persons received some type of ABLE service.
Another factor which influenced the drop in the number of clients
served by ABLE" during 1973-74 was a significant decrease in the funding
available for the prOject.

The budget for 1972-73 was $631,082 while the

J

-73 "

budget for 73-74 'was $546,307 (a loss of $85,,775). Although, a high
rate of client need had been established during

~he fi~st

year of

operation, the Project lost an equivalent of eight outreach counselyrs
(leaving a remaning four), lost two

full-tim~

drivers (leaving two),

and lost the services of three homemakers (leaving a remaining twelve).
Due to the loss in the number of outreach counselors, it was
estimated by Mr. Roger Olson, the former Coordinator of the Project,
that the system lost the capacity to identify an additional 150 to 250
clients a month, or approximately 90~ of the systent.soriginal
capacity.

Therefore, the focus of the Project has moved from that of

identification and referral to service

delive~.

This change in·

priorities was due, primarily, to a cutback in federal funding for the
identification

an~

referral .component.

The result in this change in focus has been that Project ABLE
has moyed from a short-term or crisis intervention medel to

prov~ding

more in-dep,th and long-term care to its clients.
4i.

CONCLUSIONS AND

l1ECO~1ME!NDATI01""S

Problem
Within Multnomah County; the potentialfor

com~eh~nsive

mental

" health programs--from home health care to institutions--has not been
rea11zed.

Rather, we found that older residents do not receive early

and adequate care in the community but tend to be institutionalized in
mental hospitals, and sheltered settings.

The elderly would be better

served if a whole range of potential living situatians existed; their
current options are too limited and reflect only a rew possibilities on
the continuum.

,
j

~

.
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The -relevant issues are the identification of ,those for 'Whom insti
tutionalmre or other services constitute the plan of choice, the improve
ment of institutional programs, and the development of community services
Th~re

(28).

are five levels of possible services to the aged which should

be matched to the individusl needs of.:bhe,Lclient: basic services (those
needed by all people), adjustment and integratian services

(designed to

?elp older people p~rticipate in the community), support services (to keep
the older person in his own habitat), level of congregate and shelter care
(where 'the older individual is protected from hazards of the open envi
ronment), and protective services (where the individual's civil rights
and personal well-being are protected)'. (29)
RecQmmendations:
(1)

In .order to facilitate in the identification and referral of menta~ly

ill or emotionally disturbed persons, particularily the elderly, to
appropriate community mental health

servi~es,

it is

rec~ended

that

The State Mental Health Division, through the Community Mental Health
Programs, establish and coordinate an

outreach program, to be made up

of outreach teams compose'd of community health nurses, menta;!. health
professionals, and paraprofessionals"

for the'

p~e

of identifying

and referring, for appropriate care or treatment mentally ill or emo

t10nally disturbed elderly persons within the catchment area.
(2)

It is also recommended that the formation of halfway ~ouses, formu

lated in Senate Bill

448, be specifically extended to include either

separate halfway:' houses,. 'or spaces within" other haltway houses, for
elderly persons released from state mental hospitals or hospitals for
the retarded.

to

--.

7,'

,)

(3)

It is strongly recommended that the State Mental Health Divisj.on

develop a plan and funding proposal to provide for additional funds for
Project ABLE to restore its identification and

refe~ral

capabilities, since

this system represents a secondary level of preventitive mental health
service.

It is

~lso

recommended that ABLE-like services be developed in

. other urbanized areas of Dreson, with adequate funding for. supportive services.
(4)

It is also strongly recommended that mental health personnel from

the Community Mental Health Programs be placed into other c6mmunity

faci~~~

.:ties,. such as community recreation centers, Social Security Offices,
in association with medical complexes, or

wherel;"I,l:e:~"I

a high degree of visibility and accessibility to the
The team outreach program

mentione~

they. will be afforded
elde~ly

population.

previously could well be adapted

to this system.
Problem
Multnomah County Mental

H~alth:$ection,

along 'With all other Com

munity Mental Health Programs within the state, is serving a dispropor
tionately small number of elderly clients.

In addition, Multnomah

Co~ty

.

.

Mental Health Section personnel, for the most part, lack any form of
specialized training regarding the mental health problems and mental
"
health treatment of eiderly persons. The Multnomah .County Mental Health
~ection

has also failed to provide adequate consultation to interested

private parties, as authorized under ORS 430.630.
R~commendations

(5)

It is recommended that the state Mental Health DiviSion, through

its Community Mental Health

Prog~ams,

pla.n and implement in-service

training of the mental health staffs • Such training should focus upon

,16
their personal attitudes toward aging, a presentation of facts regarding
the process of. aging, common mental health problems .of the elderly, basic
demographic infonmation related to the elderly Oregonian population, and
special mental health treatment techniques found to be particularily effe·c
tive in 'Working with elderly disoriented people.
(6)

It is recommended that the Institute on Aging, and the University

of Oregon Gerontological Center design and offer graduate level courses
in clinical gerontology, and make these courses available to interested
profe,ssionals:.ana laymen

. through appropriate extension

progr~ms.

It

is also recommended that they design .and offer courses .in clinical
gerontology for paraprofessionals.
general

info~tion

and specific

These courses'should inc'lude suitabie

about aging and the elderly Oregonian population,

inf~rmation

about mental and emotional problems and treatment

techniques designed for use 'With elderly persons.

(7)

It is reco~ended that the University of 9regon Medical School and

Teaching Hospital adopt a specific policy of non-discrimination ·'agaiilst· .'
~lderllf

(8)

persons seeking treatment at their Psychiatric Out-Patient Clinic.

Since no definitive study of the mental health needs of the elderly

within Oregon has been undertaken, it is reconnnendei1 that the' State Pro
gram on Aging, in cooperation with the State Mental Health DiviSion, be
charged' with the task of making a comprehensive study of the needs of the
elderly,

includi~

their mental health needs, and develop a state, plan for

the care of elderly persons.

~

,

CHAPTER II!
THE STATE MENTAL 'HOSPITAL SgSTEM

INTRODUCTION
The elderly population in state mental hospitala traditionaJ.ly has,
'been maa.e up of two sepatate classes of residents:

those who entered the

hospital when elderly, and those who entered the hosital when younger and
grew old within the hospital.
NationaJ.ly, state mental hospitals have historically been dumpiilg
~ounds

for large numbers of' elderly individuals.

A.mericailm' aged 65 and Over make up 9. 7'fo of our population but '
account fov 25% of the annual admissions to mental hospitals.
Thus, the elderly suffer disproportionately from our non-system
of non-care, characterized by insu!f~cient financing for both
health 8.nd. sickness and. by fragmented delivery of services., (6)
Some of these elderly individuals were severely m.entaJ.ly ill and in need

.

of hospitalization, but un:f'orilunately, many who were indigent, physically
ill, or a burden on their

f~lies

or the community were inappropriately

placed in mental hospitals.
, A similar situation appears, to have been the case in Oregon's state
ment~ hospitals.

The Geriatric Screening Process Stuq.y was the study of

aJ.J. commitments of elderly persons ilB Dammasch State Hospital. over
,~onth period in 1970 (21).

evaluate whether the

40

~

six

The head hospital. administrator was asked to

elderly people who were committed were best served

by the hospital setting, if there was same question, of if they definitely

could have been best served by some other type of setting.' His response'
~ tha.t

26 were best served by the hospital. setting, with 4 there was some
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question as the best situation, and 10 could have been better handled
. in another situation if it were available, ·l.e.

25%

of these elderly

individuals were inappropriately hosEita11zed. (21)
Historically, the size of state' hospital populations (in' terms
. of hospitalized patient/days) grew at a geometric rate.

As a result of

this growth, 'there has been a national trend within the', past several
years to decrease the size of hospital populations.
'hospital population size (which has 'more

ac~urately

This decrease in
become a stabiliza

tion of the, size of the hospital population within Oregon) has been
aecompiished by transferring chronically ~ong-term patients into less
restrictive settings (e.g. nursing homes, homes for the aged, or boand
and care homes), by reducing the

aver~e

length of stay of

new~y

patients, and by screening, potential hospital admissions and

admitted

referrin~

a portion to ,alternative custodial or treatment sources.

"

, This trend out of the hospitals has been motl,vated by both hum
anitarian and economic concerns.
to increased

breakdo~~.

Long-term hospitalization contributes

or regression, in individuals as a result of

their linstitutionalization; a combination of depersonalization, bore-..
dom :'! and lack of stimulation, and maintenance of a child-like dependency
status. (26)

Additionally, the costs of maintaining an individual in- '

crease with eaoh level of increasingly restrictive care.

The,~

atria, Screening Process StOOl found that, "each day that the patient
stays in the f?tate hospita.l rather than a. nursing home eO$ts an addi
tional $8.90. ' If the patient spends tbe time in a hOlle for the aged,

.. instead of the state hospital, the saving is $14.40 per day; and if 'the
patie~t



spends the time in a boarding home, the saving is $15.40 per,
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day:. " (21)
TOis movement out of the state mental hospitals within Oregon has
been particularly directed at geriatric patients.

Between the years

1968-69 and 1972-73, the total geriatrio intake of patients declined 28.2%
'while the total intakes of patients'between 18 and 65 rose 11.8%.

Aocor

c;ling to 'Mrs. Gaynell Alfred, Director of Social, Workers at Dammasch

.

State Hospital, the geriatric population at Dammasch has proportiona.tely
<~

•

,

declined from 35% to 7% 6f the total haspital population in 1972-73.

, Mrs., Alfred gave the following reasons for this relative decline in

.

geriatric patientsl
,

(1)

There are more facilities in the community. (2) Families are
mo~e sophisticated about what is availabl~ in the community.
(3) The hospital has offered to find alternative placements
,for patients who could be managed in lieu of hospital com
mitment. (4) Physiclans'recommendatlons 'for c~mmitment do not
occur as frequently.' '(5) There is a real effort on the part
of Welfare -caseworkers to make alternative placements, (6) The
operators ot congregate care homes Rave become more sophis
ticated. (7) Physicians have beco~ It.:n-~ acquainted with
psychotropic m~~ications and se these are being used more out
side the hospital.
:' ,

I":

Essentially, then, the recent historical trend has been a decline
in the relative number of hospitalized elderly patients.
has now been given added
m~nt

leg~l

This trend

sanction and direction with the enact-

of SB5l0.
In this chapter of the report OSPIRG analyzes a number of import

_.ant issues,:

First, the types of alterna.tive arrangsents. which are

being made for non-hospitalized elderl~ pati~ntsl

secondly, in rela

tion to the elderly patients receiving treatment in a state mental
hospitals, their relative frequency of admission to a state .

mental. hospital, and their admission status, the diagnoses, which are

, j
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ass~gned

to them and their relative frequency, the types of mental

health treatment which they are reeeiving and their

Te1a~ive

length of

stay in the h.osplta1; and their discharge destinations and the kind of
post-hospitalization follow-up provided to them, is
tall.

consid~red

in de-

Finally, the trend out of the hospital is analyzed in relat.ion to

'. its likely impact on long-term hospitalized elderly patients.
THE CUl\1lliNTLY USED ALYlRNATlVES TO HOSPITALIZATION

In the past many elderly persons were residents of state mental
hospitals for varying lengths of time.

How. many ,of

th~se

people no

longer are going into the hospita11, What 1s happening to them instead?
Since no widespread research has been directed towaDd this questions in
Oregon, we are unable to ·give a definitive answer.

However. the rapid

rise in the number of homes for the aged. and Il:ursing homes within the
state during the past 10 years supports the notion that sheltered set
tings

~ay

be replacing the state hospitals. in oaring for elderly

mentally ill or impaired individuals.
We do

know that this trend out of state hospitals is going

to be'con:tinued. and magnified as a result of recent state legislation.
SB 448 was enacted by the 1973 Oregon State Legislature and went into
effect on July 1, 1973.

This bill states, in part, that it shall be

the responsibility" uf the community mental health programs to insure
that, 'subject to the availability .of

fund~

pre-hospital screening exam

inations shall be available when neede4, a.nd alternatives to hospital .
. placement shall be developed.
enact~

Following in the same vein, SB 510, also

by the 1973 Legislature, provides for commitment of individuals

'?

. !,
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to the State Mental Health Divison
was

form~rly

the case.

~ather

than to a state hospital as

The Divison then has the option of placing a

person into an alternative setting in li~u of a state mental hospital
when that 1s considered appropriate.
The net effect of these pieces of legislation is to encourgge the
flow of persons out of the state mental

and to encourage a1

hosp~tals,

ternative community-based mental health care.
One of the key tools in,alternative placements is pre-commitment
screening.

According to Dr. Del Kole, M.D., Director of Region I,

,State Mental Health Divison,

~e

pre-screening process utilized a com

bination of Community Health Nurses and Mental Health ,staff to develop
on-the-spot treatment plans for individuals, with an advocacy and crisis
treatment approach.
process "has

~esulted.

Dr. Kole

wen~

on to say that

th~

pre-screening

in most people being sent elsewhere," rather than

to a state hospital, so the state Mental' Health DivisCll is now trying
to insure effective planning for these people,
Multnomah County Mental Health Section had a pre-petition screen
,

ing
Th~s

pi~Qt

project in operation

~om

September, 1972,

program screened individuals, for

~~om

th~ough

June, 1973.

mental hospital commitment

petitions had been Signed, in order to attempt to find' alternative
placements when possible.

The goal was to avoid unnecessary bosplta1

1zations.

The results of this pre-screening

Dr. Kola's

~bservations

hospita.lized ;

pilo~

project confirmed

that_most pre-screened indiViduals are not

of these 197 pre-sereened cases, only 41 (20.8%) re

suIted in hospitali·zations •
. Of these 197 pre-screened cases, 38 (19.3%) ,involved ,people aged
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65 or oldel;.

There were more people in the 65 plus age group than in

any' other age group, and since the elderly comprise only 12.6% of the
county's population but represented 19,3% of the pre-screened cases, a
much larger proportion of the elderly ,people than their relative num
bers in the po~ulation would indicate were considered for possible com
mitment.

OSPIRG obtained detailed

on these pre-screened indi

i~formatlon

viduals related to their assigned diagnoses, the pre-screening service
prOvided, and

di~posi ton

of their cases,

The data fmm the 38 elderly
l'

d~agnoses and,

cases are differentially compared with the

disposltons of

the other 159 pre'""'screened. cases involving people u.nder 65 years of age",
TABLE IV gives the tentative·diagnoses aSSigned to both younger
and elder11 people who were,pre-screened.

The most significant factor

to note is that among the elderly group 25 of them meeived diagnoses
a ttributlng their diso:rder to organic causes (organic. brain syndromes),
while only 10'of
causes.

th~ir

diagnoses attribute the disorder to functional

'rhe reverse trend is 'found among the diagnoses a'ssigned to the

younger age groups.

This is the usual pattern found when comparing the

diagnoses assigned to elderly and younger populations.
*,iont.of this diagnostic

di~ference

lies in

:the

The lmplica

prescribed treaimlent:

functional disorders are amenable to psybhiatric intsrvention while or

ganic brain syndromes are theoretically not amenable to traditional
psyohiatric intervention, since the

basi~

of. the disamier is damage to

the tissues of the brain or nervous system, rather taan due to stresses•
.. Therefore, custodial care rather than psychiatric
prescribed. form of treatment.

CaD

is usually the

However, numerous~ resarch studies ha.ve

,.
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TABLE IV
TENTATIVE DIAGNOSES ASSIGNED DURII\iQ THE PRE-PETITION SCREElmlG PROCESS
COMPARI!~G ELDERLY AND UON..ELDERLY CASES

-,
E1 derl y.. Cases .
-%
t1

Tentative Diagnosis
Mental Retardation

0

Non-ElderlY,. Cases

f1
5

lQ.I8!

%

(3.1 )

5

,

~:--- ~ ~

23

(60.5)

,10

(6.3)

Organic Brain Syndrome - Non-psychotic

2

- (5.'3)

'2

(1.3)

Schizophrenia

6

(15.'8)

15

(47 !2)

81

(5.0)

8

'Organic Brain Syndrome - Psychotic

Major AffectiviOIsorder

-

- -' ~- - - '-"'::_'- -" '-' . ,- ~ ... 0

Paranoid Statis

8,

;.. .0

33
-'

4

0

0
I

"Othe~

Psychoses

~'

Neuroses

0

2

P~rsonality Disorders

Sexual DevIation

(5.3)

1

(.63)

10

'(6.3)

" ·0

, 19

0

0

Al cohol ism

(2..6)

(12.0)

1

1 . -,;
12

19
' 0

13

(~.2)

, 14·

7

.' (4.4)

7

Drug Dependence

0

Trancient Situational Disturbance

1

(2'.6)

8

(5.0)

9

Conditions without manifest psychiatric
disorder

1

(2~6)

1

(.63)

2

2

(5.3)

0

,

None Given'
Total Number

-

,

.

"3-g" (foo.o)

159 --- -(Too-:O)

2

197

'_i

-I
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confirmed that it 1s essentially impossible to oonclusively distinguish
organio disorders from functional disorders and that realistically, one
,

I

might oonclude' that the damage is, irreversible only
treatment have failed.

wh~n

all attempts at

(See Chapter I for additional information related

to this issue.),
TABLE V gives the

alte~tive,~l~ing,services

disposition of the cases.
which a ,particular

se~ice

service was performed.

provided

the

~d

The figures represent the number of cases for
was

p~rformed.,

not the number of times each

~,

,

When looking at··~data. $ome striking,' but on
"

the basis of the cOlfl:parative diagnoses expected, differences can be
noted. in the handling of the elderly clients as compared with the non
elderly clients:

only 3 elderly individ.uals (7 .9}blllere referred to

a mental health clinic

fo~

treatment while 22 non-elderly individuals

(13.8%) received such as referral; 7 elderly

F~rsons

ated for psychotropic medications while only 12
were similarly evaluated for such
~d

only 8 non-elderly persons

m~icatlonJ

(18.4%) were evalu

non-eld~rly

persoDS,(7.6%)

12 elderly,:,persons

(5.0%) were placed into a sheltered

(3l.6~)
set~

ting, and guardianship proceedings were implemented in 7 (18.4%) of the
elderly cases and in, only one

(.6%)

of the non-~lderly cases.

Essentially, the elderly are more likely to be placed in a shelt
,
ered. setting, to be evaluated for psychotropic medica tlon, and to possibly
J.ose

,their rights to control thei'r own person arii/or propertr.

are less

~ikely

TheY'

to receive ollt-patient psych1atric care than the younger'

population.
Data presented in Chapter II of this report iDdicated that rela

•

tively few elderly people utilize any form of public out-patient mental
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Alternative Planning Dispositions
Mult'nomah Co. Mental

Heal~h

Section, Pre-,Petltion Screening Project

September, 1972 through June, 1973
Number of cases receiving Service
Elderly*
Non-Elderl}!*
Total

Services Given

Refe~ral to'Mental Health Clinic

3(7.9)
.,~

7(18.4)

Evaluated for medication

116

92(57.9)

24(63.2)

Community Health Nurse home visit (one or more)

p

~

22(13.8).
-
..

....

...

12(7.6)

.....

"'-"':,..~-

....

25

. , r~
'- ...

'Placed In sheltered setting leg~'board and
room, Nursing Hpme, etc.
.
. . 'Referral tQ and/or contact wi!h another agency

Fam i1 y and/or pet it i one r I 5 counseled
-'; '"'Hospitali~at~ion in private facility

Referral to pri'vate PSYCl.· 3tri st
:

.:.

,

'.
.

1~~5000)

59(3i.l )

78

9 (23.-7)

85(53.5)

9,4

, 1 ~2.6) .

17(10.7)

<,'18

]'(18.4)

1(0.6)

,,·-,(2.6)
:',

·Signi.ficant others'intervtewed by Social .~/orker
, ..
in Menta 1 He'q 1th eli n i c (# of persons)

J,

,8(5.0)

. 20

.1
1

,I

t

~

1

.

Guard i ansn i pimp 1emented .

12(31.6)

.'

.

0(0.0)

1
.. \0'

.

Unknow'n

·8.

Unknown

,

1f34;

,

"

I

.1

I

"

1

I

Clients Hospitalized 1n State Facilities
Voluntarily Hospitalized

0(0.0).

7(4.4)

I nvo 1unta'ri ly Hosp i ta Ti zed

5(13.2)

26(16.4)

Voluntarily Hospitalized

1(2.6)

0(0.'0)

1

Involuntarily Hospitalized

0(0.0)

2(1.3)

2

7
i3l

Clients Hospitalized in V.A. Facilities
i..

':.
~

.1
'I

*Percent of total Elderly cases 'provided .with services, 'percent of.total Non.Elderly
'cases proyid~d~with services
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health services.

""'

The data from this

pre~screening

project also indicate
.

,

that the pre-screening mental health team considered few of the elderly
persons appropriate recipients of out-patient services.

At this time

formal out-patient mental health services are not used as an alternative
to hospital,ization for most elderly, persons.
Instead, it appears that most elderly lndi.vidufJ,ls receive no men
tal health care at all until they become so disturbing that some action
must be taken; then placement in sheltered settings (i.e. nursing homes;
homes for the aged, or board and care homes, etc.) seems to be the pre
,ferred alternative:

31.6% of the elderly

~resoreened

placed' into sheltered settings, while only

7.9% were

persons were
referred to a

mental health clinic.

In addition, based upon data

coll~oted

during this investigation,

, OSPIRG has concluded. tha. t sheltared. settings generally do not provide any

mental health treatment to their residents.

They

,do

not employ any

mental health professionals, nor do they utilize publically-funded. men

tai health services on an on-going basis. They provide custodial and/or
medical care, not mental health care.

(See Chapter IV for more detailed

information.)
Also, according to both Mrs. Ruth OUelette. Social Worker at Dam
.

.

. masch Sta.te Hospital arid the person in charge of placing elderly ind.i vi
.duals in the community upon their release from the hospital, and to Mrs.

Joy 0 t Brien, Director of the Housing and Living Arrangements Un! t fif
the Multnomah District Welfare Department, there are no community-based

half-way houses for treating mentally i l l
County.
II

elderlYl~ersons

within Multnomah

Half-,a,. houses are available on a limi ~ed. basis.' for use as
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an

an alternative to" hospitaAization, or as
tina.tion upon

~elease ~om

the

~ospital

immediate discharge des

following treatm.ent for some

drug-abusing young adults and som.e alcoholics.
,-

Shelter settings inade

quately fulfill a similar role in caring for the elderly.
The lack of m.ental health care wiilin sheltered settings becomes
particularly significant when we remember that the new commitment law
(SB 5l~) provides for commitment directly to the State Mental Health

Division 'Where the Divison then h&., the option, if it feels it is appro
priate, to place elderly. people diEectly into sheltered settings rather
'than providing them with mental health treatment in a state' hospital
.. :

flf'st.
, 'When these sheltered settings do not o'ffer any kind.' of

~ental

health

treatment, the net effect is that the disturbed. elderly person is being

,I
'\
I

denied access to any mental health treatment at all.
~

It is small wonder that most elderly

p~r~ons-seem

,

,to be reticent

,

to seek help from the mental health system: .they a}J2ear to have very'
little to gain from this syStem and a lot to lose.
THE

ELDE~LY

RESIDING WITHIN, STATE

r£~TAL

HOSPITALS

TABLffi Vl Admissions data for the three state mental hospitals 1968

69 through 1972-73, presents detailed data comparing the '18 to 64 year
old" age group with the 65 plus age g:roup

during these years.

8d.nu tted to all state hospitals

This information was initially factored out for each

state hospital individually but no significant trends were found to be
unique to or heavily influenCed by anyone state hospital.
The

~irst

issue to consider is the number of elderly residing with

'"

TABLE, VI

ADMISSIONS DATA FOR STATE MENTAL HOSPITALS BY ~DMISSION CATEGORY, Y
AGE, NUMBER, AND' PER~ENT OF TOTAL INTAKE PER CATEGO,RY BY AGE GROUP
18 Through 64 Age Group
~

Year

Voluntary
Admissions
, No.

(ern)

Involuntary
Admissions

First
Admissions

R'eadm iss ion

No

(%J

No.

(%)

No.

,

Total
Admissions

(%)

No.

(%)

Return From
Trial Visit
No. '

(,%)

1968
69
1969

2427

(44.9)

1674

('31. 0)

2261

(41 .9)

1840

(34. 1)

4101

(75.9)

1110

(20.6)

20

2441 '-(44"9)
>

1658

(30.5)

2364

(43.4) .' 1735

(31 .9)

4099

(75.3)

1095

(20.
. 1)

2561

(44.2)

1688

(29. 1)

2502

(43.1)

1747

(30. 1)

4249 , (73.3)

1259

(21. 7)

2715

(44.2)

1431

(25.2)

2359

(41;.6)

1787

(31.5)

4'146

(73. 1)

1216

'( 21. 4)

3091

(51.4)

1397

(23.3)

2183

(36.3)

2305

(38.4)

4488

!-74.7) . 1128

( 18.8)

1970
71
1971
72
1972
73

.-<

TABLE VI (cont.)
65 and Older Age Group

Year
1'968:...
69
1969
70
1970
71
1971
72
1972
13

Voluntary
Adm iss ions

Involuntary
Admissions

Fir's t
Admissions

Readmission

Total
Admissions

Return From
Trial Visit

No.

(%)

No.

(%)

No,.

(%)

No.

(%)

No.

(%)

NQ.

(%)

114

(18.3)

343

(55.0)

322

(51 .6)

135

(21.6)

457

(73.2)

1-61

(25.8)

123

(21 . 0)

312 ' (53.2)

301

(51. 3)

134

(22.8)

435

(74.1)

146

(24.9)

122

(23.0)

257

(48.4)

274

(51.6)

105

( 19.8)

379

(71.4)

146 . (27.5)

160

(29.9)

219

(40.9)

242

(4'5.2).

137 '( 25.6)

379

(70.-8)

145

(27. 1)

14~

(33.3)~6_

(39~)

130

(29.0)

306

(68.3)

138

(30.8)

-

15J _ (35.0

5 Year Totals X Age
Voluntary

Age
18-54
a-ge
qroup
65+
age

Invo1unt;,:ary

Readmission

Total
Admissions

(%)

No.

(%)'

No~

First

AdmIssIons

AdmIssIons

Admtsstons

No.

No.

(%)

No.

(%)

"

(%)

13235

'( 46.7)

7848

(27.7)

1166~

(41. 2)

9414

(33.2)

21083

(74.7)

676

(24.?)

1280

(47.0)

1315

(48.3)

641

(23.5)

1956

(71.8)

group

'\

Return Fro
Trial Vis
No.

(%)

58q8 '(20.5
736

(27.0

~

90

.
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in state mental hospitals. It can be noted that the intakes of geria
trics patientshav:. decreased: in size every year for the past five
years, dropping from' 624 total geriatrics intakes';.in; 1968....69 to 448
in 1972-73, a net decrease of 28.2%.

This decline 1s primarily due to

a decrease in the· number of elderly first admissions. which declined from
322 in 1968-69 to 176 in 1972-73, a drop of 45.3%. The numbelll of read
missions (the recidivism rate) and returns from escape have remained
relativelystabl~

and the number returned from trial visits has less

drastically declined a total of 14. 3%, from 161 in 1968-69 to 138 in
1972-73·

>

r-

Among the 18 through 64 age group a reverse
noted.

The total intake among this group'rose

rrt

thi~

trend. can be

.5400 in 1968-69

to

6008 in 1972-73. a net increase of 11.8%. While ~ number of first
admissi~n and those returned from trial visits reJaimed relatively con

..

stant, the,number of Jreadmissions rose 201.0% .,from

~O

to 2305, and

the' .number returned from escape rose 44-.2%, from 1891 to 392 persons.
Essentially, then, the movement out of the
'entially directed at geriatric residents.

h~ital'is

quite significant.

being differ

They are less likely to be

initia11yadmitted to a state mental hospital and
likely to be returned from a trial visit.

..

~y

'are also less

This latter point may be

During the course of this OSPIE investigation, we,

·received numerous complaints that once an elderly
into a sheltered setting of some type, usually on

'~on
.~.

visit, the hospital was very reluctant to re-admit

was placed

basis of a trial

~at

person if the

placement was not working ont well,' while the hospital was more inclined

to suggest alternative medications, or to place the !ndividual>into

,
!III

~

91 .

1·
/

r

a different

$he~tered

setting.

The next issue to consider in relation to the resident popula

(.....

tion of the state mental hospitals is their admissions statusl did
they come .into the hospital voluntarily or as a result of commitment?
The five year totals for all of the state hospitals show that among
· the 18 through 64 age group appr'oximately 62.8% voluntarily admitted.
themselves to the hospital while

J7.~fo

were involuntarily committed.

Among the 'elderly population the reverse is true:
admitted themselves while

65.4%

)4.6% voluntarily

were involuntarily committed.

. Commitment proceed.ings data (TABLE VII) for Multnomah County for
I

the period October, 1972, through September,

197J~

those ind.ividuals o~er the age of 60 i.n. vol v e d

also indicate. that
in commitment pro

oeedings are more likely to be committed (59.8% of those over 60
were cOmmitted while only 47.6%. of those under 60 were committed),
· whil.e their cases are much less likely to be dlscharged (only 12.2%
of those over 60 as opposed ·to 3~-8% of those under
cases discharged).
ti~n

60

have .tbeir

During a portion of this time period the pre-peti

screening program was in effect and

s~ i'lt)·~.Id.ata. may

altered somewhat by the effects of this program.

have been

However, the effects

of the pre-screening project .may very well have been to. further reduce
· the number of

geriat~i~ ~o~~~nts,

.since a number of these elderly

persons .ya~v _placed into sheltered settings as a restilt of the prescreening.
During the five

y~ar

period, 1968-69 through 1972-73, 65.4% of the

. total number of elderly residents in the state hospitals, were there as
a result of commitment.

There a.re two important implications of this

~

,

.'
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"
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,
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"
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.

'

'

'
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'EARLE VII

Commitment Proceedings Data for Multr.omqh.County
October, 1972 through September, 1973
~
, ,

20

A,qe

28

rota 1 Numper

'20-29

30-39

40...49

143

85.

65

ara

12 (42.9)

58 (40.6)

48 (5,6.5)

~mber

and %

12 (42.9)

54, (37.8)

2'2

~mber

and .,%

4 '14 .l)

23 :,16.1)

12('1461)

d -10 - "
~mbE?r
~mml tte
',' .
scharqed

lrol ed

Hrber and %
thdrawn
mbE}r a~d %
smlsse

........

50-59

~.

. 8 (5.6),

0
()

0

26 (55'.3)

23 ('65

25 (~8o!»

8 (16.)

7 (14,,9)

3 (8'.6

6

Co

(9.~)

11 (22 9 5) . 10 (21.3)

2 (204)

2 (3.1 j ,

4 (8 2)

1 (l,2)

0

'0.:

4 (8.5)

0

' o·
:

.,

..

"

,

.

..
I

~

.....:.,

.~

.
.

,

/

"

..
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-
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35

26 (53 1)

"
"

47

32 (49.2)

'"

70+

I

49

\

"(25"9)

60-69

- .

'"

--

"

3

(8jt6

6 (17.
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informations

a

~ajority

of these elderly patients have not willingly

sought mental health treatment, and, as a result of their commitment,
the hospital has·a great deal more control in

det~rmining

charge placements for these committed people.

the dis

This latter point rrill

be particularly significant "rhen we look at discharge placements.
When asked about the large number of committed elderly indivi
~'

i

S:~'te

duals, Mrs. Gaynel1 Alfred, Director of Social Workers, Dammasch
Hospi tal, explained

~hat

"under thq law we cannot accept as voluntary

placements those who don It know what they're doing.1t So, ,.,hen a person
like that appears, they recommend that they be comB1tted.

Specifically,

there a~e more committed elderly persons in the 'hospital becau~e "there
are more older people who don't know what they're doing, and older
people are less likely to commit themselves voluntarily to an institu
tion."
However, when looking at the yearly figures it is interesting
to note that among the elderly

population:t~e
\

.

,

number of voluntary ad
~

missions rose each year, from 114 to 157 (a '17,3% m.crease) J while the
number of, commitments per year declined from 343 to lLJ.9 (a decrease of

56.6%). This reflects both an increasing willingness on the part of
elderly persons to enter a state mental hospital (ar perhaps added en
couragement from professionals and family that thel' do so), a.nd a
'," decreasing tendency on the part of the courts or the· mental health sys
•
tem to commit elderly individuals to a state mental hospital. A
similar trend of increased voluntary admissions ani decreased commit
ments of younger persons also existed.
Finally, the third issue which is particularly important is the

;..

94
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diagnosis assigned to each patient upon his admission to a state hos

~

. pital.

The assigned. diagnosis determines tJ::te treatment approach and

goals considered appropriate for the individual.
TABLE VIII shows the distribution of diagnoses assigned to elderly
patients admitted to each of fhe three state mental hospitals during

~

the three year period 1968-69 through

* Younger elderly patients

1970-7l.'~

'(65-?4) are distinguished from older elderly patients (74 plus) within

"l

t

this table.
The results of these"data show that of a total of 1664 elderly
~

~4,

e

~ersons

who were hospitalized during this three year period,. l02? ~61.7%)

were diagnosed as having some type of organic brain syndrome.

When this

is further examined in relati,on to the age of the person, we find that
among the young, elderly, 492 of, a total of 1016 patlents (49.4%) had
I·

a general diagnosis of organic brain syndrome, while among the older _
elderly group 534 of a total of ,648 (83.3%) patients had their dis
. orders diagnosed as organically based.
diagnostiC categories we

fi~d

In looking at the remaining

that among the younger elderly there 'is

a large group with a diagnosis of alcoholism or alcohol addiction, and
also a relatively large'group with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, which
would be expected on the basis of usual incidence of schizophrenia
within a hospitalized population.

However" the relative number of

,*This information was also made available by the~ Sta.t~ Dlvison 'of
Mental Health. There is a minor discrepancy between the total figur~s
given in TABLE: VI" (total admissions for this three year period) which
indieates that there were a ,total of 1742 elderly patients admitted
during this three year period, and the-p.ata given in TABLE VIII which
indicate there were a total of 1664 elderly persons admitted during
, this same three yeax period
t

-\

!
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TABLE VIII
GERIATRIC ADMISSIONS TO STATE HOSPITALS
'BY AGE AND BY YEAR~
DIAGNOSTIC GROUPING

1968-69
65-}4 74+

Mental Retardation

2

Organic Brain Syndrome
.Associated With Alcoho1sim

18

Organic Brain Syndrome
As?ociated with Syphil is

3

Organic Brain Syndrome Associated
With Drug or Poison Intoxication

1_

Organic Brain Syndrome Associated
'With Cerebral Arteriosclerosis

'114

0

1969-70
65-74 Z4+

1970-71
65-Z4
Z4+

T
65-74
number

0

0

0

2 (0.2

16

8.

.7

3

~1

0

2

0

6 (0.6

4·
• 1

0

2'

127

79

84

51

22

(4.

3 (0.3

··0 .

83

89

276 (21

47 .

26

43

75 (7.

~.

Organic Brain Syndrome Associated
With Senile and Pre-senile Dis.

27 .

Other Organic Brain Syndromes

29

.' 14

35

37

27

14

91 (9.

SchIzophrenia

51

3

48

5

39

14 '

138(13

Major Affective Disorders

28

6

32

12

23

6

83 (8.

Paranoid States

6

2

5

0

11

0

22 (2.

7

0

8

5

2

0

.17 (1.

·0

0

0

0

2 (0.'2

4

16

6

13

"1

51 (5.•

2

5

0

5

6

,18 (1.

r

Psychot i c' Depress'ive' React ion
Other Psychoses
.Depress ive Neuros is
Other Neurosis

~

;.

22
8

r

'TABLE III (cont.)
GERIATRIC ADMISSIONS TO STATE HOSPITALS
BY AGE AND BY YEAR'
DIAGNOSTIC GROUPING
Personalfty Disorders

····T9b8-69 --]9b9-70-- 1970-71
65-74 . 74+
65-74
74+
65-74
74+
0

0

Sexual Deviations

0

0

5

··~-b5"74

numbe

0

6 (0.

0

5 (0.

3

0

23

0'

35

0

72 (7

Alcohol Addiction

14

Other Alcoholism

21

0

16

0

7

0

44 !lJ

Drug Depe.ndence

0

0

3

0

2

0

5 (0.

Psychophysiologic Disorders

0

0

0;

0

(0.

Special Symptoms Not Elsewhere
Classified

0

0

0

2

0

0

0
;

Transient SituatJonal Disturbances
(excluding adjustment reactions of
infancy and childhood)

'0

0

0

I

' 0

2 (0.

SocIal Maladjustment Without
Manifest Psychiatric Disorder

0' ,

O.

0

0

0

0

0

Without Mental Disorder

4

0

0

0

0

0

4 (0.

Un9.LaglloseQ .

12

6

26

18

34

29

72 (7

TOTAL PAT IENTS

370

223

341r

224

l~"

20"1

1036 (

.,
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elderly individuals of any age. diagnosed as
having
.

~ther

forms of psy

~hoses, neuroses, or personalit; disorders (functionally based psycho
logical disorders) is disproportionately small in relation to.overall
diagnos~ic

dispersions in a younger

Loo~ing

population~

at TABLE IX, the geriatrio patients in residence at the

end of each of these fiscal years, we find th..11. ',A

~jor1 ty

of. the elderly

patients have diagnoses of organic brain syndromes, although a rela
tively.larger number have diagnoses, of schizophrenia or lI).a@or affective
disoniers.
Comparatively, 44.5%'of the elderly between

65 and 74,' and 59.7%

ofo elderly 74 and older in the in-resident group have diagnoses of
organic brain syndrome, a respective decrease of. 449.%

&r 23.6% compared

to the elderly group admitted to the hospital .< TABIdBi VIII).

rpe in-resident-patients are

dist~nguished f~

the patients admitted

~

,

, to a state. hsopital by virtue of the fact tbat .. they are 'still in the
...

hospital at the end of the fiscal year .. Ge-rerally, in-resident patients '"
remain in the hospital a longer per~6d' of time (as ~BLE X 111ustrate~),
so we might assume that these patients receive more extensive psychi
atrio trea.tment.
The fact that fewer elderly persons diagnosed as having organic
brain sysdromes remain in the hospital supports, OSFJDRG 1 s . contention
:that individuals diagnosed as having an organic bmk
to receive extensive mental health care.

,~yndrom.e

tend not

(l'he conD:tDversy surrounding

the diagnosis and treatment of organic brain syndromes was covered in
some detail in

~apter

I of this report.)

Organic brain syndromes are defined as

diso~

caused by deterl

TABLE !X (cont.)

1968-69
65-74 74+

DIAGNOSTIC GROUPING
Personality Disorders
Sexual Deviations

2

Alcohol Addiction

1969-70
65-74 74+

1970-71
65-74 74+

65-74

number{%

a

a

3

a

a

a

3 (0.4)

6

9 (1.3)

a

2

a

Other'Alcoholism

4

a

2,

a

Drug Dependence

a

a

a

a

Psychophysiologic Disorders

0,

2

a

a

TO

5 (0.7)

a

7 (1.0)

a

a

a

a

",

a

. a

a

a

~

"'i

Special Symptoms
Classified

No~

Elsewhere

a

,a

Trans ient S.ituat ional D.isturbances
(excluding adjustment reactions of
infancy and childhood)

a

a

a

2

a'

a

a

a

a

a

.'

".

·3

(0.4)

Social Maladjustments Without
Manifest Psychiatric Disord~r

a

Without Mental Disorder

a

Undiagnosed

2

3

g

5

6

7

17 (2.4

TOTAL PATIENTS

271

242

231

191

204

142

706(100

a

0

JT"

a

a
0

,100
~

.

oration of brain or nervous system tissues and are, by definition,
psychiatrically 'untreatable.

Therefore, someone diagnosed as suffering

from an organic brain syndrome is not a likely candidate for any type of
mental health treatment.
However, numerous research studies have shown that it is impossible
to conclusively diagnose the presence o£ organic brain syndromes using
any (or all) of the available diagnostic techniques, and in addition,
post mortum examinations have

that there is often times no corre

sho~

lation between observable brain damage and affective disorders.
latter finding calls into
classification.

ques~ion

This

the whole validity of this dlagp.ostfc

Finally, some treatment programs bave had excellent

success in dramatically improving the,functioning of people diagnosed
as having organiC brain syndromes, the most noteworthy being Reality
Orientation Therapy. (See APPENDIX F for detailed information on Real
...
tiy Orientation Therapy.)
I

Nevertheless, 'tne most common

diagno,s~,s assigD~

to' elderly per-

sons admitted to the three state mental hospitals 10 Oregon is some type
of organiC brain syndrome:

60.9% of the elderly received this diagnosis.

The large number of elderly persons diagnosed as having some type
,

,

of organic

bra~n

syndrome is quite significant in terms of the type of

mental health treatment (or non-treatment) they a~ likely to receive.
'- The Modalities and Length of Treatment Provided to the Elderly
Due to ,limited resources available for this study, OSPIRG concen
trated on the treatment program provided to residents of Dammasch
, Hosp! tal.

~le

~tate

did not colle'ct data from either Oregon Sta.te Hospi tal or
1.

Eastern Oregon Hospital.

...

<""

J

,

l;..~,.~
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" , ' According to Dr. George Suckow, M.D.,

~e

Director of Clinical

Services for Dammasch State Hospital, geriatrics patiehts, like most
adult patients, are spread throughout the wards of the hospital and par
~

ticipate in the treatment
the

.p:t, tient

~dolescents

prog~ams

established for the ward in which

is assigned. ' With the exception of special wards for
and people with alcohol problems, there 1s no segregation

by age pr by diagnosis within or between wards.

Dr. Suckow stated that elderly persons are treated

~odrfferently

. than any other pati ents wi thin the hospi tal wi th one exception:
hospital has deSignated two

social.worker~

the

to work exclusively with ger

iatrics patients in planning discharge placements.

He· justified this

type' of segregation, explaining·that elderly persons tend to have, as a
group, differemt discharge planning needs since large numbers are placed
f~om

the.

hO~Pi ta.l

into some type of sheltered setting.

The overall treatment concept

em~loyed

at Dammasch State Hospi-'

tal is "in-ward milieu therapy." Within Dammasch there are five wards of
approximately 100 patients each, with three or four staff'clinicians

'f

assigned to each ward. Using in-ward milieu therapy, they attempt to
c~pitalize,on

the use of daily events within the ward to influence the

development of more adaptive interpersonal and intrapersonal skills. for
'--each, patientr~

For example, if two patients were involved in some t)lpe,

of conflict the therapists would focus on

th~s

situation in an attempt

to help each person to learn to better deal with conflicts.

Essentially,

,an informal form of Reality Oreintation Therapy is used with all patients
in the hospital, since "in-ward milieu therapy is ·literally reality ori
ented. and efforts are made to orient people to place, person, and time,

102
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as a part of the milieu therapy.
In addition to in-wa"¢. milieu therapy, each staff clinician has
the

p~erogative

of utilizing whatever types of individual, group, or

activity therapies which he feels are suitable to his patient popula
tion.

As a general rule, activities· including

tion are emphasized, and elderly persons

a~ong

the

entire ward popula

with all'other members of

the ward, are expected to participate in these activities.
Since individual staff clinicians are
their own treatment

prog~s,

r~sponslble

for

developin~

it is difficult to characterize the treat

ment being provided to the elderly, as a g~up, at Dammas'ch State Hos
pital.

In addition, the lack of available statistics reflecting the num

bers of patients receiving individual, group, or medication therapies,
for exampl'e, make generalizations even more difficult.

Dr. Suckow stated that the hospital does not
garding the treatments provided. to patients.

ke~p

statistics re

Each pm,tient does have an

individ~ reooDd in which the type(s) ,of treatm~nthe is receiving is

documented, but the

hospit~l'does

not compile cumulative statistiCS,

and in particular not with age categorization as the comparative baSis.
However, it does appear, by and large, that the. most prevalent form
of therapy used is medication therapy.

Mrs. Gaynell Alfred, Director of

Social Workers at Dammasch, explainecI. that "medication is the, primary

tool used •• ' • medication is always the first line of attack with any
patient.·· She went on to sa.y that "only a damn fool would think that
we could cure a mental1;r ill person.

But with psychotropic medications

w.e are able to return a lot more people to being pariicipating

member~

of the community."

....

10 3
I·

Mrs. Ruth Ouelette, the social worker responsible for discharge
planning for qlder persons at DaJnlDASch, confirmed that when dde:r:'.pe.r-'·
sons are released fran the hospital they are "usually on medication •••
and it depends upon the doctor, but)more are on phenothyazines (psy
chotropic medications) than not,"
However, Mrs. Alfred pOinted out that manll of the elderly persons
~i thin

the hospi tal: are unhappy and want to wi thdraH, so they attempt

"to get them involved." The hospital staff focuses on encouraging soci
alization among elderly p.ersons, and Dammasch has a Golden Age Club
within the hospital for this purpose.
According to Ms. Lucille von Cleff,

~ho

is in charge of'the geri

atrics socialization program at Dammasch, the Golden Age Club is for
all "elderly" persons within the hospi tal - those e1ther elderly by age
or by disposition:

PartiCipation in the activities of the club is

optional, and, primarily, the activities are designed to provide
ulation and social opportunities for elderly persons.
gram ttthe people do crafts, make decorations,

go

~tim-

Within this pro

on shopping trips, bus

rides - anything to get the people involved and interacting," according
·to Mrs. Alfred

0

For younger residents of the hospital it appears that the occupa
tional therapy program, licensed by the Department of Labor, serves a
-similar function.

This program has specific therapeutic objectives

which the physician prescribes when he makes a referral to the program,
and within this program evaluations for vocational
occur.

An

~habilitation

also

added advantage of this program is that they contract with

private companies for piece work, and pa.tients receive compensation for

~
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their work based upon their evaluated level of functioning.
Since the issues surrounding the use of organic brain syndrome
as a diagnostic category, and the lack of
outcome when this diagnosis 1s

tre~tment

as~igned,: . are

which is often the

quite significant, one

added treatment issue which OSPIRG felt was particularly important was
the method by which hospital clinicians arrive at a diagnosis of organic
brain syndrome, and how this assigned diagnoSiS is likely to influence the
treatment provided to the elderly

~~rsons

assigned this diagnosis, because

a substantial proportion of elderly people within the hospital are

assigned this diagnosis.
When queried about how clinicians in the hospltal usually identify
the presence "Of an organic brain syndrome, Dr. Suckow respon()ed that this"
is really quite easy, " ••• if someone is pretty well advanced you can
pick it, up in the conversation." Dr. Suckow expla.irled that organic
...
brain syndromes result from structural or ,.chem~cal changes in the brain.
He stated that this 'condition is simple to,ciagnose~+~ce the los~ of

"

recent memory and simple intellectual functions, as veIl as emotional
lability and confabulation, are all characteristic G.f organic brain syn
dromas and relatively easy to spot.
~hat

Comparatively, IDr. Suckow stated

ps'ychotic' individuals may give bizarre responses, but no memo;:rY loss

1s apparent.

Generally, at Dammasch they use· some fQrm of a Mental

_~tatus Questiormaire to arrive at a formai .diagnosis of" organic brain
syndrome. (See APPENDIX E for an example of a mental status question
na,ire.)
Dr. Suckow also explained that a primary goal of 'the hespital
staff when someone has a diagnosis of organic brain syndrome is to

ji;lr,

.""

lO~
I·
'

attempt to determine the cause of the syndrome, ,since 'it is
reversible.

a t times

However, he sta.ted that "i1;<,.:' is', - most often an irreversible

condition which has been exacerbated by poor diet and lack of stimulation.
Therefore, it appears that 'Dr. Suckow holds a very traditional viewpoint in
both diagnosing and treating elderly persons diagnosed as having organic
brain syndrome ..
Dr. Suckow went on to say that elderly patients are "often the most
rewarding to work with," explaining that often times admitted elderly
persoRs have

main~ined

a high level of functioning throughout most of

their lives, but as a result of a recent decline are now experiencing
mental or emotional difficulties.

With the elderly, by simply providing

a special diet, vitamin supplements, and perhaps some medication, they
will sometimes regain a reasonably high level of functioning.

By

compar

tson, younger patients may never have attained a satisfactory ievel of
functio~ing,

which means that the task of the hGspital staff is much

greater in attempting to help the patient develop an adequate system
of interpersonal and intrapersonal skills.
Within this context, however, Dr.
a~e

Sucko~

emphasized that people

not discriminated against on the basis of their diagnositic classt

fication in the treatment they are likely to receive within their ward.
In evaluating the adequacy of the treatment program at Dammasch,

Dr. Suckow stated that hospital personnel are now being t6ld by some
members of the community that they are releasing patients from the hos
pital too soon at times, and Dr.' Suckow speculated that this may now
sometimes be the case.
turely releasing some

The opinion that state hospitals were prema~~e

was shared by Louis

~n,

.

Director of

"

:...
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Sooial Servioes for the Multnomah Distriot Welfare Department.

Dr. Suckow explained that recent developments in the use of
psychotrop~c

medications has made it possible for them to dramatically

'I

reduc'e the average lengths of stay in the hospital.

Often times the

medication will calm the person down sufficiently to allow a clinician
to then' talk with the person so that the patient is then able to start
solving some of his life problems.

Nationally, there has also been a

Similar trend toward more rapid discharge.

However, in

an effort to

solve the long-standing problems of chronio hospitalization the pendulum
has now swung in the'direction of rapid and premature discharge from
the mental hospital.

Frequently a patient is discharged before his

treatment is completed and adequate preparation has been made for his
,

return to the community. ,Such'premature

~elease

may interfere with the

patient's welfare, just as delayed disoharge may impede
In addition, the present

t~end

toward moving

hi~

progress.

aged patients from mental

hospitals into the community leads all too often to their placement in
nursing homes that-provide no psychiatric care' at all. (6)
The only statistical information which OSPIRG was able to obtain,
to ,aid in the proc,ess of evaluating the treatment program' at Dammasch,
was data related to the average length of stay of patients.

TABLE X, length of stay since admission for released and In-resi
.. ~ent patients for each state hospital by year and by age group, provides
us with some basic comparative data.
ap~arent

Several important trends are

from these data.

First; in comparing the elderly with the
all years and for all hospitals, there 1s a

yo~er

mark~

populatian, for

difference in their

.:..

",
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TABLE X
LENGTH.OF STAY SlNCE ADMISSION FOR RELEASED AND
IN-RESIDENT PATIENTS AT EACH STATE MENTAL HOSPITAL BY
YEAR, BY AGE GROUP
I

I..

\

Oregon S,tate

Dammasej:). State
Hospital

Eastern Oregon
Hospital

Year

\

Year'ly Totals.

Hospttal

,

Avg ..
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Length
Length
Length
Length
.
Number
Number
of
Stay
of Stay
Number
of 5t~y
of Stay Numl?er
Re'leased
.(mos ..) . Re 1eased' (mos .)
Re.1 eased (mos. ).. Released (mos. ).

..
.,

-~

..

'

.1968
614
69
..::t
'-D
1969
I
00 a. 70
642
::J
o 1970
CIl '
(1)C,!] 71
663
,CIl
CO ID 1971-...
t> 0'\
613
72
-«
(1)
..
a::::
J972
. 495
7'5
1968
69
a.
CO ::J 1969
o
L1\' 70
'-DC,!]
1970
IJi 11)
(l) m 71
1(1«
CO
1971
IV '
t> 72
. a:: 0> 1972

11 1

"'0
C

(J)

Z~

J

/

..

24. 1

2554

.,

.

7.·1 .

.2195

...

2904
~

..

7.5

2474

~

~

16.0

5479
..

,~

18.7

5503

12.5

21.4

6041

14.2

..

..

2714

9.0

. 2425

20.1.

5752·

14.0

11.6

2963

7.6

2686

18.1

,6144

12.6

48.5

316

7.7

352

69.0

779

11.7
'"

~

99

93.7.

346

.. 9.3

98

87.2

2]1

104

64.1

256

84

'23.*

...

.

.16.2
...

(

2666

13.7

2311

7.3

~

Z8.~

75·.6
..

/

. 47.7

275

79.4

720 '"

10/5

270

94.2

639

57.7

11.0

248

69.9.

608

4,4.9,

,

245

11·4

208

82.6.

t

53Z

52'.3

~

I

I
I
-l

I

...
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, TABLE X (cont.)

, ,

Year

Eastern Oregon
Hospital

Number
InResident

Avg.
Length
of Stay
(mos.)

Oregon State
Hosp i ta 1

Darnrnaseh State
Hospital

Number
InResident

Yearly Totals

Avg.
Length
of Stay
(mos.)

Resideat

Avg.
Length
of .stay
(mos.)

Number
In-'

Avg.
InTlme
Resident
Since
Since Yr. ' Adm.
End
(mo~. )

0..

s..

:::.l

(J)

s..

1968
69
>-t!:J
.., (J) 1969
ro O'l
.., c( 70
c...:t 1970
\.0
"0 I 71
.- co
cn 1971
(J)
a::=
72
1"0
c C 1972
UJ
73
ro 0

.t)

1968
69
G) s..
>1969
..,roo"0.. 70
0..
"'"0 ::J 1970
c e o 71
<lJ to L
"0
1971
• c.n \.0 <lJ
O'l 72
<lJ
cr::
<C 1972
I "0
C C
73
UJ
s..

ro

.

..

..

..

....

"

, 330

136.7

316

11 .5

799

119.8

1445

100.0

306

139. 1

3!j2

'12.\1

731

111. 1

1389

92.2

275

138.0

348

13.8

560

108.2

1183

87.4

233

157.7

321

14.6

57!)

85.5

1124

80.3

213

156.5

305

18.2

471

80.0

990

77.4

148

217.4

67

15. 1

. 301

149.6

517

151 .6

127

231 .8

48

16.7

242

154.3

417

112

235.0

49

18.5

185

-134.0'

346

150,3

98

238.3

53

17.7

147

112.8

298

137 . 1

82

264.8

44

22.5

111

102.4

237

143.8
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,

"

~..

..

~
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,
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comparative lengths of stay - consistently the elderly group has
stayed in the hospital a longer period of time

~han

lation in both "releases" and. "in-resident" groups.

the younger popu
~lhen

Dr. Suckow

was asked why the elderly population at Dammasch shows a consistently
longer length of stay, than the younger adult population, he was uncer
tain.

He stated that he was of the opinion that elderly people tended

j,o stay in the hosp:t,ta.l a shorter period of time than younger pa.tients.
One' explanation may be that this elderly population is made up of two
distinct groups:

those who were admitted when elderly. and those who grew

old within the hospi tal.
the~e

Th~s

latter, group undoubtedly ,is inflating

average length of stay figures.

Ho~ever,

,TABLE XI, the average length of stay by

when'we look at

dt~gnosis

for discharged patients

at Dammasch, the comparative figures for different diagnostic cate
gories show that both senile and presenile

dementia~

and non-psychotic

organic,bra1:n syndromes (most, often diagnoses assigned to elderly
persons, as TABLE IX sUbstantiates), these two categories had relatively
long lengths of stay associated with them, although the lengths were
not so long as to suggest that there would be a heall)' influence from "
persons having resided in the hospital'for long periods of time inflating
these figures.

Therefore, a second 'operating factor may be that elderly

persons tend to remain in.the
po~t-ho~pitalization

hosp~tal

a longer period of time since

sheltered setting placements for them 'are currently

in short supply (see TABLES XV and XVI for ~ubstantiation of this point),
m~i'ng

i t necess~y for them to ~emain in the hospital nntil a sui tabl~,

placement can be found.
t.

group

~e

A third explanation, that the elderly as a

simply more difficult and therefore lengthy to treat, is dis-

.....

, 1

TABLE XI
~
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AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY BY DIAGNOSIS FOR DISCHARGED PATIENTS
AT DA~Sr)iSTATE HOSPITAL, .JANUARY 1, 1973--JUNE 30, 1973
Diagi1o~is',

.: ,

Numoer' "
D1schar&ed .

Average Length
of· start· .(pays )

7

56.3

Non-psychotic Organic Brain
Syndrome

80

104 2

Alcohol Psychosis

38

4401

. Psychosis with other Cerebral
Conditions

29

66.~

Psychosis with other Physical
Conditions

42

3509

450.

51.2

Affective Psychosis

78

49.0

Paranoid States

12

51.8

other Psychoses

19

40.2

1

63 0

260

36.1

·110

29.2

3

47.3

Alcoholism

606

27 0

Drug Dependence

175

2409

4

87 0 8

Transient Situational Disturb.

55

34.3

_. Eehavioral Disorder of Childhood
and Adolescence

1

52.0

12

154 6

9

20.8

35

5907

Senile and Presenile Dementia

Sch1zqphrenia

Unspecified Psychoses
Neuroses
Personal~ty

Disorders

Sexual Deviations'

Special Symptoms

Mental Retardation
Social Maladjustment without
Manifest Psychiatric Disturb.
No Valid Psychiatric Diagnosis

0

0

0

0

"

9'

~ ,
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..
. puted by the stat-ements made by Dr. Suckowpreviotis1y regaJ:ding the
relative ease of treating many elderly

~ersons.

A second important trend to note in TABLE X is that, in looking
at the figures for eaoh hospital individually, the average length of
stay for both releases and in-resident groups has tended to increase
'for the elderly group, with the exception of thein-resident population
at Oregon State Hospital where there 1s currently a strong push to
reduce the size of the hospital population, according to Lucille von
Cleff,· from Dammasch.

Conversely, the average length of stay for

releases among the younger age group have tended to decline over this
five year period,

while.th~

in-resident

aver~e

has also tended to in

crease, again with the exception of. Oregon state Hospital.
Therefore, it appears that not only do the elderly tend to remain
in' the hospital for a longer period of

ti~e

(for both in-residents and

releases) when compared with the younger adult population, but this
descrepancy in the·comparattve ler.gths of stay is generally increasing.
OSPIRG was 1L.'1able to ascertain why the average lengths of stay havs
been increasing, but a likely explanation is that some long-term hos
pital residents are gradually being released from the hospital, inflat
ing the releases averages, while the most difficult patients are remain
ing in the hospital, with their average lengths of stay progressively
increasing.

Looking at the numbers of elderly and younger people in

resident in the hospital (TABLE X) supports-this theory - their numbers
progressively declined over this five year period.

The number of

releases also generally declined for the elderly group reflecting the
decrease in the number of admissions, while the number of releases for

112/'
J.

the younger age group tended to increase, in line with the relative
increa.se in the 'admission of ,ounger people to the hospital.
A final treatment issue which OSPIRG considered aignificant was
the question of the sui tabil!ty of .. placing

these elderiy persons in

the hospital in the first place.
Earlier the Geriatric Screenipg Process Siudl was cited.

This

study (20) indicated that approximately 25% of the elderly individuals
they studied were inappropriately 1laced in the hoop! tal.

When Mrs.

Alfred was questioned about the appropria'tBness of DlOst elderly place
lIl~nts

in the hospital, she

res~onded

that "there are not, many aged in

the hospital who could be served by community mental health centers
because many are either senile and in need of custodial care, or they
have physlcal impairments as well as being mentally 111 and so they
would need to be in an institution.

Mrs. Alfred went on to explain that

there are two ends to the spectrum of

.

el~~rlr

pati.en.ts - "those who are

65 to 71 or 72 and who are mentally ill, ana those

of.

any age who are

\~

in need of custodial care because they're senile."
When asked whether or not nursing homes of homes for the aged could
pro~ide

this custodial care, Mrs. Alfred stated tha't "some people very

defini tely need to be detoured through Dammasch to get them

train~

to

get along'With other people and to get them stabilised on medication.
Nursing

ho~es

just won't tolerate some. of the behavior which people

demonstrate in the hospital.

tI

Mrs. Ouelette tended to agree that most hospital placements are
necessary, explaining that although Dammasch is not supposed to be a
facility for keeping chronically ill people, theirmmmbers in the hos

...

I+.3

}.

pital are increasing.

With some of their patients, they place them into

community facilities a number of times, but they are returned to the
hospital because their behavior is unacceptable to the institution.
Nevertheless, when asked to assess the likely impact of SB 510,
which allows committed persons to be

plac~

into alternative facilities,

such as nursing homes, Dr. Suckow anticipates that this new law will
result in fewer admissions of elderly persons to the' state mental hos
pitals.
wha~

If current admiSSions haVE. generally been approptiate, then

types of elderly persons are no longer going to receive treat

ment? Dr. Suckow did not adequately clarify this point.
Discharge Data:
Looking" at TABLE XII, we find expected trends based upon the chan
ging admissions picture over these five years.
The total

numb~r

of elderly people

~eleased

each year regularly

declined, 'from 763 ~.~ 1968-69 to 537 in 1972- .::;, a net decrease of
...

29.6% in the number of total releases.,

The nUmber of escapes and tr~!sfers also similarly declined, while
the number of deaths declined and then rose again in 1972-73.

.

Looking more closely at the number of elderly discharged each year
the numbers fluctuate somewhat,
Wi3S

~ut

'

the net decrease over the five years

50. 9% (330 in 1968-69 decrea.sin~ to 162 in 1972-(3). The sharpest

decline was seen between 1971-72 and 1972-73, the same year in which the
number of

trl~l

vistts rose again after a four yeardeeline.

Overall, the number of trial vis1ts declined from 364 to 301, a net
, decrea.se'· of only 17.3%.

TABLE XII

.
. RELEASE DATA FOR THE STATE MENTAL HOSP ITALS.
By re lease"'~ategoryl; "'year, age; number, and percent of tota 1 re lease per category by

18 THROUGH 64 AGE GROUP
Year

.DISCHARGES
Numbe r
. (%)

TRANFERS,
Numbe r
(%)

1968-69

2756

(51 .2)

44

(0.8)

1969-70

2837

(51.6)

26

1970-71

3066

('51 .2)

1971-72

3158
3658

r.

ESCAPES

~J.J!nbe r

(%)

DEATHS
Numbe r
(

2180

(40.5)

234.

(4'.3)

168

(

(0.5)

, 211)74'

(39.4)

329 '

(6.0)

135

(

19

(0.3)

, 2 26

(40.5)

365

(6.1)

112

(1

(55. 0)

'14

(0.2) . 2083 .

(36.3)

405

(7.0)

85

(1

(59.8)

. 26

(3 1.3)

485

(7.9)

36

(

i'

1972-73

TRIAL VISITS
Numbe r
(%)

1912 .

(0.4)

'--

~.

-

-'

f

TABLE XII(cont.)

I

1968-69

65 and OLDER AGE GROUP
D~SCHARGES
TRANSFERS
TR IAL VIS IT
ESCAPES
DEATHS
Number
Number
(%)
Number
(%)
(%)
Number
Number
(%)
(
6
364
(1.8) 49
(0.8)
330
(43.3)
(47.7) 14

1969-70

287

(41 .4)

3

(0.4)

1979-71

303

(45._8)

3

1971-72

298

(49.4)

1.972-73

162

(30.2)

I

Year

349

(50.4)

• 17

(0 . 5)

317

(48.0)

15

(2.3) . 23

1

(i). 2)

271

(44.9)

18

(3.0)

15

2

(0.4)

301

(56. 1)

5

(0.9)

67

-

-

•

(2.5)

,.

37

5 YEAR TOTALS X AGE:
Number
18-64
65+

.

•

(%)

INumber

(%)

15,.415

(53.7)

129

(0.4)

1380

(42 . 4)

15

(0.5)

,

Number

Number

Number

(%)

1.0,768

(37.5) , 1818

(6 . 3'

536

(49 . 2)

(2 .. 1)

.19-1

1602

69

(%)

(

116
~ ,

Comparing the decline in total releases (29.6%), the decline in
'discharges (50.9%), and the'relative decline in trta.1 visits (17.3%),
it is apparent that, proportionately, more elderly perSons are now being
placed on a trial visit basis rather than being discharged, while
five years· ago comparatively more were being discharged.
Stated differently', in 1968-69 a total of 330 elderly indi ~duals
. were discharged, and a total of 364 placed ,on trial visits ( about 1:1.1),
in 1972-7;·the numbers were 162 to 301 (about 1:1.9).
It is also significant to note that during each of these five
.yvars·the number of total releases was consistently greater (about 20%)
than the number of total admissions per year among the elderly group.
This further substantiates. the net flow 'out of the hospital of geria
trics patients.
I

,woking at the 18 through 64 age group, the reverse trends are
generally found.

This is, again, similar to the, difference in admis

sion patterns to the state hospitals.
Over this five year

r~riod ~he

number of releases among the 18

through 64 rose from 5382 to 6117, a net increase of 12.1%.
of total releases per

y~ar VQS' al~o

The number

greater than the number of total

admissions per year, but compared with the elderly group, the·flow
out of the hospital was not nearly as substantial.'
. Considering a breakdown of the tbtal releases, the nwnber of deaths
declined substantially while the number 'of escapes doubled during this
period.

The number of transfers also declined. somewhat.

However, when looking at the number of dischaxges among this group
we find an increase of 18.1% (from

2756 to 3658).

and a net decrease

117
;,

in the number of trial visits of 12..8% (from, 2180 to 1912).. Overall,
the net increase. in releases was 12.1%. '
T~atrend

among the younger age group is opposite that among the

,elderly age group.

This difference is significant because when a person

is discharged from the hospital the hospital no longer retains any
direct control over the person's actions; however, when, a person is
'placed. on a. trial visit this release can be revoked, the ,hospital can
authorize;, that the person be moved. from one location to another, or
medications can be ordered changed, since the person is still under
the direct cnntrol of the hospital.
In other words, while the hospital is increasingly attempting to
retain control over released elderly individualsby granting

the~

trial

visits rather than discharges, they are relinquishing similar control
and authority over the younger and middle-aged adults.
, ;there are these elderly persl)ns ':heing pla.ced once they are released
fl1om. the hospltal ?

Disposition data prepared by Mrs. Gaynell Alfred.,

Director of Social Workers

~t

Damfuasch State Hospital, (TABLE XIII)

sho~

that over the three year period 1970-71 through 1972-73 a total of 726
,

elderly pa.tients '~:. released from Darnmach..

,

Of, these, a total of 375

(51. 7%) ''W~-r. placed in ~ursing homes of homes for the aged; while 281

(38.7,%) returned to their own homes or went to the'home of a relative
(i. e. actually returned "to the community" );; the remaining 67 persons

(9.6%)

either died, were transferred to another institution, or their

destination was not recorded.
Mrs. Alfred factored out those who had been cowi tted, from those
who entered the hospital voluntarily, for the year 1972-73.

For that

"

.:

, TABLE XIII

Disposition of Released Elderly Residents
Hospital
1970-71 through 1972-73*
Oamma~State

YEAR

Total #
bischarqed

1970
71

257

197 1-,
72

To own home or home
#
of relative
. Number
%

To Nurs ing Homes or ,
Homes for the Aqed
Number
%
142

,

55.3

Deaths
N:Jmber

%

88

34.2

17

6.6

,94

40 0

9

3.8

421-3

7

3.0

"

235

121

51 .5

0

~

1972
73

234

.112

' 47.9

'26

3'5

;1.1

'99

..

THREE

vt!AR

j"QIAl

---..:-

281
-.~--:.--

~

-

38.7
- .. ~ . -

--

33
.-~

.... L-..

4.5

,

-..'($ource: Mrs· Gaynell Alfred, ·Di rector of Social Workers, Danmat4h~State Hospital.
When ~ data'1i~ compared with data prepared by the State Div'ision of Mental Health (see Ta
State Mental Hospitals) some not.ftOle dis·crepancic.s were ·apparen't in each category. However,
is presented since OSPIRG was unable ,to positively' determine the sources of the errors.
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year, of the 112 persons who went to a nursing home ·orhome for the aged,
94 were court committed (83.~#) and 18 were voluntary. admissions (16.1%).
Of the 99 who returned to their own homes or the home of a relative, 61
were voluntarily admitted (61.6%) and 38 (3~.9%) were persons who had
been court committed.
Stated differently, when we compare the relative number of committed
persons as opposed to voluntary admissions returning to the community
or being placed in an institution, we find that 28.8.% of those committed
returned to the communitywhile 71.2% were placed. in an institution; .
while the opposite trend is found among those who voluntarily
admitted
.
,

themselves, with, 77.2% returning home

an~

22.8% entering institutions.

Since the hospital has direct control over the discharge destina
tions'of court committed persons, it is bbvious that their preference is

to place people from the' hospital into sheltered settings rather than
returning them to community residences.

Mrs. Alfred stated that lithe

hospital is at a disadvantage when, we have a

volunta~

patient because

then they (the patient) get to deCide where they are gOing
leave

t~e

hospital.

when·th~y

For instance, they 1'rill want to go home when 'you'

knpw that won't work, so you just have to

~et

them try it and fail once

or twice."
The procedures followed in determining dischaxge planning and fol
low-up depend upon whether or not the elderly person entered the hospital
voluntarily or was committed.

Planning

an~ ~0110w-up'procedures

also.

depend upon whether or not the elderly person qualifies for Public

Assi~-

tance.
Me. Ruth Ouelette :is the socia.l worker a.t Dammasch state Hospi·tal
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responsible for placement and.follow-up of hospitalized elderly indivi
duals.

When Welfare is not

Mrs. Ouelette carries ,the entire

~nvolved,

planning responsibility herself.

When the elderly hospitalized indivi

dual qualifies for p)ublic assistance, then Mrs •.

Ouelet~e

and a welfare

liaison worker from the appropriate district usually do cooperative
planning, involving the family of the patient (if:tnere'is one), and the
patient himself, in the planning effort.
this cooperative planning effort with

According.to

~elfare

I~. Ouelett~,

offices is .quite good.

According to Mrs. Joy O'Brien, Director of H9using and Living
Arrangements Unit, Multnomah District Public Welfare Department, under
-federal law it is necessary for elderly individuals who have been
hospitalized in a mental hospital and who also qualify for welfare to .
be assigned a Title XIX caseworker upon their discharge from the
hospital.
follow-~p

This Title XIX

casewor~er

is then

responsib~e

for

prov~ding

services a minimum of once every six months. Therefore, those

ex-hospi talized elderly individuals who qualify for lJublic

~ssis.tance

are

guaranteed follow-up services after their hospitalization, whether they
return to the

c~mmunity o~

are placed in an institution.

The hospital does not provide direct follow-up care to released
edderly individuals, Ms. Ouelette
~

explained that when
an elderly person
.

is placed in an institution following his release, the hospital sends
,..:medical orders and recoms with the person to the institution where he
is, being placed.

It is then asSUll}ed that if the institution is having

any difficulties with the person
contact Dammasch for assistance.

.I~.: .. ~.,

someone from the instituion will

Since most elderly individuals are

regularly taking some type of medication (usually.phenothyazines) at
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the time of their release, it is necessary for the receiving institution
to continue to administer and supervise the medication.
homes and homes fo r the aged have
and

p,:t~cribe

the medications.

I' house

Most nursing

phys i c i ans" ..wnc.i:" supe rv i se

However, if a home for the aged or

"

boarding home- does not have a house physician, then a cooperative
arrangement with Community Health Nurses or the COIlIRUnity Mental Health
Program can be arranged to provide for medication supervision.
When an elderly individual returns to the cOIl1Dltn'ity--his own
home or the home of a relative--Mrs. Ouelette then contacts the catch
,ment area Mental Health Clinic to arrange for an initial appointment
with the Clinic for the individual 'fo'llowing his release from the
hospital.

The hospital forwards medical information to the Clinic

regarding the type of follow-up treatment the hospital physician is
recommending:

medication, group therapy, or whatev:er.

It is then the

released individuaJ's responsibility to maintain contact with the
M~ntal

Health Clinic.
However, according tc Mrs. Ouelette, "a lot of these individuals

don't want to take medication.

No one wants to take medication."

As

a result, according to Mrs. Ouelette, the hospital has a problem with
recidivism because the people go home and discontinue their medication,
get sick again"and then must return to the hospital.
The data which OSPIRG obtained from the Community Mental Health
Clinics support

the notion that only a small portion of the elderly

persons released from the state hospitals utilizesthe Community Mental
Health Cl inics for follow-up purposes.
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Between 1969-70 and 1971-72 a total of 1957 elderly persons
.~ 'W0iS..

released from the state's mental ho~pitals (see Table XII).

OSPIRG

estimates (on the bas is of Dammasd) data} that approximately 744 (38%
of the total) elderly persons returned to the

co~munity.

However,...

only a total of 349 elderly persons w~s~ seen at Community Mental Health
. Clinics throughout the state during this three year period.

Since this

figure includes all of the elderly seen at Mental Health Clinics, not
just those referred for follow-up from the state's mental hospitals,
it is obvious that most of those referred from the state mental hospitals
are not utilizing the follow-up services of the Mental Health Clinics.
Statements made by both Mrs. Alfred and Mrs. Ouelette have implied
that those elderly individuals who have returned to the community account
for the major source of recidivism among this age group.

Mrs. Alfred
(

stated that those elderly persons who voluntarily admitted themselves
tend to' return home, and then must return to the hospital again.

Mrs.

Ouelette stated that those elderly persons who return to the community
tehd to discontinue their medications and then must r~turn to the
hospital.

In order to assess the impact of 'this group of elderly persons

on recidivism rates,' recidivism, as a whole, must be carefully considered .
. People

m~y

leave the state hospitals through a variety-of avenues:

they may die, esc?pe, be transferred, discharged, or released on a
trial vis'it.

It is these final two categories with which we are most

concerned here.

If a person who is discharged from the hospital

returns then this is classified as a "return from trial visit":
(see Table VI).
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OSPIRG was unable to obtain detailed data to indicate the portion
of those elderly persons who were discharged and returned to the com
munity, as opposed to the portion who returned to the community on a
trial visit; or the

relati~e

proportions of

i,nstitutionali~ed

who were discharged or released on a trial visit.

persons

However, it is our

understanding that, generally, those who are discharged return to the
~ommunity,

while those who are released on trial visits are placed in

sheltered settings.
Those elderly persons readmitted to the hospitals between 1968
and 1973 accounted for 641 of the total intake of 2725
or 23.5% of the total 'intake.
visits accounted for 739

Those

(27.~1o)

eld~rly

~lder1y

persons,

persons returned from trial

of the total intake.

During this

five year period a total of .1380 elderly persons (42.4%) were discharged
from the hospital, while 1602 (49.2%) were released on a trial visit
(see Table

XII)~

It is, therefore, interesting to note that the

recidivism rate of ,46.4% among those who were discharged. (641 of a
total of 1380 discharged elderly were readmitted) was only slightly
higher than the recidivism rate of 45.9% among those who were released'
on a trial visit (736 of a total of 1602).
This lends little support to the idea that those elderly persons
placed back into their own residences or the residence of a relative
~are

more likely to return to the hospital than those who are placed

into a sheltered setting.
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It is also significant to note that 50.5% of

the~~

intake of

elderly persons into a state mental hospital during this five

yea~

period were recidivis~ic (either readmitted or returned from trial visit)
while 53.rlo of the total intake of those between 18 and 64 (15,222 of
a total of 28,323) were also recidivistic.

Obviously, recidivism is

a major problem among the adult hospitalized population as a whole,
~nd

not merely among the elderly.
In terms of the function of the state hospital system, Mrs. Ouelette

stated that Dammaschis not supposed to be a facility for keeping chronically
ill elderly people.
these patients.

The hospital does not have the

sp~~e

to maintain-

However, according to Mrs. Ouelette, their number. is

increasing because they are either placed into a number of different
institutions but then are' returned to the hospital each time because
their behavior is unacceptable to the institution, or they are chronic
alcohol.ics or have another illness where the pattern is that they come
to the hospital, recover, leave and return home, become sick again and
return to the hospital.
more

II

However, these patients refuse to enter a

protected" environment permanently.
THE IMPACT THE MOVEMENT OUT-OF-THE-HOSPtTAL HAS HAD
ON HOSPITALIZED ELDERLY PATIENTS
In rec7nt years there has been a great deal of concern, both

nationally and locally, on the part of hospital administrators, clinicians,
and legislators regarding what effects the trend out-of-the-hospital
has had on hospital patients.

Of particular conc'ern have been long-term
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·residents, many ,of whom grew old within the hospital.

Unfortunately,

no fol1'ow-up studies have been conducted in Oregon to assess how the
movement out of the hospital has affected hospitalized elderly patients.
OSPIRG was unable to obtain post-hospitalization data which had
been factored out in relation to the length of hospitalization of
~lderly

patients.

Ther.efore, we do not know how

~any

released long

-term pat ients have returned to the hosp ita 1 once aga in, nor do we know
how many were released to other institutional settings as opposed to
the homes of relatives.

Finally, we have no way of assessing the effects

of th'e move from the hospital in terms of increased mortal i ty rates or
accellerated

deterioratio~.

The policy decisions which have been the basis of this more rapid
movement out-qf-the hospital came as a result of the development of
psychotropic medications and the increased availability of congregate
care homes within the community, and also were due to an increasing
awareness of the greater costs as'iociated with men'tal hospital care.
, How has th is movement out of the hosp i ta 1 affected the hosp ita 1 i zed
patients, particularily the geriatric patient?

As we stated, no detailed,

follow-up information is available for Oregon.

However, from a study

made of another geriatric population moved from a'state hospital in
California we might draw some tentative, yet grim, inferences.
This study was based on the transfer of 144 geriatric
. patients from a California mental hospital to.other types
of facilities. The experimental group consis~ed of those
geriatric patients who were transferred. They were matched
(in terms of age, sex, length of stay, organic or functional
diagnosis, and race) with a control group of geriatric
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pat ients whP. we re not transferred. Th,e exper imenta 1 group
was further l differentiated by transfer destination: Group
I was trans~erred to other mental hospitals; Group I I to
other types of living situations (e.g. Nursing Homes, Room
and Boa rd , tc. ) .
'
The results of this study found that' the older hospitalized
geriatric PI~tients who were transferred had a significantly
higher mortality rate than the base rate for the matched
control patients who had not been transferred. Of those
transferred to other types of livinq situations the mor
tality ratl was 4.98 times higher for the experimental group
than the c ntrol group, of those transferred to other types of
1, iving sit ations the mortql ity rate was 8.99 times higher.
In
addition; f those in this Group I I who were nonambulatory (26 out
of the 65atientsJ had a much higher mortality rate--six out of
t~e twentY1six (27%~ died within the four month follow-up period.
Further ~xaminiation of the data showed that the mean age
of those w~o died was ten years older than the mean' age of
those in G~oup I, and eight years o~der than the mean age
of those in Group I I. ,Therefore, it 'appears that older
geriatric ~atients are more 1 ikely to die as a result of
transfer. !
Other ~atiables such as sex, race, organic or functional
diagnosis, !?nd length of hospital ization were not statistically
significant. (22)
I

This study raises some significant questions regarding the care
I

and treatment ~f geriatric patien~s, especially when it is remembered
j

that the lengt~ of hospital ization was not a factor in post-transfer
mortal ity rate~.
,

In effect, we must be concerned about the movement

I

of all geriatrllC persons, not just those who have been hospitalized for
a long period of time.
As Mr. Klillian noted, the following sigl1ificant questions must
be raised:

(11)

With the concept of cl ient-determinism finil'1y in mind,

should the oldler (especially nonambulatory) 'geriatric patient's environ
ment be

unila~erally

and dramatically changed?

(2)

duals be move1 from a familiar environment at all?

Should such indivi

(3)

Is it possible

'"
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for an individual's environment to assume so much importance that upon
sudden removal from it his bodily functions may be affected by emotional
traumata that may induce death?
Unfortunately, because no follow-up studies have been conducted
regarding the transfer of geriatric patients in Oregon we have no way
of definitively stating what type of effects the movement out-of-the
hospital has had on the hundreds of elderly persons who

~ave

been moved.

Mrs. Joy O'Brien, Director of Housing and Living Arrangements Unit
~f

"the Nultnomah District Public Welfare Department, reacted to the

movement out-of-the-hospitals by saying, "there has been a lot of
pressure to get people' out of the back wards. .For ~hat?

You take them

out of the situation theylre used to, and they're scared of the freedom,
and it doesn1t do them any good.

This is especially true with people

who have been in the hospitals a long tinle."
The issue of muving elderly persons. from one setting to another
,will' become important once again when 'we look ·at the role of sheltered
settings in the

~are

of the mentally ill elderly

O·r~gonian.

Since most sheltered settings offer only one level of health
care (i.e. no available ~ursing care, part-time nursing care, or 24
hour Bursing care), with changes in the health

stat~s

of .the elderly

individual it is often necessary for him to be moved from qne hQme to
another.

This is especially true if the elderly .,erson· is receiving

Welfare payments to cover the cost of his care in
movement is often legally

mand.to~y

(19).

~,ich

case this

....
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CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMM~NDATIONS

Problem
As a result of changes in priorities the State Mental Health
Division has developed a policy of discouraging admission of geriatric
residents to the staters mental hospitals, and has increased the out
flow of elderly residents from the state hospitals.

However, the State

Mental Health Division has not developed a comprehensive plan in order
to adequately care for these individuals within the community.
The most common

al~ernative

to' state hospitalizatton

a~d

the most

'common post-hospital placement used with,elderly persons is placement
in a sheltered setting.

However, these sheltered settings usually have

no mental health professionals employed, nor do they have any mental
health treatment programs within the homes.
In line with Senate Bill ·510, the decision to place elderly persons

in sheltered settings in 'lieu, of hospitalization, after their commitment
to' the State Mental Health Division for mental health treatment, blatantly
reflects the viewpoint that elderly persons who are mentally ill do not
warrant any type of mental health care, but rather, it appears to be
more important to place them into less expensive and less visible
institutions.
There are also indications thatpeople are now being released
prematurely from the state hospitals, before
, . their level of functioning
has sufficiently improved to allow them to function adequately within .
the community or a sheltered setting.

Premature releases may also act

~
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to break down any of the gains in functioning made by the person while
in the hospital.
Finally, limited data tend' to indicate that the movement of
elderly persons from a familiar setting, such as a state mental hospital
in which they have been residing for any period of time, is potentially
harmful and may result in premature deaths.
Recommendations
(1)

It is strongly recommended that patients be transferred or dis

charged from a state mental hqspital on a .pure1y clinical basis, and
not for administrative or financial reasons that ignore human con
sequences.

In addition, since transfer procedures are currently void

of any legal standards, it is recommended that the Oregon State
legis1ature develop statuatory guidelines in this area .
.(2)

It is also strongly' recommended

...

tha~

unti 1 such time as sheltered

settings can provide mental health care to reeding elderly indiviauals,

~

these settings should not be used as :an alternative to placement in
a state mental hospital-'for mental health treatment for committed
elderly individuals.
(3)

It is recommended that the State Henta1 Health Division begj-n the

process of developing policies and

gui~e1ines

which will facil itate the

provision of mental health treatment to those needing this care within
sheltered settings by personnel from Community Mental

(4)

H~a1th

Programs.

rt is also. recommended t~at the State Mental Health Divi~jon re

evaluate its treatment program and discharge procedures in order to
discourage premature releases from the state hospitals.

J

.J
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Problem·
At this time state mental hospitals provide no

post-hospi~alization

follow-up for rel.eased patients •. The need for follow-up services hiUtt
been recognized by a number of individuals, both within and

outsi~e

of the state mental health system, including Mrs. Gaynell Alfred, the
Director of Social Workers at Dammasch State Hospital, Dr. Del Kole,
Region I Director, State Mental Health Division, Mrs. Ada K. Wilson,
Assistant Professor of Social Work and Director of the Aging Program,
School of Social Work, Portland State University, and Mr. Laverne Jones,
the Director of Edgefield Manor, the nursing. home/home for the aged
owned by Multnomah County.

,

Although Senate Bi'll 448 stipulates that I!.at;fr:rcar& for persons
released from hospitals with mental or emotional distunbances, mental
retardation and developmental

disabiliti~s,

and alcohol and drug

problems" shall be p"ovided, according to Gle'n Drugger of the State
Mental Health Division, no policies .h6ve been developed to extend this
aftercare to elderly persons in sheltered settings.
Recomrnendations

(5)

In line with the intent of Senate Bill 448 it is strongly recom

mended that the State Mental Health Division authorize appropriate
._.. follow-up and aftercare services for elderly persons who have been
placed into sheltered settings, as well as .providing follow-up and
aftercare services to elderly persons who have returned to private
residences in the community.

,.:
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(6)

In order to facilitate the recognition of mental or emotional

disorder among elderly persons residing in sheltered settings, it is
recommended that the State Mental Health Division develop and offer
to administrators and staff members from sheltered settings, training
workshops which are designed to increase general knowledge about the
problems of the
persons' in the

elderly~

and more specifically, to instruct these

identificatio~

of mental or,emotiona1

di~order

so

that appropriate referral to a Community Mental Health Program can be
made. '
Prob·l em
Data provided by the State Mental Health Division indicate

that

the most common diagnosis'assigned to elderly persons within state
mental hospitals is tha't of 1I0rganic brain syndrome. 11

Although OSPIRG

has no definitive information to indicate that this is the case within
Oregon's state mental hospitals, the usual assumption made regarding.
persons assigned a diagnosis of organic brain syndrome is that this
condition is psychiatrically untreatable and irreversible.

Therefore~

persons considered to h~ve an organic brain syndrome are usually not
provided,with any type of in-depth mental health treatment.
However, research studies have documented the impossibility of
'-'conclusively diagnosing the presence of an organic brain syndrome,
an'd have additionally called into question ,the stereotypic assumption
of irreversibility of organic brain syndromes.
Within Dammasch Hospital, OSP1RG did note that there are no
specific treatment programs developed for ,elderly patients.

Recreation
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and socialization, in addition to medications, appear to be the primary
forms of .therapy used with the elderly, although Reality Orientation
Therapy has had notable success in treating mental illness and impairment
among elderly individuals, particularily those diagnosed as having
organic'brain syndromes.

Both Oregon State Hospital and Eastern Oregon

Hospital have forma,l ized Real ity Or'ientation programs within thei r
'~seg regated

ger i at r i cs wards.
~

'Recommendat ions
(7)

It is recommended that a forma 1i zed Rea 1 i ty Ori ent'at i on Treatment

program be instituted at

D~mmasch

disoriented individuals,

p~rticulartly

State

are considered to be suffering from
(8)

~ospital

fo( use with all

~everely

those elderly individuals who

org~nic

brain syndromes.

In addition, it is recommended that all state hospitals develop

more st,ringent methods of diagnosing the presence of organic brain
syndromes since such a diagnosis tends to have negative effects upon
therapists~

attitudes concerning the 1ikely outcome of any treatment

attempted wi th persons havti:ng organ i c bra in syndromes.
Prob·lem
.

'

Finally, as tHe problem basic to all of these mentioned previously,
is the issue of the legal status of -mental health care and the legal
rights of mentally ill persons.

At this time Oregonians have no'legal

right 'to demand adequate mental health treatment fran state mental
hospitals or Community Mental Health Programs.

Obviously, without suc'h

""""'-,
.\
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legal rights, the quality and suitability 9f treatment is subject to
whims, biases, and pol itical and financial pressures to provide less
expensive mental health care.

However, the alternative 1s immeasurable

. losses in terms of social productivity, family disruption,and human
misery are tremendous.
Recommendation
(9)·

Therefore, it is strongly recommended that the State Legislature

affirm the legal right of all Oregonians to receive suitable and adequate
mental health treatment when they are

i~

need of such treatment and to

assure the provision of such treatment, independent of an individ~al"s
abil~ty

to pay-for care within the private marketplace.

CHAPlrER IV
THE ROLE OF SHELT~RED SETTINGS IN THE CARE
OF MENTALLY ILL ELDERLY OREGONIANS

Historically, a substantial number qf elderly people .~hast. re
ceived treatment in state mental hospitals and have then been placed in
"sheltered settings."

N.ow,

as a result of legislation passed in 1973,

mentally ill elderly persons can be

~ommitted

by the state Mental Health

Division and be placed directly into a "sheltered setting. n without
first receiving treatment in a

Mental Hospital.

~tate

For these reasons

OSPIRG considered a cursory look at the role of sheltered settings in
the care of the mentally ill elderly Oregonian necessary.

What Are "Sheltered Settings"?
The terms "sheltered setting" or "congregate care fac11i ty" refer
to,

basi~ally,

three different types of facilities:

homes for the aged, or nursing homes.

foster care homes,

Each of these types of facilities

provides a different level ~f medical 'and/or custodial care to its
patients.
According to Mrs. Joy

OtBr~en,

Director of the Housing and Living

Arrangements Units of the Multnomah District Public Welfare Department,
adult foster care homes are private homes which provide a living situ
ation to a maximum

'((:~~lndlviduals

etor by blood or marriage.
care.

who are not

r~lated

to the propri-'

These individuals may require some medical

A group foster care'home is a'private home:which is sheltering

three or more unrelated persons.

In group foster care homes elderly

residents will not usually require any medical care since the law states

..

13'"

j -.

that any home

provid~ng

care to two or more unrelated persons needing

nursing care must be licensed as a nursing·home.

Since foster care

homes are a fairly new concept, Mrs. O'Brien explained that usually
clients arrange their own placements rather than having these arranged
by a caseworker.

These homes may provide help with hygiene, nutrition,

. special diets, or other specific

~oncerns, and

they usually provide oare to

people who are unable to live alone without help or supervision.
Board and room

faciliti~s

provide simply board and room, and do

not fall under the title of foster care, per set
. According' to 1970 Rules and Regulations Gove;ntng the Operation of

.

.

Homes for the

~

in Oregon (23), prepared by the Oregon State Health

Division, a home for the aged refers to "any home or other institution
that maintains facilities .for rendering board and domiciliary care for
compensation to three or more aged persons. not related to the operator
by blood or ma.:r:riage. tf

An aged

person means "a person' of the age of

65·or more, or a person less than 65 who by reason of infirmity requires
domicilary care." Every home for the aged is required. by law to be.
lice~sed,

and issuance of a license depends upon meeting 'a number of "

specific re~lations.

Most of these regulations pertain to requirements

for the physical facility, or ensure basic sanitary and health protec
tion to the residents.

Three regulations are, however, related to med- ,

_leal or mental health concerns.
Under Section 23-242 POLICIES,
(7) Persons requiring nursing care shall not be admitted. to
homes licensed under ORS 442.005 to 442.990. Each individual
shall present evidence that he has recently been examined by
his physician and does not r.equlre nursing care.
(9)

The guest'~ phYSician shall.be called

at the

onset of

"
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illness or mental derangemen~' At the doctor's discretion,
a registered nurse shall be in attendance during the emergency
until the patient cruibe transferred'to a hospital or nursing
home •••
(10) If any person in the home becomes mentally deranged
to the point that he or she is dangerous to himself or herself
or to others, or requires restraint, immediate steps shall be
taken to remove such person from the home. (23)
The Department of Public Welfare further distinguishes homes for
the

in terms of intermediate care or non-inter.mediate care facili

aged

ties. 'This distinction 1s based upon whether or not the facility meets
Medic~id

requirements as an intermediate care facility suitable for pro

viding post-hospital

c~e

State Health Division,

to Medicare recipients.

Liee~ing

Acco~ing

to the

Board, there is no distinction made

between intermediate care and non-intermediate care facilites in terms
of licensing requirements.' .

Mrs.

~ller,

a Welfare Placement Officer in the Housing-and Liv

ing Arrangements Unit of Multnomah Public vlelfare Dls:trlct, also stated
that

"th~

distinction 1s primarily a financial· one and we have found no

difference in the level of care offered by these two types qf homes for
the aged.
From these regulations it is evident that one primary distinguish
ing factor of homes for the
, quiring nursing care.

aged

is that they do not house persons re

In ad:dition, homes for the

aged

are not consid

ared to·be suitable placements" for persons considered dangerous or in
need of restraint as a result ot mental illness.
According to new Oregon State Health. Divison Rules Governing -the·
Intermediate Care Nursing Home adopted in July, 1973, the intermediate
i

•
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care nursing home is defined as
a.f~cility which provides care for a period.exceeding 24 hours
nursing care to two or more patients who are not related to the
owner or nursing home administrator by blood or marriage. Such
intermediate care nursing homes must provide nursing service to
those patients whom, in the judgement of the physician, regist
ered nurse and nursing home administrator, require primarily
supportive and preventive nursing measures and secondarily re
medial and restorative measures; and excludes persons who are
acutely ill and persons requiring continuous licensed profes
sional nursing care. (24)
In,contrast~

a skilled nursing home has the same stipulations regarding

the relationship of the patients to the owner and nursing home admin
istra~or,

but must provide servioes to those patients who require

"primarily

remedi~l

and restorative nursing measures an4 seeondaril:y sup

portive and preventive nursing measures" and inoludes patients'who are
acutely ill and in need of continuous licen~ed pro£essional care
As

(25).

these particular' nursing measures are further defined I

"Preventative nursing'means those measures essentially concerned
with maintaining total health in all aspects basic to the physi
cal and psychological integrity of the individual •
. "Supportive nursing" means. those. measures directed towaxd sus
" taining physiological and psychological patient needs at an
optimum level in the presence of stress. It is required when
self-help ability is diminished as a result of an impaired
state and the patient cannot of his own accord prov~de for the
satisfaction.of his personallneeds.
"Remedial nursing" means those measures directed towam redUCing
or correcting the impaired state in order to increase the self-.
help ability.
"Restorative" or "rehabilitative nursing" means those ,measures
directed toward restoration of the patient to fUll activity
insofar as his health problems permit and to a state in which
his total need for care is minimal. (25)'
Essentially, then, an intermediate care

~ursing

home is primarily

concerned with maintaining the.physical'and psychological health of the
indiVidual, while the skilled nursing home is primarily. c.oncerned with
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reducing or correcting the impaired state, or

restori~

the patient to

full capacity.
The regulations which address themselves to the psychological care
of patients in intermediate care and skilled nursing homes are presented.
in rather vague terms.

"Supportive nursing" includes the provision of



.

"aotivities designed. to support patients' physical end psychological re
quirements in the areas of comfort, exercise, rest, sleep and diversional
activitie·s.

tt

(25) Wi thi:Q, "restorative nursing" is tile prov1sfon for

"prov.iding access to resource personnel in related health disciplines."
Both types of nursing homes are also required to prepare and implement
a written nursing care plan for each patient which shall be based on
the.:,nurs1cng assessment. of clinical symptons, patient needs,
the nature of the illness, trea.tment prescribed, long and short
term goals, needs for·additional services such as social ser
vices, occupational therapy and physical therapy. patient ex
pectations and, whenever possible, involvement of the patient's
family and their expectations for the patient. (25)
The primary distinction between
sing homes is in the severjty of

~he

intermed.iate~.care

and skilled nur

medical problems presented by the

patients, and the level of nursing care therefore required.
Implied. in the definitions-of "preventative," Ilgupportive," "reme
dial," and "restorative'" is the necessity of the nu.nrl.ng home to address
the psychological, as well as the physiological, requirements of pa
tients.

However, nursing homes are also not specifically required to

make available to needing patients the services of qualified mental
heal~

professionals, nor are they specifically required to develop

within the home an on-going mental health treatment end/or mainten
ance program, such as Reality Orientation therapy, socialization groups,
or group therapy.

..\,.
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These are some,additional regUlations which aJso affect the care
of residents of homes for the aged and nursing homes.

Welfare regulations

state that individuals should be housed in the least restrictive setting
necessary.

Since nursing homes and homes for the aged., as well

~s

other

types of sheltered settings, are distinguished by the level of medical
c~re

which they provide, and since most facilities do not combine two or

more levels of care (i,e. a home for the aged and nursing home within
the same or adjoining facilities~ changes in a person's health status
~

often make it necessary for him to be moved from one facility to another,
accoming to Mrs.J.oy O'Brien, Director of the Housing and Living Arrang
ments Unit of the Multnomah District Public Welfare Department.
Another welfare policy

~lso

contributes to the likelihood of an

in.d-1vidual being transferred from .one facility to another. It is the
,

policy of the Public Welfare Department to establish payment rates to
nursing homes and homes for the aged based upon the cost of providing
care to patients, rather than paying amounts comparable to those of pri
yately paying residents.

1'ne net effect of this policy, according to

Mr. Laverne Jones, Director of Edgefield Manor (a heme for the aged/

nursing home owned by Multnomah County), is that many privately admini
.stered homes will admit patients supported by public assistance, and. then
will request that these patients be transferred when a privately paying
, patient is 1f1l11ng to fill this bed space.

The logic of th,e adaini

strator is that a private paying patient is better than a patient sup
ported by welfare, but a welfare recipient is better than a vacant bed.
Accordimg to Mrs.

o· Brien,

the transfer of welfare .recipients from one

home for the aged or nursing home to another because they are welfare
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recipients "does not happen very often."
modations can be arranged,

tI

she stated.

Rather, "usually bed accom
OSPIRG found that most of the

nursing homes and homes for the aged which it contacted had few vacan
cies, indicating a. fairly high

de~and

for the ava.ilable bed spaces

If

I

nursing home and home for the aged bed spaces are relatively scarce, it
would seem that the likelihood of welfare recipients being transferred,
as privately paying patients request admission, would be greater.
~blic

Obviously, these
thecos~

Welfare policies are designed to minimize

associated with providing care to institutionalized people.

However, increases in the inciience of

g~~~atric

tr.ansfers may also be

inducing a.ccelerated mortality rates (22) as well as increasing the
distress experienced by elderly people as they are forced to move from
"home'" as a. result of these po;Licies.
Hew Many Elderly Persons Are Living in Sheltered
Acco~lng

Setti~s

in Oregon?

to ~.~.) Elderly Oregonian Today, 1~ 1971 there were 125

homes for the aged in Oregon,
the occupancy rate

in

accoun~ing

for ),061 beds or units.

Since

'"

homes for the aged was about 92,%, there were over

2,800 elderly p.ersons Iiving in these facilities • \Wi thin- f.lultnomah '
County there were 41 homes for the aged with a maxinum capacity of 1,371
and an actual occupancy of about 1,240 persons living in these facilities.
There 'were 190 nursing homes statewide in 1971, with a bed capacity of '
11,401.

Of

this total,

wi th a bed capa.ci ty of

.54 homes were located
3,604.

Sln~e

wi fum Multnomah County,

the occupancy rate wi thin nursing

homes was a.bout 97% there .were appxoxim.a.tely 10,900. ])ersons statende
and, about ),496 persons wi thin Multnomah County
homes.

resid~ng

',in nursing
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<

Cd~parative

figu;es provided by the State Health Divison, Licen

sing Boa,xd, for March, 1974, indicate that there were 125 homes for the
aged in Oregon, accounting for ),380 beds.

Within Multnomah County there

were 38 homes for the aged with a total of 1,472 beds.

Overall, this

shows a net increase of 329 beds statewide and an increase of 101 beds
within

~ultnomah

County.

In terms of nursing homes, statewide there

were 193 nursing homes with a total bed capacity of 13,284.
Multnom~

Within

County there are 55 nursing homes with a total bed capacity of

),960. This shows a net increase of 3 nursing homes, an increase of

1,884 <b~s statewide, and an increase of 3.56 nursing home beds within
Multnomap, County.
i

~breasingly,

~

providing institutional care to elderly persons is

becom.ingl. "big business II . within
Oregon.
.
Copsldering these data from a different perspective, TABLE XIV
provides: information concerning Old Age Assistance recipients living
in

congr~gate

June, 1973.

care facilities in Multnomah County during the month of
'lhese data were prepared by Mrs. Sandra Lippman, An<;l.lyst,

Research and Statistics, PUblic Welfare Division.

Of the total number

I

of. elderly people living in sheltered. settings, approximately 23%
receive Old Age Assistance payments

1973,

th~re

(8).

During the month of June,

were 1,94.5 elderly persons living in sheltered settings in

<~ltnomah Oountyand receiving OAA payments for their care, totaling

$359,244.70 for this one month of care.

(However, this figure does not

include the cash payments paid to individual elderly persons for their
personal allowances; an amount which OSPIRG estimates to be an addi
tional $4,000.00 for the month.)

If we were to assume that these fig

TABLE XIV
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE RECEIPIEN~ LIVING IN SHELTERED SETTINGS IN
MULTNOMAH COUNTY FOR THE MONTH qF JUNE, 1973

Type of
Facility

.

Level
of
Care
Number
of
Cases

"

Nu r:s' i ng Homes

Homes for the ,Aged
Non-Intermediate
Intermedi
ate Care
Care
Facilitv
Facilitv

Group
. Foster
Care

Adult
Sk ill ed

' . ·.Semi
sk i 11 ed"

44

1,482 .

,

82

123

Other Types of Congrega

•

·0

Fost~r,

Care

91

50
~

•

.. '

. .. .

..

Room
Boa r
Fac.

~

~

..

.

73
.

"

I

Avg. pay
ment for
care in

.
152.30

127.97

..

195.82

186.74

180.95

feet1 rty

mo./per
person

160.: 70

122

:

.

~......,

'"

~

~

...

~..

.

~.'."

••• 1"

.... "

., .

..

~

.

~

~.....

.'

..

.,.

. ..

~

.. . .

~.

.~

...

..

,

'.

Total
payment
15,740.31
per mo . . · .. .. .. . .. ..

12,488.60

8,216.56

290,205.24

9,047.50

16,623.70 8,922
. ..

-

----
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ures remained constant throughout the

ye~

within Multnomah County alone

a total of $4,310,976.00 a year i's being spent, through OAN, to provide
care to elderly persons in sheltered settings, and OSPIRG
that this figure 1s $7,882,560.00 annually for the State

estima~es

,o~

Oregon (for

a total of 3,680 people at an average payment of $178.50 per mon~).
Obviously, not all of 'the elderly persons receiving OAA payments
for'care in sheltered settings fall within our
mentally ill elderly Oregonians.

spec~al

study'population 

However, it is important to keep in

mind the amount of money which is being spent for the institutional care
of

e~derly

persons, as opposed to other types of caamun+ty-based care or

treatment, since' it

ha~

become increasingly evident as a result of

Project ABLE that some elderly persons can avoid institutionalization' if
they are provided with adequate supportive services

~thin

the community.

, (Remember, Project ABLE is serving approximately 550 persons during each
month and 1000 clients for the
for 1973-74 fiscal years.)

year~,

with a total budget of $546,307.00

(See Chapter II for additional information re

garding Project' ABLE.)
I

The Role of 'Sheltered Settings in Caring for Mental;r III Elderly Persons

Again OSPIRG found that there were no statistics available indi
cating the number of mentally ill elderly persons residing within shel
tered settings in Dregon,

Therefore, it was 'necessary for esPIRG to

estimate the number of mentally ill or mentally impaired elderly per
sonsli~ing

in sheltered settings in Oregon based upon national and

local indicators.
Nationally, the Group for the
"41rect examinations of

Advan~ement

of PSychiatry found that

aged persons who are in old age and nursing
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homes indicate that the mental functioning of at least 80% is seriously
impaired; and that 3% to 6% of aged residents

!, ..

..

are sufficiently

dis()r<iered to meet clinical criteria for involuntary certification to a
mental hospital." (20)
Findings of a recent survey of the psychiatric and other medical
characteristics of the aged population of metropolitan New York admitted
~

voluntary nonprofit homes for the aged, proprietary nursing homes, and

state mental hospitals, at 65 years of age or over, were also reported by
the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry.

The key points of this

survey were that:
fl) Homes for the aged and .proprietary nursing homes, as well
as state mental hospitals, -are important c~nters for the care
and treatment of mentally d,isturbed older people. The vast
majority of aged in these homes have mental impairments simi
lar in tyPe and frequency to those fouild among eldeIl~~li~~s
in state hospitals. However, the proportion with severe mental
impairments is greater in state hospitals.

(2) Most,older institutional residents are physically as well
as mentally impaired.

(3) There is a 010s6 relationship between the mental and
physical functional status of older institutionalized people,
parttcular~y among residents of homes for the aged and nur
sing homes.
.
(4) The mental and physical flli~ctioning status of older insti
tutionalized persons is greatly influenced by the prevailing
"climate" in a specific institution.. l>lhen environmental fac
tors are favorable, this is reflected in better functioning,
when they are less favorable older residents with similar im
pairments function less effectively. .

(5) Most mentally disturbed residents of homes for the aged
,and nursing homes require adequate psych~atric supervision if
they are to receive the care and treatment they need in these
non-hospital facilities.

(6) The mental and physical disabilities of older people
account only in part for their admission to institutions.
Closely related factors are the lack of, or bre~own in,

•

il~5

socially supportive services or medical facilities in the
c01umunity that might have ~abled some aged persons with im
pairments to re~in in their own OD a relative's home. (20)
The Special Committee on

Ag~ng

of the United States Senate has

also concluded that sheltered settings are providing care to large num
bezs of mentally ill or impaired elderly persons,
Special Committee

o~

In a 1971 repprt, the

Aging stated that

nu-~ing homes received many of the patients who were removed
from State mental hospitals during the past decade, and they ~lso
received many other persons with mental impairment during that
same period, • • An estimated 55 percent of the residents in
nurs1n homes and related facilities servin the chronica1l ill
are mentalll imEaired persons~~ 13

"Although only 7% of all elderly Oregonians reside-in sheltered
settings, applying these
elderly

perso~s

v~ious

estimates to the current population of

living in sheltered settings, we would estimate that

there are apprOXimately 8,800 mentally impaired persons living within
Oregon facilities (55% of a total of 16,000 persons), and we might
fu~her'conclude t~at

480-960 of these people

(3%

to

6%

of the total)

might very well qualify for involtnltai'y commitment to a.
hospital.

(Hmwe~~~~

sta~

mental

a majority of these elderly persons most likely

,would have been released from one of the state's me'utal hospitals',,)

OSPIRG found that for the period 1970-71 through 1972-73, there
were 726 elderly persons released from .Dammasch and. of this total 51.7%

(375 persons) "were placed direotly into some type of sheltered setting
from the state hospital, according to Mrs. Gaynell A1:rred, Director of
Social Workers a't,'DammaschState Hospital. (See TA.6LE XIIL.) Although'

OSPIRG has no comparable figures from the other two state mental hos
pitals, were we to assume that this proportion was fairly constant for
all of the'released elderly persons for the period 1968-69 through

~
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.

1972-73, there would be approximately

l6~

elderly persons who have been

released from state mental hospitals and placed directly into sheltered
settings

~~roughout

the state within the past five years.

Although this figure represents only a fairly small proportion of
the total number of elderly persons residing within sheltered settings,
it

inQ~udes

only those elderly persons who were identified as mentally

ill and who received treatment in a state mental hospital for a· period
of time prior to their placement in a sheltered setting.

This figure

does not include those disoriented or "senile" elderly people whC? were
placeq. directly into sheltered settings in lieu of possible hospi·tali
zation~

nor does

~t inc~ude

less

severel~

disoDderei, yet

men~lly·

or

emotionally disturbed, elderly people.
Comparing the role of sheltered settings in providing post
hospital care with the role of the community mental health cliniCS,
OSPIRG ~stimates. that for the
years 1969-70 through 1971-72, approxi
.

mately 1,000 elderly persons from the state mental hospitals were plaoed
into sheltered settings, while a total of only 349 elderly people re
celved out-patient mental health care at any of the community mental·
health clinics throughout the state during this same time period.

Com

paratively, sheltered settings appear to be prOViding· Eost-hospitalization
care to a substantially larger number of e1der\y people than community
mental

he~l th

clinics thropghout the state.

Having determined that sheltered settings provide care to a rela

tively large number of mentally ill or mentally impaired elderly indi
. viduals, OSPIRG solicited information from the admillistrators of nine·
homes for the aged and seven nursing homes within MUltnomah County.

,I
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The nursing homes and homes for the. aged with larger total bed capacity
were questioned since OSPIRG believed that the larg,er homes would pro
bably be in a

be~ter

position to provide formalized mental health care

to their residents.
Information frmm

administrato~

was solicited by phone, and OSPIRG

investigators requested the following information:

(1) the number of

current'vacancies in the home; (2) the total num.ber of staff employed by

I

the homes, and the number of their staff considered to be menta.l health
pr~fessionals;

(3) the type of in-service mental health training pro

vlded to the staff as a whole, and the types of mental health programs
available to resi.dents within th~ home; (4) mental health training pro
grams offered by other'agencies which staff from the home had attended,
or, would like to have

s~ff

m.embers attend such a program. if it were

,available; (.5) whether the home'·a,ccep1s welfare recipients, and if ~o,
the number currently residing in the home; (6) whether the poma accepts
pe~ple

who have, or have had, mental or emotional problems (e.g. Dammasch

discharges or "management" problems) and if so, the number currently ,
living in the home; and (7) who they contact when they have an elderly
r~sident whom they think is i'n need ,of psychiatric care. (TABLES

XV and

XVI present a summary of the responses which OSPIRG received to these
questions..)
Although OSPIRG contacted a relatively small prop.ortion of the

total number of homes for the aged (about 22%) and

13%)

n~ing

homes (about

wlthln Multnomah County, the relative uniformity of the responses

given to these questions suggest

broad~r

validity of these findings,.

(1) Of the sixteen homes contacted, only,on~ home for the aged and

TABLE XV
DATA OBTAINED FROM NURSING HOMES IN MULTNOMAH·COUNTY
Num- .

ber
of'
VaG
an
cies

1

Does
Total I" In-service I Programs At- ~
Home
Number
Training re: pI.' tended Offered ;
Accept
~
of
! Health Care of : by Other AgWelfare .
Staff ! Elder).y. Any
eneles/Would
Recipients.
with
. Mental Health
They Like to
How
Mental
,Programs in
Have Training
Many?
Health
the Home
Available?
Training ;
2 RNs

None ....

* I.

Does Home Accept Man~!
tally III Elderly?
What Is the Number
They Now Have?
___

Whpm D
When T
in Need

Yes, would
.', Yes, about Yes, Dammash likes to
like training ; 90%, 30, . : pla( '3 in this home.
i at pres-Cur'1.9nt· number unknown.
;. ent time.

Casewo
ily.
freque
compla

~

Care?

o

1 S.W. .: Currently devfrom the' eloping an
Vet. Ad •. in-service
program

Unknown

.: Only pri
: vate or
iginally

Will acce~t f'rom
Dammash if persons
are not violent.

If nec
fer to
Welfar

6

.5

Yes, would
like to have

. Yes, about

Have a few from Dam
mash (some are
belligerent or vio
lent.

He thin
.follow
They re
intensi
physic

No wandere~;' violent
or.Dammash patients

Mainly
cian.

RNs

None

85%

2

2.25 AAs

RN does some
training

Yes. would pro- Yes, about
bably like it
33%
.

2

.3 RNa

None

No

o

2 RNa·

None.

Yes, 'would like ~es, at
to have
least 50.%

o•

7 RNs

None·'

.les, would
like

Yes, if
began as
.private

No

Yes,. but none right
.. now. No violent. .

No foll
sure if
fer pr
tives a
can't b
cally,

~ 3 from Dammash, no
wanderers,

Don't n
Use pri

1 from, DaJn.Lllash;
no wanderers, vio
lent

Refer
Nurse o

TABIE XVI
DATA OBTAINED FROM HOMES FOR THE AGED IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY
i

~

i

, Vac- I Total
ari- (Number.
cies : of
Staff
with
Mental
Health
Training
fJ

. In-service
: Tra.ining re:
. Mental He~lth
Care of Elder:
1y. Any }1ental Health
Programs in
Home

None

Unknown

f

-I'

Whom
When
in Ne
Healt

Programs At- . Does
i Does Home Accept
\ 'tended Offered Home Accept \ IYlentally III Eld- .
i by Other Agen- Welfare
I erly? \-lhat Is the
: eies/ Would
Recipients I Number They Now
\ 'rhey Like to
How
Have?
: Hava Training
Many?
, Available
Yes, about:
40

Unknowr..

Unknown

Con~

worke
(U of
somet
Clini

".

o

None

,None

None; not
necessary

Yes, 10 to
40

I

f

~~-.-

.

'

I

1:

lRN

None

L

None

None

o

None

Unsure i f they
wanted a prt?
gram

:' Nurses are not' No point in

. trained in
mental health

I

None; "wouldn t t! Yes, about
hw:t Etn)t'tiU.n"" 7W,

training

Yes, about

30%
No

Yes, 2 ·from Danunashl Use "
'Everyone must be
when
able to care for
bamm
himself.
--T--
Yes, people from
i Use "
Da,mma,ab. Now have
Don't
8.
tact
I from
I

I

Yes, people from
Dammash. Now have

6.

'

Nor when some get
senile, they follow
doctors orders,
basic health routine

I

I Confe

! tor o
!Clini
Idocto

Staff
diagn
home
day P

..

....

'

TABLE XVI (cont.)
DATA OBtAINED FROM 'HOMES F0;R_ THE AGED IN MULTNOlv1AH COUNTY
Vac
an
cies

9,

-I

~otal- --~ In=~~;;ice
Number.
of

: Training 1:"e:
Mental Health
Staff
Ca.re of E1der~
with
lye Any MenMental
tal Health
Health
Programs in
Training Home 

1.5 SWs
2.5 (!I.'ls

Socia.l Wkers
do mental
health care
for nurses

0

Programs At . f Does
tended Offered Home Accept I
! by Other Agen- Welfare ( ,
, eles/ ~lould
Recipients
They Like to
How
. Have Training
Many?
' Available
;

Yes, 22 to
Don't think
they need c)ut- :30%
side help.
J

Does HODe Accept
Mentally III Eld
erly? What Is the
Number They Now
Have?

Yes, h~ve about 6
peopl~ ~rom

Dam-

mash.
,

Whom
When

in N

Heal

Soo. W
work.
Damma
tor's
Send p
practi
tor.

~

:3

None

No; OT and PT 'fhink Men tal ..
on consulting Health in-ser
vice training
basis. No
would be valu
otheltS

I

NOI all patients are Use "H
No - lodge
.
,
or' 3nted; none from or ref
sponsored
tors d
. Dammash.

a.'bl~

Unknown

15

None

No, because
no M.H. pe~
sonnel.

2

None

Doubtful if ,
None (80%
aged); case- , they would
want training;
worker would
think love is
like more.
enough.

Yes, 11 out No mentally ill,
but do accept .
of 50
Dammash discharges.

Their
them t

Have some with
mental backgrounds,
80% alcoholics.

Follow
and M
Health
apYI d
would

Yes, about

90%
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one nursing home had a substantial number of

va~ancies.

The implications

(

of this finding are that these homes can

b~

relatively ae1ective in whom

they admit or retain as residents, or conversely, a person seeking
placement in a home is not going to receive the adv.antages of a competi
tive marketplace in order to attract and retain his' interest in the
fa.cility.
(2)

The regulations related to mental health care in nursing homes

and homes for the aged -were presented earlier.

Essentially, nursing homes

are required to develop treatment plans for each patient which take into
consideration his psychological needs.

Nursing homes are required to

provide for appr.opriate "comfort, exercise, rest, sleep and dlverslona.l
activities" in order to support the patients' psychological requirements
and they are supposed to

~rovide

"access to resource personnel in re

18,ted. health disciplines" when this is appropriate.

However, neither

homes for the aged nor nursing homes are required to speoifically make
msn~l

health professionals available, nor are they required to develop

and implement an ongoing: mental health treatment or maintenance program
wi thin the home '.

In aSsessing the number of mental health professionals employed
by these homes OSFIRG used as a definition of "mental health profes
sional" as being persons .who possess a professional degree from a men
tal health related field;

i.~.

a psychiatrist, clinical psyohologist,

psychiatrio sooial worker, or a M.Fd.. with training in counseling and
guidance, for example.
Of the homes for the aged
equivalent of

whi~h

It social workers and

OSPIRG contacted, one hom.e had an

2t·occupatio~1 therapists employed.
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The remainfng homes for the aged had no mental health professionals
employed.
Of the nursing homes which OSPIRG contacted, all had -varying num
bers of RNa employed, but only one nursing home had a mental health
professional, a social worker from the Veterans
able on a Parttime basis.
"

also

mentl~ned

~istration,

avail

A couple of the nursing home administrators

welfare caseworkers 'as mental health professionals.

Therefore, t&e qualifications of the RNs and welfare assistance and
service workers as men tal health professionals

need~;

to be considered.

OSPIRG contacted Ms. Mary Hughes, R.N., Assistant Director of
Community Health Nurses, for,Multnomah County, and questioned her re
gaxding the type of mental health training provided to all registered
nurses as part of their

p~ofessioanl

training.

Accoming to Ms. Hughes,

all RNs are required by state law to receive either three months or one
semester of training on the psychiatric ward of a general hospital or ,at
one of

th~

state mental hospitals.

Therefore, all Rls trained within

Oregon have had. some basic training in working with uentally';1ll per
sons.

However, RNs are not generally considered to be mental health

professionals unless they have received additional specialized

trai~ing

·in mental health work beyond their usual RN training.
'In terms of the training provided to welfare caseworkers, Mr. Louis
'.' .Hahn, Director of Social Services for the Multnomah District Welfare
Department, told an OSPIRG investigator that assistance workers are
given no specaal training regarding tne identification of mental health
,problems, or mental health treatment.

Mrs. Joy O' B:r:ien, Director of the

Housing and Living Arrangements Unit of the Multijomah District Welfare
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Departm.ent~ s~ted

that the service caseworkers within her department are

provided -with in-service training, some of which pertains to mental
health problems and speclal problems of the aged.

She stated that ser

vice workers are in a position to identify mental health problems for
referral to mental health professionals for treatments.

However, both

service workers and assistance workers from Public Welfare are not
generally trained to be, nor are they considered to be, mental health
professionals.
Therefore, With one exoeption, none of the homes for the aged or
·~irtg

homes whioh. OSPIRG contacted employed any mental health profes
-

sionals.
One additional factor, however, should be considered in evaluat
ing the knowledge of mental health problems within nursing homes and
, homes for the aged.

Although there are no specific educational require

ments for the licensing of operators of homes for the aged, nursing home
operators are required. to pass written and oral exa.minations in order to
be licensed by the state
th~

He~lth

Divison.

According to John Richard of

Oregon Health Care Association, the written examination which nur

sing home administrators are required to pass, consists of approxi
mately 200 ques tions , of which approximately 40 d-eal with the area of
professional nursing, including questions pertaining to the terminology
of geriatric nursing, information on .ental health problems, and quite.
frequently information regaxding the symptomatic relationship of health
problems, and special problems of the aged.:. ,HQlte~~l1;,
tb~~~ e-~~:e9;r.s:a.I'e
"
.,,"
'

not mental health professionals.

(3) None of the homes which OSPIRG contacted had anyon-going
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mental health programs available to residents within the home.

In

addition, only two of the homes (one home for the aged and one nursing
home) had any type of in-service staff training related to mental health
•

, care of the elderly.

One additional nursing home was in the process of

planning an in-service mental health training program.
(4)

None of the homes which OSPIRG contacted had had any of their

staff attend. mental health training programst" offered by any other.agen
cies.

Howe~er,

when administrators were asked whether or not they would

like to have such training worksnops available to their staffs, response
generally differed for homes for the aged and nursing home administra
(I

tors.

Only two of the'home for the aged administrators thought that

such training either "wouldn't hurt anything- or "woulq. be valuable,"
while seven of the nine nursing home administrators contacted stated
that they would like to have mental health training available.
difference in responses may be a

refle~tion

This

of the different training

required of nursing home administrators than that required of home for
the aged administrators, or possibly, the higher incidence of mental im
pairment usually associated with the mone severe physical impairment "
fO,und

in nurs,ing homes iuay have been the det'ermining fact9r.
In any case, if the State Mental Health Division were to make'

available mental health care and treatment worksQops, we might expect a
favorable response and partioipation from a substantial number of nur
sing home administrators and from some home for the aged. administra
tors.

An additional note is that during the course of the study, OSPIRG

heard of no workshops which had been off,ered to nursing home or home for
the aged administrators or staff in Multnomah County within the last
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several years.

(5)' OSPIRG a.sked

I,

.;~".:

,.. ::'

the home admlnistrators whether or not

they accepted welfare recipients, and if so, the number of recipients
they had currently residing in their home.

Out of nine homes for the

aged, seven accept welfare recipients, and of the seven nursing homes,
six

acc~pt

welfare recipients.

.

The proportion of welfare recipients

:found in these homes varied widely.
OSPIRG requested this

i~formation

in order to assess the propor

tion of homes for the aged and nursing homes which are supported, at
least in part, by public funds.
'appears that over
tance funds.

From the data which we received, it.

80% of these homes receive at least some public assis

The impact of this finding becomes

sider the potentially

ben~ficial

ap~ent

when we con

effects that mental health care, or a

"therapeutic milieu," can have on the physical, as well as psychol0t5i
cal, well being of institutionalized persons.

Essentially, the likeli

hood of improvement and eventual discharge from an institution is en
hancad when mental health care is provided.

Financially, this can re

present a substantial savings in the expenditure of public funds for
institutional care, as well as increasing the contentment of individual
elderly persons.

(6)

OSPIRG also asked the administrators whetber or not their

homes accepted people who have, or have had, mental or emotional prob
lems (such as Dammaschdischarges, or people considered to be "manage
ment problems"), and if so, the number currently living in the home.
Six of the nine homes for the aged do accept dischaxges from 'Dammasch
and another one of the homes has some people who beQ£ome "senile." Six
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of the seven nursing homes also accept discharges from 'DammasCh. Some
of the homes stipulated that they would accept "no wanderers" or "no
violent" people, however.

The numbers of persons who have, or have had,

'identified mental health problems varied widely among the homes.
Therefore, from data which OSPIRG collected, it also appears that
"most homes for the aged and nursing homes have residents
had had, mental or'emotional problems.

w~o

have, or

This futher confirms OSPIRG's

'contention that sheltered settings playa vital role in providing post
hospital care, or care in

li~u

of hospitalization, to many

~entally

ill

elderly people.
(7)

Finally, OSPIR~ asked the home administrators who they con

tact when theY:havean elderly resident who they think is in need of
'psychiatric care.

The.responses made by administrators of homes for the

aged and nursing homes were Similar, although home for the aged admini

strators more frequently mentioned using "house physicians," and so all
of the responses have been combined and are given below.
~trators

Most admini

$ave multiple responses to this question'

13 mentioned contacting their own "house physicians" or private
physicians
,.
7 contact Dammasch or eventually refer residents to Dammasch for
treatment
.
.
4 conta~t one of the branches of Multnomah County Mental Health
Clinic
4 contact a w~lfare 'caseworker
2 contact the resident's family
1 mentioned contacting the University of Oregon Medical School
Crisis Clinic'
1 mentioned contacting the County Hospital
1 contacts a Community Health nurse'
1 home uses ': Ltin" own social workers initially
1 refers to a private psychiatric hospital
1 uses the Veterans Administration
It is revealing to note that eleven

~ifferen~

sources of mental
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health care were mentioned by these ,sixteen administrators. ,The array
of responses which OSPIRG investigators received to this question indi~
cat~the

syste~atization

lack of

dents of homes for the

ag~

in obtaining

men~

health care for resi

and of nursing homes.

Summary:

The dlata which OSPIRG obtained from home'forthe aged and' ,nursing
home administrators within Multnomah County

indicat~

that these homes,

generally, do not employ mental health professionals, nor do they have
in~service

they

training programs related to mental health care, nor have

att~nded

training programs offered by other agenCies, while most of

the homes do accept people who have,

~r ~ave

had, mental and emotional

\

problems. ,Finally, when faced with a patient who::.

tJ:\ey

feel

~s

in need

Qf psychiatric 'care, most·administrators gave responses which would

indicate that they lack a systematic approach to providing even temppr
ary or

emergenc~ m~ntal

health care to their residents.

Based upon th,is, .admittedly sketchy, information regan;lingthe
level of mental health care within Oregon homes for the aged and nursing
homes, the implics,tiona of the San Francisco Geriatrics Screening Project'become apparent:
The San Francisco Geriatrics Screening Project, ••• initiated in
M~ntal Hy
giene, attempted to reduce the number of inappropriate commit
ments to state mental hospitals, to provide.alternat1ve plans by
. developing and utilizing community resources, and to provide con
sultation and information to persons and agencies'responsible
for services to persons aged 6~ and ove~ • • •

1963 with the support of the California Department of

The main goal of reducing the number of placements in state
mental hospitals was attained. without question, the nursing
home most often substituted for the state hospital. The ques
tion left unanswered, however, is whether better treatment for
these patients was and is being provided in the nursing home than /
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in the state mental hospital. Admittedly limited and post facto
follow-up study does not permit real evaluation of the experi
mental project, but findings do indicate that batter orientation
and self-maintenance prevailed among the patiemts in the con
trol sampl-e (mainly the stat,e haspital patients] than among
these in the screening unit institutionalized group (mainly
nursing home placements). The implication is that those "not
needing" the extensive services that state mental hospitals pro
vide and who were therefore referred to nursing home care may
have been worse off after one year than those 1m the state hos
pital control group. Thus, it is not at all clear that small
privately managed nursing and boarding homes, tdth fewer staff,
. less state control, and fewer capital alternatl~s, will serve
the mentel patients any better or indeed. as well. (13)
The central question, then, is what type of mental health care can
be feasibly provided within sheltered settings, given the limited capi-'

.

, .

,

tal alternatives available to chese homeb.
One form of ,mental health care, Reality Orieuiation Therapy, seems
to be particularly suitable for implementation in sfueltered settings.
Information about the therapeutic techniques and tbe materials required
for its-use, are contained in Appendix F.
Rea1-ity

OrienJ,.~tion

~

Therapy has been 51 ::n to be especially effec

tive with geriatric patients who are s~ver~ly dis~ented.

This would

include a large proportion of the mvnta11y ill or impaired elderly indi
viduals within sheltered settings.

HOliever, what is essential to note

here is that the theory and techniques which'constltute Reality Orien
tation Therapy are fairly simple and easily learned by non-mental health
professionals (e,g. nurses or attendants already imhomes), no special
'facilities.are required, the materials used in Re&!ity Orientation
Therapy cos~ very little (about $20.00 'is adequate ffox a home), and
the overall morale of employees, as well aspatientm, is improved

as

. :they experience gratifications as "therapists" the,. never approached
in providing simply custodial care.

"
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aeality Orientation Therapy has been shown to be effective in
reducing the length of

i~st~utionalizatlon,

the degree of restrictive

ness of institutionalization, and/or the amount of personal care which
the individual requires.
\

These are obvious advantages for patients', employees, and
alike.

employe~

The fact that apparently very few homes within Oregon now have

Reality Orientation

Th~~py'programs

appears to be due to lack of know

ledge of its effectiveness, ease of implementation, and

u~efulness

in

these homes, rather than due to its basic unsuitability.
Conclusions:
(1) N~ing homes and homes for the aged within Oregon house approxi

mately 16,000 elderly people at the present time (about 7~1% of the
total elderly population in the state).
(2)

These sheltered.settings receive a substantial amount of public

money (OSPIRG estimates approximately $7,882,560.00 annually,
Public Welfare Old Age

Ass1~tance:

th~ougQ

in aIder to partially tinance the

costs of institutionalization for about 23% of the individuals residing
in sheltered settings.

(3)

Nationai studies and local indicators suggest that ,', large numbeJS

of these institutionalized elderly people are mentally impaired and/or
emotionally disturbed.
mentally

~paired

OS~IRG

estimates that apprOximately 8,800 are

or emotionally disturbed, with 480 to 960 possibly

qualifying for involuntary

commitmerl.t,~to

a state mental hospital.

(4) The number of mentally ill elderly people residing in sheltered
settings is likely to increase as a result of recent state legislation
which established that people are committed to the State Division of
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Mental 'Health and allows the D1vUion, at its discretion, to place
-people directly into

n~i~g

home$ without first receiving treatment

in a state hospital if this seems most appropriate.
(;)

However, by law, nursing homes and homes for the aged are not re

.
~

quired to provide ,mental health care or treatment to residents on a
systematic basis.
h~alth

These homes are not required to employ any mental

professionals on an on-going basis to provide treatment

these homes.

wi~hin

The data which OSPIRG collected indicater\ that Plost homes

for the aged and nursing homes do not provide any mental health treat
ment to their residents on an on-going basis.

(6) Therefbre, OSPIRG 'concludes tha. t a large number of mentally ill eld
~rly

persons living in sheltered settings in Oregon are being deprived

'Qf the mental health care which they need.

(7)

OSPIRG furtner concludes that since mental health treatment pro

grams have been

~eveloped

which are both particularly suitable for imple

mentation in sheltered settings (e.g. Reality Orientation Therapy, see

App~ndix F for additi~nal information), and which have been shown to
be effective in reducing the length of institutiqnalizatio~ and/or the'
.
.
.
amount of personal care which the individual requires. this lack of
mental health care for institutionalized elderly people is resulting in
excessive expenditures of public money.

Recommendations:
(1)

It is recommended that the State Health DivisIon

da~rmin~

regu

lations for nursing homes and homes for the aged. keeping in mind the
concept of the "prosthetic II environment..

These regulations should
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assure the'presence of living arrangements which are sensitive to accessi
bility, stimulation, and social

'inte2'act~o~),

for example, for the resid

ents of sheltered settings.
(2)

It is recommedned that the state Mental Health Division, through

Community Mental Health Programs, make

a~ailabl~

strators of homes for the aged or nursing homes,

to any

interes~'admini

training

workshop~

designed to familiarize these personnel with basic treatment concepts,
information related to the diagnosis of emotional and/or mental distur
bances, and appropriate sources for referral.,
(3)

It is ~lso recommended that the state Mental Health Division, through

Community Mental Health Programs, establish and conduct'mental he~lth'
treatment programs within -sheltered settings, particularily within those
settings which are used for post-hospital placements or placements in lieu
of state mental hospitalization for committed mentally ill elderly indivi
duals.
(4)

It is rec'ommended that the State Public Welfare Division incre~s€

the level of

payme~ts

to sr.eltereJ settings for persons receiving public

assistance in order to discourage frequent transfers and other forms of
discrimination against this

gro\~p.

It is also furthar recommended that

,the State Public 'l/Jelfare Department encourage the development 'of compre
hensive programs within sheltered settings, including a continuum in the
level of care available, by contracting for services at a set fee for the.
care of the individual independent of slight variations in h1s level of
functioning, thereby encouraging sheltered settings to maintain a rehabili
t~tive

environment which will 'maximize the level of health of the indivi

dual and minimize the amount of custodial care required.

\
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t,

(6)

It is furthar recommended that the state Public "t-lelfaire Division

make its alternate care program operational by providing sufficient fund
ing to allow service workers within individual districts caseloads which
are sufficiently small to allow for the necessary planning of supportive
services necessary in the implementati,on of an alternate care plan as
an alternative to institutionalization.

One additional suggestion is that

an ABLE-like program deSigned to provide a spectrum of services would be
an appropriate adjunct to this program and could be contracted from a pri
vate

~ompany,

or linked with publically funded community-based preventitive

mental health services.
(7)

It is recommended that sheltered settings be encouraged to provide

arrangements for couples) and that adequate compensation for this added
service be provided.

(8)

It is strongly recommended that the State Legislature extend to

residents of s:hll:ltered settings a ubill of rightsfl to include the right
to rehabilitative

servi~es

a&d a humane, prosthetic'environment which

will maximally maintain the level of functioning of the individual) as
well as other basic human rights.
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLES OF THE QUEST.IONN~IRES USED TO S.oLICIT ,INFORMATION

Two

dit'fe~nt

questionnaires were used to 'gather information for

this investigation.

Eseentially the same cover letter format

to explain the purposes of ea.ch questionnaire

0

was

used

Cop:\.es of the cover

J

letter and. questionnaires follow.
,Questionnaire 003 wa.s sent to all <!ounseling, family service, -.ud
crisis intervention centers wi thin Multnomah County.
a.pproximately thirty

agencie~.

This includ.ed

This 9.uestionnaire requested information
\

pertaining to' adolescents as well as the elderly since, :i:nitiaJ.ly , this
I

'

investi~ation attempted to focus on bo~~ ot' these pqpulations.

However,

afte.r a. relatively short period of' time it became evident that the
investiga.tion had to be further narrowed and so the adolescent portion
of the studY was discontinued.
Questionnaire 004 was designed tor, and ~nis.tered to, Community
Mentau Health Nurses within'Multtlomah County.

Unfortuna.tely" we received

a rather pqor' return of responses to this questionnaire and so this'datum
was not incorporated into this report.
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(003) .122-9641

July 19,' 197:3
'"

OSPIRG· is a professional research group funded by Oregon
students to do consumer and environmenta) research: Us~ng
Multnomah County as a case study, OSPIRG is currently surveying
the c9mmunity mental health services provided to two high,
risk groups--the aged and adolescents. We are·looking at
a number of variables, including pre-care ldentification
and diagnosis, coordination of referrals and services among'
local agencies, and the availabi'lity of services in relation
to their estimated need.
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The informat.ion we are now gathering wi 11 be used to hel p
identify areas where changes in existing services, or additional
services, may be needed.
·
We realize that your time is very limited, but to insure
the success of this survey your coopera~ion will be greatly
valued . . Please complete the enclosed' questionnai re and
return it to our o+fice by July 26th, if possible.
We will be happy to discuss all phases of our research
with you at your request. If you have any questions please
contact me at 222-9641.
'Thank you in anticipation of your cooperati,on.
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Please Note
This questionnaire is .only concerned with mental health services (such as
individual, group, and family counseling; medication supervisio~; etc.) offered
by your agency, rather than other typ~s of services which might also be offered.
Leave blank any questio~s which are ,not appl icable to your agency. Please
give approximations when complete statistics are not available, and indicati
any approximations with an asterisk (*) placed beside the figure.'
Name of agency:

Date~

IA.

\

# Full-t ime

SECTI'ON
1.

Total number of mental health staff IA.l.
(including psychologists, psychiatrists,
psychiatric nurses, social workers, para
professionals, etc.).

2.

Number of professional mental health
staff (for our purposes include only
those with post-graduate or profes
sional degrees).

# Part-time

2..__________

3•. Number of paraprofessional mental
3.
health staff (includiny all others
offering c1 inical services not included
in # 2).
lB.

Total populatio~ of geographic area
served by the agency.

Ie. What are the eligibility

lB.

re~trictions'

of your agency?
Please Answer the Following Questions Based on the Time Period January 1, 1973
Th rough Ma rch 31, 1973 On 1y,.
IC.

1.

Tota 1 number of c 1 i ents served' by your agency
(including new cases, readmissions, and contin
uations) for the "time period 1/1/73,through
3/31/73 only.

ID.

1.;...._ _ _ __

2.

Number of cl ients served aged 65 and over.

2.

3.

Number of cl ients served aged 12 through 17.

3.

tl tlo."

Page 2
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SECT ION 11
SECTION 11 REFERS ONLY TO CLIENTS 65 AND OVER OR 12 THROUGH 17 FOR T~E T1ME
, PER roo 1/1'/73 th rough 3/31/73 ONLY
-
11A.

REFERRAl,SOURCE (Who r:ef~rred' the client to
your agency or initiated the contact?)
# of C1 i ents
65.and.ov:er

\.

1.

Number who were self-referred

IIA. 1.

2.

Referred py farni ly member or
relative

3.

Referred by concerned other (such
as minister, physician, neighbor,
etc.)

3.

4.

Referred by another agency

4.

. 2.

Please indicate the nu~ber of referrals
made t~ your agency by each of the
following agencies:
Dept. or Courts

4a.

Po1i~e

4b.

Publ ic schools

4c. ' A s ta te men ta 1 hos pita 1

4b.
4c .

A medical hospital socia~
worker or staff member

4d.

4e.

Project A.B.l.E.

4e.

4f.

Ano~her

4g.

Other (please specify)

4d.

I 'B.

4a.

counsel ing agency

4f.
4g.

TREATMENT DATA
Length of treatment. (A contact refers
to any time you work with a cl ient regarding
his case; i.e~ office or home visit, telephone
call, etc.)
1.

1 contact

2~

2 to

5 contacts

II B. 1.

2.

# of C,l i ents
12 through 17

Q 003

liB.

# .,of C1 i ents

TREATMENT DATA (Cont.)

65 and over

3.

6 to 10 contacts

3.

4.

11 or more contacts

4;

5.

Other (please specify)

5. _ __

--

Modality of treatment used (a cl ient
may be counted in more than one category)

6.

Individual counsel ing

6.

7.

Group counsel ing

7.

8.

Family counseling

8.'

9~

Medication

9.

10.

IIC.

Other (Please spe'cify)

10.

DISPOSITION OF CASE
Concerning only those clients served between
1/1/73 and 3/31/73, what was the disposition
of their cases effective 6/30/73?
1•

Still receiving counsel ing or
other treatment

2.

Case terminated (with no referral)

2.

3.

Case referred to another agency
(total number)

3.

II C. 1 ,

Please indicate the number of
referrals made to each of the
following agencies:
3a.

Mul tnomah County Mental
Health Division

3a. _ _ __

3b,

University of Oregon Medical
School, Psychiatric Outpa t i en t C1 i n i c

3b~ ________

3c.

Drug and Alcohol Section of
3c,________
the Oregon Sta~e Mental Health
Division

Page 3
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II C.

DISPOSITION OF CASE (Cont.)
3d.

Children's Services Division

3d.

3e.

A pub 1i c schoo 1

3e.

3f.

A state mental.

~ospital

3f.

3g .

A residential treatment
center

39.

3h. 'Police

D~pt

. or Courts

3h.

3i.

City-County Commission on
Aging

3i..

3j.

Project A. B. L. E.

3j. _ __

3k.

A nursing home or home for

3k. _ __

31.
110.

# of Cl ients·
62, and OVer

aged
Other agency (please specify)

31. _ __

PRIMARY PROBLEM AREAS (sources of client's problems)
More than one problem area per cl ient may be indicated
1.

School-related academic problems I I~l.

2.

School-related behavior problems

2.

3.

Family-marital problems

3.

4. Drug-related problems

4.

5.

Alcohol-related problems

5.

64

Delinquency or police-related
(has had contact with pol ice)

6.

7.

r nterpersona 1

. 7.

8.

Other psychological problems

8.

9.

Med i ca 1-- phy s i 01 og i ca 1 .

9. _ _ __

10.

Economic

10.

11~.

Other (please specify)

11. _ __

----
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# of G1inets
12 through 17
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SECT I-ON II t
III A.
1.

Have any of your staff members had any special' training related to work
with adolescents? If so, please specify the type of training and the
position of the staff members(s).

2.

Describe any special programs, services, or special adaptations made in
existing services, which you offer to adol~s~ents. Include the number of
clients who participated in these special programs between January 1, 1973
and March 31, 1973.

3.

Is your agency planning to introduce other programs or services for
adolescents? If so, please describe the proposed service and indicate when
it will begin •

I lIB.

1.

•

Have any of your staff members had any special training related to work
with the aged? If so, please specify the type of training and the position
of the staff member(s).

Q

003 .
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2.

Describe any ~pecial programs, services, or adaptations made in exist.ing ,
services, whicb you offer to the aged~ Include the nymber of clients
who participated in these special programs between January 1, 1973 and
Ma rch 31, 1973.

3.

Is your agency planning to introduce any other programs or services fdr the
aged? If so, please describe the proposed service and indicate when it
will begin.
.

III C.

THE FOLLOWING INFORl1ATION WILL BE CONSIDERED STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.
1.

In your opinion, what, if any, changes should be made in existing mental
health services availaQle to adolescents in Multnomah County? What
additional services should be offered?

2.

What are the major obstacles to the successful implementation of your
suggested changes?

rCl~fc;;;

I

17fJ .

3.

In your opinion, what, if any, ~hanges should be made In existing mental
health services available to the aged in Multnomah County? What additional
services should be offer.ed?

4 ..

What are the major obstacles to the successful. implementation of your
suggested changes?

,.

Additional comments:

Prepared by: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name
PGSi t ion

Date
J
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We a.re interested in obtaining-some inforootion about the aged clients (65 and over)
that you serve. 1~hile \Je realize that your primary consideration 'is \-lith the medic,aJ,.
needs of: your clients~ you are probably in a. position to identify mental health needs'
as \-Tell. ALL, A!11SUEHS \1ILL BE' CONSIDERED ,STI:lICTLY COHli'IDE1:TllL~ PLEJ'l.SE ANS;1ER AS
CANDIDLY Al-1D. A'S SPEClFlCALLY J.\.S POSSIBLE.
In your op:inion, \lhich ~ of the follot-ling mental health problems are tost comnqn
a.mong your aged clients? Please identity thom. and rank them. in order of frequency:

depressed
anxious
frightened
confused
forgetful
hostile
othor_,_____________________________

exploited by others
danger to self/others
conflict "Ii th community
\

In yo'tl'i! opinion, vlhich four of the follo\ling areas most otten present acute problems
to your aged clients? Please identify them and rank theel.in order of frequency:

physical health

housing

mental health
econome

nu~rition
~ansportation

home help needed
social 'relationships
other________________

To which four of the follot,ring sources do you Most often r:ale referrals for t1ental
, health car;;-ror your aged clients'1 Please idenf,;i.fy them and rank them in order.

a Hultnonah Cotuity l-!ental " ',. :.
Health Clinic
Hultnomah County Hental He'alth,
Protective Services Division
U. of O. Nedical School,
Psychiatric Out-patient Clinic
City-County Cotmlission on Aging

,a Public Health physician
Project Able
a. nursing oor.!.e or home f'or the aged
a private paJ~ician
'
a relative ~r friend of' client

a state mental hospital
aother_____________________________
private paysician

In your opinion, are there adequate sources in the eomouni~ to provide mental health
care (counseling, C'ledication, protective services, etc.) to your e.ged clionts "lhen they
need it? 1.Jhat probler:lS, if any, do the aged have jn obtai.."'d.ng ,this caro?

In Y01.lX opinion, what changes, if' any, should be made in existing mental health services
available to the aged in 11~tnomah County? Wha t additiona! servaces should be offered?

What are the major obstacles to the successful implementation

or your

suggested

I

ep~gesl

118

~<

In yoUr opinion, l-/hat are the ma:in factors operatine in the failUre of' the aged to
utilize many of th~ services available to them?

What portion of your aged clients are nO'H receiving some we of mental health care
(i.e. counsclL~g, roedicution, etc.) ?
%
\fuDt portion of your aged clients
wh~ are not now receivine any t~'Pe of mental health. care aK)uld, in your opinion, benefit
from some type of care?
%
.
t

n

Have you had any ,special training or education related to the problems of the aged?
It so,. please specify the type of training or education.

Describe any spe.cial progralllS, services, or adaptations iIt exi:?ting services Yhich YQu
offer to'yottr aged clients~ ,

What is the total size of your current caseload.~?~~__
.

_ t_ _

How many aged clients do you have in your caseload? _ _ __

Any additional comments ,,,.,hich you l..fould like to make would be greatly. appreciated.'

I

Name

Position

Thank you very much for cocpleting this questionaire.

Date _______- - - 
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Number

~f

Suicides Within Oregon by Age and by Year

r ,

~'

,

1~-24

3~-44

25-34 '

1963

7

14

' 18

44

70

46

62 (23 ~8)

1964

0

18

21

' 52

63

55

.. 52 (20.0)

1965

Q

30

33

54.

65

45

77 (25.3)

1966

2

26

30

-39,

65

50 .

41 (16.2)

1967

1

22

37

48:

51

.58 '

51 (19.4)

1968'

2

28

32

50:

69

60- (19.9)

1969 .

3

37

33

58.

..44

72

42 (14.5)

2

36

35

42;

61

' 59

67 .(22.1)'

1

39

'33

62'

71

. S&

. 57 (17.9)

73

45

41 (13.6)

621

555

550 (19.5)

-

,-

'

1971 '

\"

"

1972

!

3

52

-43

21

302

315

44 .
,492

r

-.

65+ (% 65+

15

, 1970

'-:.

55-64

45-54

Year

...

'

,

,

61

..

APPENIlIX C

DATA USED TO DETERMINE PRE'VALENCE OF ALCOHOLISM ESTIMAT,ES
PD'

(10)
The E.Mo Jellinck Formula is A=-X'R
K
where:
A is the total number of alcoholics alive in a given
year .
,
'P is the percentage of cirrhosis of the liver deaths
,attributable to alcoholism (40%)
.
D is the number of reported deaths from cirrhosis
of ~he liver in a given year
K is the percentage of alcoholics'with complications
who die of cirrhosis of the liver (..00694)
R is 'the ratio of all alcoholics to alcoholics with
complications (694 to 100,000)

DEATHS CAUSED BY CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER
BY YEAR AND BY AGE

(11)

-Less 'Than
Unkno1;m

24

' 25 34

.32-44
31

45 54

1969

1

.3

6

1970

0

1

2

30

81

1971

°
1

°4

7

33

2L

15

9!~

Total

i,,'

8

. 0

258

83

65+(%) ~l
257
53

96.

78

288

11-~

88

"332

55~64

292

219(24.8.)883

.,'

APPENDIX D

TRANSPORrAT!ON NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY
WITHIN ~''l'J!E CITY' OF PORTLAND

The following information
"Access

~ ~

~s

collected from

Projec~

Mobility:

City" (12), which 'Was an investigation sponsored by

the Portland City Council and conducted in the summer, 1972, under the
,auspices of the Office of Commissioner Lloyd Anderson, and under the
direction of Transportation Coordinator William S. Dirker.
The population which

'WaS

studied included both elderly and physj.

cally handicapped residents of the City of

Portland~

Oregono

The sample

which was studied included an estimated .4.3i of this study population
(or, 2,660 persons).
Fo~

mobility categories were established as follows:

(1) is

confined to the house &11 or most of the time, (2) meeds a'special aid
of human assistance in getting around the house,

(ll has trouble getting

around freely outside the house, and (4) not limited in physical mobilityo
These 'first three categories were combined to compose the tfchronically
handicapped" category, and the fourth represent.s the: "physically limited 1/
category

0

These"categoies 'Were operationally defined .bythe National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS) of the United states ~artment of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

The NCHS furthar operationally defined these

categories as follows:
The chronically handicapped are peQple whose mtibility is iimited
as a result of a chronic condition or impairme~ for more than
three months •• o.The physically limited are those individuals who
are not chronically handicapped, but do experiernce the cum'4a
tive. difficulties generally associated with ,ad~ced age.;r

l
"

,~

.. /

18.2

Individuals commonly referred to as t'physically handicapped' are
represented entirely in the
category includes persons
ately

20~

ltchroni-c~lly

fro~

handicapped'\ category.

all age groups, and includes

of the total elderly population within Portland o

This

appro~i-

Thet~hysically

limited" category includes only those persons 65 or older"'llho'

hav~

no

limitation in.their physical mobility although they may have one or more
chronic conditionso
Mobility

v~s

\

determined to be a

sig~ificant

factor for this study

population by the research team because
Any limitation of mobility restricts a person's aecess to exist
ing opportunities such as employment~ &ducation, recreation, and
even the soc~al and medical programs designed to assist them.
Dack of m~b111ty imposes a very large cost on the impaired indivi
dual anq on society as a result of reduced productivity and
participation of the individual in societyo
This research team'determined that two basic factors influence an
individual's ability to travel:

(1) the ability to perform the physical

action9 required by the transportation system, and (2) the ability to
purchase transportation serviceso
Nine basic actions

wer~

identified as being involved, to varying

degrees, in the use of existing transportation systemsc

These nine

tasks were: 1;;0 go more than one block, to go up and dCflim staj.rs, to
sit down and get up from a bench, to go up and

do~

inclines, to move

in crowds, to manage crosswalk signals, to hear a car horB, to'wait
standing for up to 30 minutes ~ and to

Of these nine basic actions

'go up

~eherally

transportation systems, the actions of

and down cu:rbs.
required in using current

'wai~ing

standing' for up to 30

minutes I and t gOilIlg up and dow stairs f and t up and down curbs t

pr~sented

the most difficulty for both groups, ~th from 35~ to 50~ of the chronically

S' • ,
.)
-1

l~
I,

"

handicapped unable to perform these tasks, and frQrn 5~ to 10% of the
physically

population unable to perfoxm these tasks.

limi~ed

The ability of

th~s

study population to purchase transportation

services is based upon their incomes, the portion of their incomes.
available for the purchase of transportation, and the cost of their
transportation.

The median annual incomes for the study population

ranged from $3,000.00 per year for the physically limited group, to
.$2000.00 per year for the elderly members of the chronically handicapped
group, with youpger members of the' chronically handicapped group also
averaging $3,000.00 per ye~r.

By comparison, the general population

of Portland has a median incolile of $8,5CO.OO.
While these figures put the study population well below the Federal
Governme~t

Poverty Level of $3,500.00 per year, their abilities to pur

chase transportation services are further limited. First, these groups
cannot', afford to spend a comparable proportion of -their total incomes
,

•

'II>

for transportation :.. q the general popula'tior: .. · Comparatively, the
chronically handicapped spend 1300%, i!he physically'iimited 14.5%, and
the United States population under
for transportation.

~5

spend 1600%

o~

...

their total incomes

This situation arises largely because the needs of

the study population for food, housing, and medical care absorb a dispro
portionately large amount of their total income.
Secondly, the fewer physical barriers that exist in a transporta
~·t1on

system, the greater its cost.

Comparatively, the chronically handi

capped spend 90.4 cents per trip, the physically limited 80.0, and the
general

populatio~

75.0 cents per trip.

"The data clearly indicates 'that the total study population is
measUrably less mobile than the general population. The extent of :;

~~.-

"'f

184
immobilit~

of the study population is i.nclicated, by t'Wo basic conclusipns:

One, the study ,population makes an averag~. of
non-lim~ted

population.

40i fewer trips than the

Secon41y, the study pppulation pays approximately

35% more per trip than the non-limited population per trip."
The significance of these findings becomesmore apparent 'When it
is realized that the chronically handicapped population is comprised
of 16,106 persons 'Within Portland, or 4.2% of the city's population.
- The phYSically limited pppulation nas a total of 46,147 (elderly) persons
in it, or 1201% of the cityts total population.

Obviously, major mobility

restrictions being experienced by 16.3% of the cityts population repre
sent: a serious crisis.
According to Beatrice Wright, Physical
A;pproach

Disability--~

PSlchological

(12), "a person's attitude toward himself and others is strongly

a:efected by'·,the effects
effect appears to be

of, immobility 0tiThe 'primary social-psychological

describe~

as an tlell encompaSSitg fear that the 'World

will harm or reject the individual. 1I

It .is in response to his Phy.sical

limitations that the person often recognizes the he is more vulnerable
to the

da~gers

of the

tpis feeling of fear.

e~vironment,'

and this in turn serves to. reinforce

nIt'requires additional cOurage to challenge the.

barriers presently serving to increase the(\e dangers and discomforts.
The removal of environmental dangers and physical barriers allows the
person an increased feeling of self-confidence and courage to overcome

the remaining obstacleso"

ill

;

1

/

.........

APPENDIX E

""

CRITERIA USED' FOR A DIAGNOSIS OF ORaAN1C BRAIN SYNDROME
.
AN EXAMPLE OF A MENTAL STATUS : QUESTIONNAIRE ", (z., *

Quantification of brain syndrome is
"

possi~le,

far instance; by!,

means of a standardized rating system of mild, moderate, and severe
brain syndrome, derived from
questi~.tI

scor~s

·on a lO-point Itmental status

'The response to simple questions that test orientation

for time, place'and.person, recent and remote merp.ory, and general infor...
mation identify those with no to mild brain

synd~ome,

(0-2 errors);

moderately advanced brain syndrome (3-8 errors); and severe brain syn
drome (9-10 errors).
The' questions are:
(1) 'Y]here are "'e no,,,? (place ori~ntation)
(2) 1-viJ:lere is this plc;tcelocated? (place orientation)
(3) vfuat 'month is it? (time or~entation)
(4) What day of the month is it? (time orientation)
(5) What year is it? (time orientation)
(6) How old are. you? (memory--recent or remo1;e)
(7) What is your birthday? (memory--recent :or remote)
(8) 'Y]here were you born? (memory)
(9) Who is the President of the United States? (general infor
mation, memory)
(10) Who was the· President before him? (genera1 information,
memory)
Such rating methods may make it possible to identify patients a,s
presenting ffpre-brain syndrome" disturbances and mild, moderate, or
severe degrees of mental functional impairment.

This 'Would permit

measurementof the progression of the disorder with
to care and treatment o

Rating methods

s~ch

*This material was recorded verbatim.

16

or as related

as those developed

and. Reitan may permit more subtle and precise
'With or without clear-cut brain syndromeo

tim~

meas~nt

by

Halstead

of brain damage,

.1
1
I

....liI;',....

.... )-:-:~+

'.

• ,..,...;
... ,

'Recommended Criteria

!2!. Dialm0sis £!.

fIr"'J)-~

__

........

Brain

--..............~

if
''::''v

.

syndrOlll~:~

gestions that follo;; are made to assist in the diagnosis and c.U:s --;--.

~

tion of 'age A patients.
For the diagnosis and classification of brain syndrome, the - .
\

following characteristics should be noted as present:

.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Disorientation for time, place, or person.
Evidence of impaired immediate recall o
Deficits of recent and remote memory.
Weakening of intellectual functions as indicated by difficulty
and errors in doing simple calculations or in recalling simple
items at general informa~ion.
(e) Defects of grasp and comPrehension: These defects may be d~s
cernable as difficulty in retaining, and reacting to, questions
or commands. They may also be ident~fied tbrough faulty reac
tion to the situation or the interpersonal transaction, reveal
ing that it is not ~derstoodo ~bis can briefly be called
situational disorientation.
(f) A reliable history, from the patient or other sources, 'of
episodes, intermittent or persi.stent, or occunen::es of the
above.

In the .absenoe of stupor, coma,catatonia, excitement, complete
deafness, marked language
difficulty,. or ...other factors which make exami
.
nation impossible

~.

its

resul~s ques~iona.bJe,,,~

the :four signs ua"

thro~

"dft. are diagnostic of brain syndrome •. All four faetors should be present
on

~amination.

In chronic brain syndrome one of these deficits is

rarely found wIthout the others, although some oftlliese deficits may be
less obvious or severe than others.

If only one. or s€ v eral

are found then developing brain syndrome may be suspected.
is. probably best made only

~hen

all the signs'

~re

of the signs
The diagnosis

found to be

pre~ent

--in some, even though slight, degree.
In addition to and supporting the aboye, consideration may be given

to such clues as emotional lability, focal neurolQgical signs (including
aphasias, agnosia.s, and paraxias),' slovenliness or poor habits, poor
jud~eme~t

nqt clearly related to

.

emotion~

disturbance, and apathy.

.'

1m
When these signs appear to be irreversible and related to brain damage-
as opposed to brain dysfunction of a revefsible er tpansient nature-
.the
'-

~

cond~tion

is termed chronic.

APPENDIX F
REALITY ORIENTATION THERAPY

Reality Orientation
orientating.

~erapy

is a form ot therapy which focuses upon

. 1oo.ividua.1s to basic concepts such as who they are, where

they a.re, who the people are around them, and the 'bime, such as day, .month ,
and year.

Essentially, it is a phase of rehabilitation.

The type of patient tor whom this program is most appropriate is one
who is 1tconfused or disoriented from .any cause.

He may have a moderate

to severe degree ot organic cerebral defiqit resulting from arteriosclerosis,
••• a head. injury, or a stroke.
syndrome.

He may have a diagnosis of organic brain

His confusion may be the result of sensor.1 deprivation of over-

medication. u (27)

Patients who need reality orientation are found in all

age groups; however, a majority are found in the· geriatriC group.
Reality Orientation attacks. these processes by continually stimulating
the patient through the "reception of basic motif;s such as the pa.tient t s
name, where he ls, the day, of the week, the month, the year, what meal
comes next, and so on.

This approach helps the patient regain his sense
I

o~

reality. tt

The patj.ent is in this way oriented to his own identity, and

to time and place, and he is taught to interact appropriately with others.
Histor~cally,

one of the earliest reality oriemtation programs was

called the "aide-centeI!d .activity program. for elderly patients" and was
·1mtiated. at Winter Veterans Administration Hoapital in

in 1958.

Topek~,

Kansas

In 1961 a similar program was established at ~he Mental Health

Institute in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, where the sta.:f'f was dedicated to the
belief' that mentally ill elderly patients c:ould be i;reated with some.

~

'I

1~9

~ ,

success.

The

techniques were furthar refined by James C. Folsom, M.D.,

and his associates at the Veterans
Alabama, i~'1965

Adm~niatra.tion

Hospital, Tuscaloosa,

(4).

Since then, some qf the

compon~nts

adopted by nursing homes, ·'.ras well

8S

of reality ori'entation have been
generalor psychiatric hospitals, '

all of which rely heavily on nursing aides for patient care.
AC,cording to Dr. Benjamin vlells, M.D., Ph.D., Coordinator of the '
Regional Medical Program, Birmingham,

Alab~,

"in no other patient care

situation known to me have significat treatment roles peen defined and
delegated to practically all levels of personnel.

Those who developed

reality orientation have thus created 'a working model in which rudimentary
medical services can be successfully
sonnel If (18).

d~livered

by sub-professional per

The use of all levels of staff in the treatment program

is obviously' one of the more

~n~ovf\t.ive,

an,d il)lpqrtant, contfibutions

of Reality Orientation Therapy.
Reality Orientation Therapy focuses on re-establishing an individual's
orientation for person, place, an0 time.
ke.y to the therapy's success.

Uonsistency of· approach is the

This is why all members of the staff of an

. institutional are involved in the process.
Reality Orientation always proceeds on two levels.

It is maintained

in the general institutional environment, where signs, clocks, ca1sndars,
menUsji instruction

she~ts,

and nameplates continually identify far each

person orientatinns for time, place, and person.

He is always addressed

by his name, 'and he is always reminded 'of the name of the person with Whom
he is talking.' Tbe. critical point in reorientation is reached when the
person reassumes his own identity by remembering his name.

From that mo

ment on it becomes inereasingly difficult for him to maintain his withdravln

~.

19.0

and regressive defens,Ss (18)·.
The other ,level. of Reality

'Orientati~n

mal, and consists of half-hour classes
~las.ses

is more

conduc~ed

~tructured

and

on a daily basis.

for~

The

are made up of no more than eight members, and are gracated;i by

difficulty of the material to be mastered.
At the simplest level,

~he'classes

consist of date and place recog

nition, and self-identificat:Lon exercises.

Gradually, various types of

'object recognition exercises are introduced, such as the

ide~tification

of various types of foods, utensils, or articles of clothing.
Along
.
~ith

.
(

these orientation procedures, patients experience and must identify

different tastes, sounds, and visual stimuli.
At this most elementary level of
differences soon

e~erge~

re~lity

orientation individual

and more intact patients are quickly advanced

to )hare di,ffic.ul t cls9ses ,'where the classiticS:tfuon of objects by color,
shape, use, and finally by abstract qualiti~s, slowly occurs (18).
Of course, most patients have knov:'n all of these things for· most of
their Iives • But the purpr'lse of ":.'eality orientation is not education, but
rather, re -education of severely regressed and withdrawn j.ndividuals •
'.

Once a patient has "graduated If he may mOl1e on to other group programs,
such as spec'ial interest groups, remotivation classes., oC'cupational therapy
and crafts, or other recreational activities

(4).'

"As an adjunct to Reality Orientation Therapy, attitude therapy
is employed to establish consistency of attitude, which is maintained by
all

~ho

come into contact with a particular. patient"

(4).

The attitudes

employed consist of 'kind firmness', t active friendliness, "passive friendli
ness] the'matter of fact'attitude, and the 'no demand'attitude.
I

There may be many explanations of how Reality Orientation Therapy

+9"1
works, but according LO' Dr. Muriel'Oberleder, Ph.D., IIthere may be actual
alteration of neurological structure through this type of psychological
patterning, or unused neurone may be activated to compensate for actual
brain losses.

Or it, may be the matter of restnring function through

exercise, functton that was lost through disuse, lack of motivation, dep
pression, ••. or it may be a combination of all these things" (18).

Or,

,it has also been suggested that "it may be the social interaction with
others rather than the actual activity or

proj~ct

that the patient

i~

working on that helps him return to reality as his self-confidence and
dignity are restored n (4). '
For whatever the reason, studies have
tion.Therapy does

sho~wthat

Reality Orienta

work in helping to improve the functioning of severely

disoriented persons" A reality orientation program "Was initiated at
Santa Ana Hillhaven Convelescent Center in February, 1972-and by October
of that

y~ar,

55 patients had gone through reality orientation classes.

19 of them showed significant improvement in, terms of retain
ing what they had learned in the ~lasses. They showed improved
physical appearance anG mentaL outlook, becoming more aware,
alert, and sociable. These were patients who at one time were
withdrawn, depressed, and in poor physical cnndition and who
expres,sed fear and anger •
. , Another 20 patients showed mode!!ate improvement. They were more
alent, ,but they did not retain as much of the facts as the Sig
nificantly iT:'lproved group... 5 or the 55 showed slight or no
improvement, and 11 were discontinued because of illness or
because they ~4ere too disruptive to the program. Everyone of
the 55, however, went through some positive changes (4).
In

an~ther

study conducted by the Veterans Administration Hospital,

Tuscaloosa, Alabama, where 227 persons had been placed into classes

~ithin

a four year period,
with 5.0 graduating and receiving diplomas, 47 (20%) of those who
,attended classes are, now discharged or on trial visit at home with
their families or in community facilities, 113 (49%) remain in the
hospital, and 21 have current discharge plans, 22 are presently in

I

I

192
reality orientation classes, five have been brought out of their
confused state but ~ere found to need intensive psychiatric care
and have been traI+sferred to the psychiatric servi,ce, eight have
improved and are now in the geriatric rehabilitation service for
a mpre active physical program, and 27 became acutely ill and have
beep. transferred to the medical service (18).
l

These. successful results become amazing when it is remembered that
these patients were severely disoriented, often not remembering where they'
were or who they were 1vith, no longer know'ing how to use a fork or even
what a fork is, no longer, in fact, even knowing their own names.
"The problem of the senile patient who is confused ~nd disoriented
is a large one, and· one, that exacts an enormous SOCial, economic, and human
istic toll.
tatton.

Reality Orientation is only one of many methods of rehabili

Its goals are often modest, but,their achievement is a triumph

when seen in relation to the drabness of total senility that might have

I
I

been" (i8).
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